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MOTOR TREND MAGAZINE:
"The winner of the 1976 Motor Trend Import Car 
of the Year Award is the Toyota Celica. Not just a 
Celica, or even the new Liftback","' but the 
compiete three-car line." Here's just part of what 
Motor Trend said about the Ceiica line.

Execution: "The Celica has been a signifi 
cant force on the U.S. automotive scene 

for several years...so although this award is 
(or the 1976 Celica line.it is also recognition 

of the quality of all those ihat have gone before."

Engineering: "With only 56% of the total 
weight on the front wheels, larger wheels, 

steel belted radial tires and firmer 
suspension, handling is excellent with no 

sacrifice in riding comfort."

Performance: "...good performance 
without sacrificing fuel economy..." 
NOTE: 1976 ERA tests with 5-speed 
overdrive transmission. 36 mpg on 

the highway, 20city.TheseEPA results 
are estimates.The actual mileage you 

get will vary, depending upon your 
driving habits and your car's 

condition and eauipment.

You can see Motor Trend Magazine's Import Car of the Year at any of nearly 
1,000 authorized dealers across the country. And, for a limited time, if this is 

the year you purchase a Celica. you'll receive an Import Car of the Year Plaque 
engraved with your name. And if this isn't your year for a sporty car, look into 
the 19 other Toyota models. Each has been given the same attention to detail, 

quality and performance that has helped make the Celica the Import Car of the Year.

5TOYOTACELICAS
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A new way tc use your head
Pick up your favorite glass. (Are you with us so far?) 

Now put it down. Now pour your favorite beer into the glass. 
Now pour your favorite tequila, Jose Cuervo by name, into 
the glass. Add a pinch of salt and don't stir.

Congratulations. You 
have just made a Submarine.

Why is it called a 
Submarine?

That's a very good 
question. And as soon as we 
come up with a very good 
answer, we'll let you know. 

Meanwhile, could you 
perhaps ask some 
easier questions? Like 
why is the sky blue?

Or what is the 
meaning of the 
universe and how
does it relate to 100% 
cotton socks? [ (

JOSE CUERVO* TEQUILA. 80 PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1975, HEUBLEIN. INC, HARTEORD, CONN
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PIONEER HAS
DEVELOPED

A RECEIVER EVEN
THE COMPETITION WILL

ADMIT IS THE BEST.
One look at the new Pioneer SX-1250, and even the 
most partisan engineers at Marantz, Kenwood, 
Sansui or any other receiver company will have to 
face the facts.

There isn't another stereo receiver in the world 
today that comes close to it. And there isn't likely 
to be one for some time to come.

In effect, these makers of high-performance 
receivers have already 
conceded the superiority 
oftbeSX-1250. 
Just by publishing the 
specifications of their 
own top models.

As the chart shows, 
when our best is com 
pared with their best 
there's no comparison.

To begin with, the 
SX-1250 is at least 28% 
more powerful than any 
other receiver ever made. Its power output is rated 
at 160 watts per channel minimum RMS at 8 ohms 
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.1% total 
harmonic distortion.

And. for critical listening, no amount of power 
is too much. You need all you can buy.

To maintain this huge power output, the 
SX-1250hasa power supply section unlike any 
other receivers, with a large toroidal-core 
transformer and four giant 22,000-microfarad 
electrolytic capacitors.

But power isn't the only area in which the 
SX-1250 excels. The preamplifier circuit has an 
unheard-of phono overload level of half a volt 
(500 mVl.This means that no magnetic cartridge in 
the world can drive the preamp to the point where 
it sounds strained or hard. And the equalization for 
the RIAA recording curve is accurate within

±0.2 dB. A figure unsurpassed by the costliest 
separate preamplifiers.

Turn the tuning knob of the SX-1250, and 
you'll know at once that the AM/FM tuner section 
is also special. The tuning mechanism feels 
astonishingly smooth, precise and solid.

FM reception is loud and clear even on weak 
FM stations because the tuner combines extremely

high sensitivity with 
highly effective rejection 
of spurious signals. 

Of course, the 
Pioneer SX-1250 carries 
a price tag commensu 
rate with its position at 
the top. But if you seek 
perfection you won't 
mind paying the price.

If, on the other 
hand, you'd mind, look 
into the new Pioneer 

SX-1050 or SX-950. They're rated at 120 and 85 
watts, respectively, per channel (under the same 
conditions as the SX-1250) and their design is very 
similar. In the case of the SX-1050, virtually 
identical.

That means you don't just come to Pioneer for 
the world's best.

You also come to us for the next best._____
For informational purposes only, (lie SX-1250 is priced under
S900.The actual resale price will be set
by the individual Pioneer dealer at his option.

Anyone can 
hear the difference.

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., 75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie. New Jersey 07074.
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Sirs:
Taxi! Taxi! Hey, over here, you 

prick! Taxi! Christ, the law says you 
gotta have your off-duty sign on, 
you're not gonna pick me up! Taxi! 
Hey! Over here! Shit fuck, none of 
the bastards will stop!

Martin Scorseesee 
Belmore Cafeteria, N.Y.

Sirs:
I am a professional writer with one 

briskly-sell ing book already on the 
market. I thought that before I em 
barked on my next opus, I might turn 
my hand to a few short items of a 
comic nature. Would your magazine, 
by chance, be interested in the 
following?

Knock, knock.
Who's there?
The Symbionese Liberation Army.
The Symbionese Liberation Army

who?
The Symbionese Liberation Army 

who am gonna whu$> you up 
alongside de head u/if a u'ine 
bottle an' kidnapofy yo' girl 
friend an' Loch her in de closet 
an' fuck her up de ass wif a 
bodacious Kg doubledy-barreled 
shotgun an' make, her such, on 
our black Johnsons till she 
tells us wherefore her daddy 
keeps all his money an' u>hite 
women.'

Johnson is an authentic Negro 
slang term for the penis. In my opinion, 
that type oi detail adds an important 
dimension to a humorous piece. 
Please let me know immediately il 
you would like to purchase first 
North American publication rights.

Stephen Weed 
Berkeley, Calif.

Sir:
During December oi last year, 

I was strolling in the vicinity of Times 
Square. There was a light snow upon 
the ground. I had just turned the 
corner by the Floating Jisrn theater 
when I heard a uihoosh. behind me, 
and a skiing pimp on specially waxed 
wingtips Hashed past on my right.

! That's no joke, and 1 went home.
Louie the Ski Buttock 

Chickenloaf Mm., Ohio

Sirs:
It's important that you understand 

that you must trust me if you want 
me to help you. O.K.?

Come on, come on, get in the box. 
In rhe box, now!

B.F. Skinner 
Uarnuttin, Conn.

Sirs:
In case you were wondering how to 

distinguish me from the rest of the 
candidates for the Democratic presi 
dential nomination, it so happens 
that I have a small wart on the under 
side of my cock. I never noticed it 
myself, but Eugene McCarthy pointed 
it out one time while he was gumming 
my gizmo at the convention in '68. 
When those kids said, "Clean tor 
Gene," they sure weren't fooling. 
He's fussy.

Morris Uhaul 
Fagstaif, Arizona 

Sirs:
Thanks to Ted Mann's incisive 

reporting (and our own televised 
vigilance), no more turtles are being 
slain in Semena del Verde. Through 
out Latin America, interspecies 
fellatio has been declared a felony. 
Chilean officials have jailed Jesus 
Haysue Gaunchez and Maximilian 
Schell, the turtle ranchers censured 
in the NatLampCo expose (March 
'76). From Buenos Aires, word 
reaches us that Benito Cart-wright 
(owner of the Ponderosa Jackrahbit 
Ranch) will be indicted. We followed 
Mr. Mann's trail and it made a marvel- 
ous video story. Morley Safer dressed 
up like Peter Cottontail to lure the 
ranchers into the open. His dentures 
got pulverized, hut animal lovers 
everywhere can breathe a little easier.

Mike Wallace
"Sixty Minutes" on location 

Semena del Verde, Chile

Sirs:
I don't know much about art, but 

in your February issue you credited 
Renoir with a painting which any 
dodo knows is "Silly Man on Bidet" 
by Frans Hals. Oh, and one more 
thing. Picasso isn't dead: he's recu 
perating from a motorcycle accident, 
and his next canvas will be called 
"Nashville Skyline."

(Mr.) Luther Greenjeans
c/o Art Dept.

Cornbelt Jr. College
Lincoln, Neb.

Sirs:
You know what the problem is in 

the world today? ! can tell you. 
There are just no laffs anymore! 
Jesus, nobody has a sense of humor 
anymore; know what I mean?

Take Guatemala, for instance. So   
many damn good jokes could come 
out of that mess, but no, we have to 
be serious about the damn thing! No 
damn laffs!!

By the way. I haven't heard irom 
you people in a long time! I used to 
be your friend, didn' t I? I'm no good 
anymore, I guess! Lissen, I'm sick 
of your sniveling s-hit! If I ever see 
you again, I swear- to God I'll blow 
my fuckin 1 brains out all over your 
nice, clean Esso jumpsuits, you 
stinkin' faggots!

Ken Kesey 
Sometimes a Great Cuckoo, Oregon

Sirs:
All I ever hear from everybody is, 

"Why so much advertising?" Well, 
let me tell you this, smartasses: with 
out advertising, you wouldn't know 
U'hat to buy!

David Ogilvy 
Easton, Conn.

Sirs:
Aw, she loved ic.

Cujo 
Los Angeles Dog Cemetery, Calif.

Sirs:
What in the name of all the aster 

oids is going on around your offices? 
We mean, where did Brian McCon- 
nachie dematerialize to? Zlogon, 
Mxtube Nure, and I made a seven 
light-year trip through warp space 
from Mogdar just to bring him two 
article ideas and a lid of uric acid 
pellets- If we don't get the three- 
footed sets of argyle socks he promised 
us, Planet Captain BJutog will make 
us eat a crevice full of space debris 
when we get back. Please tell us 
where it is Brian works now, and it 
better not be NBC because we can't 
get through the force field.

Nax 114,
Ships Vet, Good Ship Venus, 

Mogdar Registry

Sirs:
How dare you call me a "Jew 

comic"!
Shalom Aleichem 

c/o Myron Cohen 
Miami Beach, Fla.
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Alive with pleasure
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smokintj Is Dangerous to Your Health.

-2if

Box: 17 mg. "tar", 1.1 mg. nicotine; Kings; 18 mg. "tar". 1.2 mg. nicotine! 10D'& 19 mg. "tar", 1.3 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Nov. 1975.
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If you're willing to spend
about $6,ooo for a car, we

can show you how to spend
about $4,000.

Fiat 131

A lot of people we know have 
grudgingly come to the conclusion 
that to get a high-quality family 
car these days they have to spend 
$6,000 or more.

That's simply not tme.
Although you may find this 

hard to believe, we can offer you 
the same kind of quality, and the 
same kind of performance for just 
about $2,000 less. In the Fiat 131.

Mere words, you say? Let us 
be a little more specific.

The Fiat 131 costs $4,286* 
We compared it with a car that 
costs $6,295.* One of the finest, 
most highly respected cars in the 
$6,000 range we know of: the 
Volvo 242. (Even if you're not

interested in buying a Volvo, we 
imagine you accept it as a fairly 
impressive standard.)

Here's what we found. Both 
cars have overhead cam engines, 
power-assisted disc brakes, front 
strut suspensions, live rear axles. 
Both have unitized bodies, 
impact-absorbing front and 
rear body sections, collapsible 
steering columns, safety anti-burst 
door locks. Both have tinted glass, 
rear window defrosters, electric 
tachometers, and radial tires as 
standard equipment. (The fact is, 
both cars are loaded with standard 
equipment.)

If all these similarities surprise 
you, you'll be even more surprised

to learn that in performance the 
cars are virtually identical.

In acceleration, they go from 
0 to 60 mph within 1/5 of a second 
of each other. In braking, they 
stop from 60 mph to 0 within 2 
feet of each other. In cornering, 
steering, road-holding ability, and 
overall responsiveness, one is every 
bit the equal of the other.

Can you accept the idea that 
a car that costs about $4,300 can 
be the equal of a car that costs 
about $6,300 ? Fine. You've just 
saved $2,000.

FIAT
A lot of car. Not a lot of money.

*1976 Manufacturer's suggested retail price East Coast POE. Inland transports inn. dealer preparation and local taxes additional. 
Fiat car rental, leasing, and overseas delivery arranged through your participating dealer.
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The perfect Bicentennial souvenir.

A B'l'C (bee-eye-cee) Multiple Play Manual Turntable is one of the finest 
turntables you can buy at any price.

It also happens to be the only multiple play turntable developed and built 
entirely in the USA, and we think it has a lot to say about some particularly American 
qualities we're celebrating in this bicentennial year.

It's innovative. When it first appeared it did thing's no other turntable could 
do. Today it's still miles ahead of the competition from abroad.

It's tough and honest. There are no frills for the sake of frills. Just a rugged 
instrument that does what it's supposed to do... superbly.

Technologically it's a masteipiece, a true combination of design sophistication, 
production wizardry, and quality control.

And in the best American tradition it's priced so that anyone seriously 
interested in good music can afford one.

There are three models: the 940-about $110, the 960-about $160, and the 
980   about $200. See them at your audio dealer's. Or write for information to B-I'C 
Turntables, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.
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At TEAC, our funda 
mental mandate for any 
new product is performance 
and reliability. First and finally. 
Qualities that are measurable in terms 
of mechanical stability and inherent 
design integrity.

These are essentials. Because our technological 
resources established the cassette deck as a true high 
fidelity component. So we demand that a new product 
possess that measure of TEAC quality.

And that's what distinguishes the A-170. Compare it with 
other inexpensive cassette decks with Dolby, please. Just call 
(800) 447-4700* for the name of your nearest TEAC retailer. 
We think you'll agree it's a value you can rely on. 

*In Illinois, call (800) 322-4400.

A-170

TEAC performance 
and reliability •••
how con you really afford anything less
TEAC
The leader. Always has been. TEAC Corporation of America/7133 Telegraph Road. MonWbello. Ca. a0640 ©TEAC 1975 

Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
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Turkey
This Model Nine Volkspeaker never made it out the 

door. The sealing gasket around the twelve-inch bass 
driver was off on eighth of an inch. Chances are you 
never would have noticed it. But, Inspector Will Morris 
and his crew did.

We have a flock of people at our Oklahoma City 
factory with only one job  to inspect Volkspeakers at 
every stage of production.

If the curve on the frequency response sweep test 
doesn't measure up, we reject the entire unit.

If there's any kind of imperfection on the oiled walnut 
or oak veneer cabinet  it'll never see the inside of a 
shipping carton.

Every component of every Volkspeaker is tested prior 
to assembly. And when it's all together we test it again.

This preoccupation with detail means that all of the 
five new Volkspeaker bookshelf systems will last longer 
and perform belter than anything else in their class.

We watch our speakers like a hawk, so you won't get 
stuck with a turkey.

The Volkspeakers are now at your authorized 
Altec/Lansing dealer.

-VOLKSPEAKERS
Speakers for people from the people at Altec/Lansing

For more defoils, send lor tree catalog: Allec Sound Products, o Division ol Alice Corporation, 1515 S. Manchester Ave. I Depl.N L), Anaheim, CA 92803
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Record them over and over again.
The life of a Scotch® brand cassette 
is a long one. Even when you record 
on it time after time after time.

Because there's a tough binder 
that keeps the magneticcoating from 
wearing off. So even after hundreds 
of replays or re-recordings, you get 
great sound quality.

We wish you a long and happy 
life. 'Cause you'll need it to keep up 
with your Scotch cassettes.

Play them back without jamming.
The life of a Scotch® brand cassette 
is a long one. Even when you play it 
time after time after time.

Because there's a Posi-Trak® 
backing that helps prevent jamming 
and reduces wow and flutter. And 
the cassette shell is made with 
a plastic that can withstand 150°F.

We wish you a long and happy 
life. 'Cause you'll need it to keep up 
with your Scotch cassettes.

Scotch Cassettes. 
They just might outlive you,

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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* 1976 R. J Reynolds Tobacco Co.

inston j 
than my pocket.

tf

go. So the taste I want always goes widk me. 
lot of cigarettes come in a box, butkmly one 
has real taste. For me, Winston is for reaL

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

; 20 mg "iaf",1.3mg. 
Inicoiineav. pet cigafeiie. 

FTC Report SEPT.75.
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...and get ready to hear a fantastic HI-FI stereo
component music system.

IN YOUR CAR.
The AudioMobile SA500 car stereo system reproduces music with

astounding clarity and power, and is compatible with
every car radio and tape player on the market.

THE COMPONENTS 
• 50 Watt RMS *Stereo Power Amplifier

• Precision Preamplifier/Equalizer
• Two-way Monitor Speaker System 

Buckle Up: experience a musical trip you'll never forget.
*Typicalty less than 0.3% THD @ 20 Watts RMS per channel into 3 ohms, over the 

entire frequency spectrum from 20Hz—20kHz.

A\\ AudioMobile, Inc.
3625 W. McArthur Blvd.. Santa Ana, Calif., 92704 (714) 549-2730

1 would like to hear the AudioMobile SA-500 Component Car Stereo System. 
Please send me full Information and names of dealers in my area.

HAMEL

ADDRESS- 

CITY____ .STA1 .ZIP.

Mall To: AudioMobile, Inc., 3625 W. McArthur Blvd., Santa Ana, Calif., 92704 (714) 549-2730

is
YOUR GURU / YOU 
SHALU NOT 
7UIWKOF DEMAMY 
KALPASNOU WOULD 
SPEND ATOMINJ6fO£ 
IT/ ee/ceS-,1. 
HAVE NOT VET 
TOLD YOU DE 
A/1EANIM6 OF LIFE. 
BESIDES, PI 5)5 
MY WOJKJTAIM AMD

?OM VTWLLLGVE 
PAPmM 

A5Hf<AAA/
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Since you read this magazine, chances are you already own 
a record player. If you're considering replacing it, it probably no 
longer meets your requirements. One way or another.

For example, if your turntable operates only manually, you 
may now prefer the convenience and safety of automatic 
operation. If it already provides automatic start and stop, but 
only in single play, you may now want the ability to play a series 
of records in sequence and without interruption.

You may also betaking an expensive risk with your records 
every time you play them. Remember: your record collection 
probably costs more than the rest of your equipment combined. 
This alone should prompt you to give thought to a new turntable.

For years, Dual's approach has been to build every turntable 
with more precision than your records are likely to need. Since we 
traditionally lead the state of the art, every Dual tonearm produces 
optimum performance from today's finest cartridges and maximum 
longevity from every record.

This is as true of the least expensive Dual, the 1225, as it is 
of theCS701. All Dual tonearms, for example, follow the same 
basic design principles: straight line between pivot and cartridge 
for maximum rigidity arid lowest mass; dynamic balance main 
tained throughout play; stylus pressure applied around the 
vertical pivot; anti-skating that automatically compensates for the 
inherent changes in skating during play. ,

As for rumble, wow, flutter and deviation from speed i 
accuracy, all are far below audibility in every Dual. (With the | 
direct-drive CS701, they are virtually unmeasurable.)

We don't suggest that Dual is the only quality brand turntable 
available. But where Dual does indeed stand alone is in the many 
years of proven reliability and durability. For example, many 
Duals that come in for servicing (usually only for lubrication and 
cleaning) are more than ten years old. And many Dual owners 
tell us (via letters and warranty cards) that they now own their 
second Dual... usually for their second system.

Dual quality comes in a variety of models: semi-automatic, 
single-play; fully automatic, single-play; single-play/mutti-play. 
Seven models in all as described. We think it only reasonably 
biased to suggest that you will find your next turntable among them

Dual
1225.

1249.

Dual 1225. Fully automatic, single-play/multi-play. Viscous damped 
cue-control, pitch-control. 10%' platter. Less than $140, less base. 
Dual 1226, with cast platter, rotating single-play spindle, less than $170. 
Dual 1228, with gimballed tonearm, synchronous motor,illuminated 
strobe, variable tracking angle. Less than $200.

Dual 1249. Fully automatic, single-play/multt-play. Belt drive.
12" dynamically-balanced platter. Less than $280, less base. Full size
belt-drive models include- Dual 510, semi-automatic, less than $200;
Dual 601. fully automatic, less than $250. (Dual CS601, with base and
cover, less than S270.)

Dual CS701. Fully automatic, single-play. D.C. brushless, electronic
direct drive motor; tuned anti-resonance filters. Less than $400,
including base and cover.

Dual 
CS701.

United Audio Products, Dept. ML, 120 So. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y 10553
Exclusive U.S. Dislnbuhon Agency for Duo
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hat is it? Come on, guess. 

Pick the magazine up and 

turn it over and over and 

shake it gently to see if it 

rattles. "Hmmm..." you say, 

"what could it possibly be?" 

Give up? Why, it's money! Yes, 

fabulous, wonderful money— 

secret treasure of the moderns. 

Isn't it nice? We knew you'd love it. 

It goes with everything, and it's al 
ways in good taste to have plenty of beautiful, fashionable money. 

Don't you think so? Say thank you.

What? What's that? You Bay you don't see any money? Well...to 

tell the absolute completely honest truth, we aren't giving you any 

money after all. What we're giving you is a gift certificate. And all you 

can get with it is a three dollar discount on a subscription to the same 

magazine that gave it to you. Some treat, huh? Oh well, at least it's 

sorl of like money. I mean you can buy something with it. Part of 

something, anyway. Well, part of one thing, actually. If you were 

prettier, it might have been a nice brooch.

Okay, now, fill in your name, address, and anything else asked for 

in the certificate, write out a check for the term of subscription to the 

National Lampoon you would like (one year, two years, or three years), 
subtracting three dollars from the amount listed for each of those 

periods. For example, if you want a one-year subscription, 

which normally costs $7.95, subtract 

three bucks and write out a check for 

$4.95. If you have no check of your 

own, get a money order or bank check. You still 

get the three dollar savings. If you have a checking 

account but there's no money in it, don't 

— let's repeat that — don't send it to 

us. Send it to Playboy

Now you get the same three dollar 

savings for a two- or three-year sub 

scription; merely deduct the three 

dollars, and send in your payment 

and the gift certificate.

When we get your money, we'll 

rush down to the post office and mail 

you your first copy of the National 

Lampoon. If you don't like the 

magazine, write to us and we'll return 

your copy of the gift certificate to you. City-

A 
SPECIAL

GIFT FOR 
OUR READERS

Thank you, Mr. Publisher, for giving me $3.00 toward a subscription to the National Lampoon. 

You're a hell of a sweet guy! I've checked off ihe term of tlie subscription 1 want, so rush me my first issue.

Make all checks payable to: 
National Lampoon Dept. NL 576

635 Madison Avenue 
New York. New York 10022

One-year subscription D $7.95 (Deduct $3.00) Two-year subscription d $ I 3.95 (Deduct $3.00) 
Three-year subscription LI $ 18.00 (Deduct $3.00)

For each year, add SI.00 for Canada and Mexico, $2.00 for other foreign countries. 
All checks must be payable within continental U.S. or Canada.

Name ——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Address —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Slate .Zip.
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Kikestein Names Sheenyberg: Claims Bribe to Hebesky 
While under Indictment by Nkkelnosefeld inBrew-Hah-Hah

Details Inside
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Late Final:
No NewsThis Month!

Photo by U.P.I.

Washington, 
April 30—No news 
was reported again 
f o r the fo u r t h 
straight week in 
this unrumor-rid- 
den capital. Highly 
placed sources 
who did not wish 
to be quoted in 
dicated that noth 
ing had happened, 
was happening, or 
would be likely to 
happen.

Across the nation, 
several primaries were 
held, with no voters 
showing their prefer 
ence for candidates. 
Conclusive results are 
not awaited by officials 
of" both parties. Con 
gress failed to take ac- 
tion on several 
measures, all of them 
open to veto and utter 
ly ineU'ecnial. From 
abroad came reports of

few developments in 
sensitive areas: Secre 
tary of State Kissinger, 
who has been unavail 
able for comment, was 
not expected to re 
spond within the near 
future, or the far fu 
ture.
Any Oder Welcomed 

In a cooperative 
statement, the White 
House, the capital, and 
the networks an 
nounced that they 
would offer large cash 
compensation to any 
one or anything who 
co u III provide them 
with hard news. Soft 
news was also said to 
be weJcome. Ju an ac 
companying statement, 
both political and 
media sources were 
quoted as saying that 
they hoped the cooper 
ative statement, the 
first of its kind in his 
tory, might be news- 
w o r l h y . Reliable 
sources had no com 
ment.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Dents to Gulf:

Can we show you 
something nice 

in a tie, maybe?
Reacting to a 

wave of House In 
vestigating Com 
mittee exposures 
of illegal campaign 
contributions, the 
Gulf Oil Corpo 
ration asked the 
Democratic and 
Republican Na 
tional Committees 
to return over five 
million dollars "si 
phoned off" into 
the tanks of the 
high-lead, no-

knock, two party 
system.

A Gulf spokesman 
explained that the 
company feit "a strong 
moral obligation" to 
undo the wrong it had 
done, adding. "Return 
of ihe funds seems to 
be the very least we 
can do."

The Republican's re 
ply was a curt "no 
backsies." but Demo 
cratic National Chair 
man James A. 
"Chuck" Parley struck 
a more conciliatory 
tone. "It is contrary to

party policy to give 
cash refunds greater 
than fifty dollars (ap 
proximately 200 
pounds sterling)," ex 
plained the Demo 
sachem. "However, we 
are more than willing 
to make up the differ 
ence from our fine se 
lection of merchan 
dise." Among the items 
offered by Parley were 
the little-used Penta 
gon, the oil-drenched 
Rocky Mountains, and 
a mint collection of 
very "hot" Mary Jo 
Kopechne photo- 
graphs.

GFfersonalized Rolling

FROM THE MANUFACTURERS OF C-Z
Your name or message on booklets of Rolling Paper. As a Gift. Announcement 
or Invitation. Or for Personal Use. Finest quality Doubtewidth Pice Paper.

I MAIL ORDER TO: EASY CUSTOM BOOKLETS, P.O. BOX 836, MADISON SO, STATION, N.Y., N.Y. 10010 I 
PRINT YOUR MESSAGE IN SPACES, MAXIMUM 3 LINES. FIRST LINE FREE.

ADDITIONAL LINES S1.00 EACH I 
MAXIMUM 25 CHARACTERS PER LINE INCLUDING SPACES AND PUNCTUATION |

BOOKLET COLOR CHOICE
CHECKONE: D WHITE Q BLUE D PINK QTAN DSILVER CJCOLORSCENE
SEND MY ORDER TO; 
(ALLOW 3-4 WEEKS FOR SHIPMENT} 

(Please Print)

NAME: ———————————————————

STREET:- 

CITY:——

O CHECK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL

BOOKLETS PER BOX QUANTITY PRICE
25at$ 12.50

100atS 37.50
500 at $125.00

ADDITIONAL LINES 
AT $1.00 EACH

TAX (N.Y. RESIDENTS ONLY) 
NCLUDE $1.00 PER BOX 

FOR HANDLING
TOTAL ENCLOSED:

By JIZ WINNER
What's the album all the nouvcau-cognoscenti 
rock critics are raving about? It's National L<mi- 
poow's "Good-bye Pop." This piece of vinyl poly- 
chloride smells as bad when you play it as it does 
when you burn it, and yet it is getting nothing 
but raves from music industry mackerel snap 
pers. Why? Because most of them don't know it's 
parody. They think it's the real stuff.

Brendan Gill, one of the most respected lit 
erary figures of our time, has pointed out that 
parody is no more than the bitter ravings of the 
second rate, who ride on the shoulders of the 
talented steering with their ears. Parodists are 
parasites, says critic Gill, longtime staffer at the 
New Yorker, digging his nose deep into the 
jeans of traditional wisdom. The zipper scars 
Gill bears to this day on the end of his nose 
bear witness to this enlightenment.

One of the few, perhaps the only pudgy critic 
of stature to spot the album for parody is myself. 
From the moment I sat down to take a leak and 
heard it played over the FM earphones I wear 
when I'm doing the housework, I knew it was 
parody.

Talking to Mary Travers of Peter, Paul & 
Mary the other day, t happened to mention the 
Dylan parody on the NalLampoon album.

"They've always had it in for Bob," said the 
blond, "They destroyed him. It was mostly Scan 
Kelly. .."

Kelly, who edited the record, apparently has 
said, "Dylan, Bob Dylan? Why not Bob Pat- 
more, or Bob Whitman, or Bob Burns? Or Bob 
Cummings or E. E. Zimmermena? I hate him 
for the satne reason Hillary climbed Everest."

The record album is definitely parody, and as 
if that wasn't a searing enough indictment, it 
isn't funny; Chevy Chase is not on it, and if that 
does not tell the tale, then I'm talking to the 
wrong bunch of teens. [ spoke to Chase himself 
about the album, to lind out exactly why it 
wasn't funny.

"As you know, Jiz, I wrote, produced, starred 
in, directed and sang National Lampoon's Lem 
mings- The reason'Good-bye Pop' is not funny 
is that it wasn't left up to my imagination."

Next Month: Chris King and Mike O'Brien talk 
about the Irish solution backstage at New 
York's fabled Bells of Hell bar, where the 
poor and pimply are as if a dreamt-of memory.

NOTIONS AND LOTIONS 
LATEX AND LEATHER &
THE PINKPUSSYCAT BOUTIQUE i\ 
SEND $3.00 FOR CATALOGUE ' 
PO.421 L-REGO PARK.NY 11374
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The Most Devastating 
Detective Story Of This Century.

\\ M REDFORD/HOFFMAN 
ALLTHE PRESIDENTS MEN

ROBERT REDFORD/DUSTIN HOFFMAN ALLTHE PRESIDENT S MEN"
Starring JACK WARDEN Special appearance by MARTIN BALSAM. HAL HOLBROOK and JASON ROBARDS as Ben Bradtee 

Screenplay by WILLIAM GOLDMAN • Based on (he book by CARL BERNSTEIN and BOB WOODWARD • Music by DAVID SHIRE 
ProducedbyWALTERCOBLENZ'DirectedbyALANJ PAKULA r Q A Wildwood Enterprises Production *A Robert Bedford-Alan J. PakulaFilm rECH ""COLORS f™nlwws:nBROSFG SS35£.i3KSC"«»

ssssss .•sra.'sssrji.

NOW PLAYING EVERYWHERE
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"People don't realize it but some
is making their minds shallow. Most

two chords...it doesn't give your whole
David Sanborn 
Taking Off
If you've heard David Bowie's Young 
A/ner/cans, Bruce Springsteen's Born To 
Run or Paul Simon's Still Crazy After 
All These Years, you've heard David 
Sanborn's saxophone. Now hear Taking 
Oft, the Sanborn solo debut that Modern 
Recording magazine called "One of 
the best produced and engineered 
albums this year... a prize." 
Warner Bros. BS 2873 
Produced by John Court

David Sanborn 
Taking Off

Includes
Butter fat Black Light 
Funky Banana 
The Whisperer

Miroslav Vitous 
Magical Shepherd
Miroslav Vitous came to America from 
Czechoslovakia in 1966 and was soon 
playing with the musicians whose 
work he'd admired from afar, including 
Miles Davis and Herbie Hancock. Vitous 
was a longtime member of Weather 
Report, whose hit albums included 
Mysterious Traveller and / Sing the Body 
Electric. His first Warners LP finds him 
in danceable-funk territory with his 
specially-made, double-necked, 
synthesizer-equipped guitar and such 
guests as Herbie Hancock and vocalist 
Cheryl Grainger. 
Warner Bros. BS 2925 
Produced by David Rubinson and 
Miroslav Vitous for David Rubinson 
& Friends

MIROSLAV VITOUS
"magical shepherd"

Includes Basic Laws / New York City 
From for Away /Aim ftur Eye

Alice Coltrane 
Eternity
Spiritually inspired, years-ahead harp 
and keyboard work from one of the front- 
runners in innovative contemporary 
music. Eternity is highlighted by "Wisdom 
Eye," a shimmeringly beautiful harp 
soio; "Los Caballos," dedicated "to all 
who like horses"; and a stunning rework 
ing of a theme irom Stravinsky's Rile 
of Spring. Guests include Charlie Haden, 
Hubert Laws, Fred Jackson. 
Warner Bros, BS 2916 
Produced by Ed Michel

George Benson 
fireez/n'
Guitar Player magazine writes: 
"Is George Benson the best jazz guitarist 
of the Seventies? The Playboy All-Star 
Poll, the Grammy Awards and many 
of the hippest jazz musicians say yes." 
Benson, whose previous smash LPs 
have included White Rabbin, Bad Benson 
and Body Talk, employs both voice 
and guitar on his first album for Warners. 
Sources of material include Leon 
Russell, Bobby Wornack, Jose Feliciano 
and Benson himself. 
Warner Bros. 2919 
Produced by Tommy LiPuma

GEORGE BENSON
BREEZIN

Includes This Masquerade

Six to Four/Affirmarion/Lady

Whole-body music from

BLAIVKET
Questions and Answers

_ . by
Social Security 
Administration 
]timore, Maryland

Q. I am ninety-four, and have been receiving S
ciai Security payments for twenty-nine years. C
you recommend a good investment for me?
A. Long Term Certificates of Deposit.
Q. [ have heard a lot of talk that by the lime 1 i
tire in 1983. Social Security may not be able
help me. My wife says I am crazy, but I say I'
right. Can you tell me if I'm right?
A. Your wife has the right attitude. If vou doi
think llie government will help you. just look
what they've done for tlie American Indian!
Q. I am fifty-three, and was seriously injured
an automobile accident. How long must 1 ha
worked to qualify for Social Security Disabili
Benefits?
A. The general rule is: One year longer than yi
have.
Q. 1 will be applying for a new job which will p
me $25.000 per year. However. 1 have misplac
my Social Security curd. Can you help?
A. Do not worry. Use 161-44-963 I. and you w
be properly credited.
Q. My wife asked me one evening if I would li
to spread whipped cream on her crotch, then li
it oft". She later suggested we dress up in rubl:
suits and heat each other with horsehair whij
Will this a fleet my Social Security benefits?
A. Just look at what they've done for the Ame
can Indian!!
Shatworthy Tip of (lie Week:

Remember, if you have had a heart transpla 
there is a possibility that you may qualify for S 
cial Security benefits before or after your be; 
does! This applies to kidney transplants in mi 
states also.

Keeping Abreast of the Minoritk
"Something must be done for the vast numb 

of women in America who belong to this minori 
group, and who have for so long remained sile 
in the face of overwhelming prejudice and bi 
otry!"

So spoke Jackie Onassis this week when she a 
nounced that she had joined wilh Betty Ford ai 
Happy Rockefeller to form the Teeny Weeny T 
ty Committee.

Susan Brownmiller. who was recovering fro 
injuries she received when she was raped by 
small group of lesbians on Manhattan's Low 
East Side, told reporters. "1 feel that the time h 
come for this silent minority to speak out agair 
those who would hold flat-chested womcr 
bodies against them."

In sympathy with the newiy formed grou 
Sophia Loren and Carol Wayne have formed t. 
Teeny Weeny Titty Pity Committee, which w 
support the struggle of the "flatties."

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Sports Column

by Red Ruffansore
Nine years ago, when the ABA threw up its 

first tricolored jump ball, Old Red predicted 
rough running for the junior roundball circuit. 
Red was hoping Dame Fate would prove him 
wrong, but the twenty-four second clock is run 
ning down fast for the hard-pressed hoopsters.

Does this mean that the ABA is about to foul 
out of pro sports forever? "Over my dead body," 
insisted Freshman Cage Commissioner David 
"Dave"DeBusschere, as this reporter hoisted a 
few frosties with the former Knick Non-Negro 
Netster at Toots Shor's.

Whether it was the beer or the excitement, 
Dave was literally foaming at the mouth as he 
outlined his blueprint to put the ABA back in the 
black. "The trouble with basketball today," 
opined the Prior Piston Pacesetter, "is over- 
exposure. Too many teams, too many games, 
too little interest. Less is more," slurred Dave, 
pumping in a double boilcrmaker. "I mean, who 
gives a shit about the regular season anyway? 
Next year, we're heading straight into the play- 
offs with a three team league.

"They'll play a four out of seven round robin 
series on holiday weekends between Thanks 
giving and Easter. During the week they'll be 
available for cocktail parties, bar mitzvahs, 
supermarket openings—whatever. Anytime, 
anywhere, as long as the price is right."

Waxing eloquent, the erstwhile Wayne State 
Warrior continued, "Let's face it, Red, basket 
ball is entertainment and entertainment means 
sex and violence. The fans want to see ten 
enormous jigs gouging each other's eyes out. 
Basketball is war and war is hell. The hell with 
basketball.

"Where was I? Oh yeah. We've got a package 
of rule book changes that's going to knock John 
Q. Public's cock right into his watch pocket. 
What do I mean? I'll tell you what I mean. We're 
gonna go the twenty-four second clock one bet 
ter. We got a new ball. We call it the hot potato. 
At the end of twenty-four seconds, it detonates. 
" From now on, there's no such thing as a 

foul. Anything goes. As for the sex angle, we've 
got that covered too, or you might say uncov 
ered . . . Shorts and Skins."

Red Hots: Overheard at the nineteenth hole at 
Pebble Beach. A contrite Lee Elder to third- 
round leader Johnny Miller: "Sorry about that 
fart out on the fairway." Miller's retort: "It 
wasn't the fart that bothered me, it was the fol 
low-through.". .. Condolences to Mrs. Maxie 
Rosenbloom, whose husband Slapsie took his last 
dive in March. . . . Personal to Johnny Bench; 
"You betta off.". . . For those who wonder how 
Belgium lost the Congo, Old Red recommends 
a replay of the Ali-Coopman fight.

of the music the/re hearing today 
of the rock music you hear is based on 
body a chance to react to beauty."
Rahsaan Roland Kirk 
The Return of the 5000 Lb. Man 
down beat has called flutist-saxophonist 
Kirk "one of the most versatile and 
energetic musicians living and playing 
in the world today." His first Warner Bros, 
album furthers Kirk's reputation as 
a nimble interpreter of widely varying 
material (including John Coltrane's 
"Giant Steps," Charles Mingus' "Good 
bye Pork Pie Hat" and the Minnie 
Ripertonhit "Loving You"), as well as 
a great composer and a player of 
astounding technical proficiency. 
Warner Bros. BS 2918 
Produced by Joel Dorn

RAHSAAN 
ROUND KIRK
THE RETURN 
OF THE
5,000 Ib-MAN

Includes
Sweet
Georgia
Brown
Loving You 
Giant Steps

Antonio Carlos Jobim
Urubu
His writing credits—"The Girl From 
Ipanema," "Quiet Nights of Quiet Stars," 
"One Note Samba"—have established 
Antonio Carlos Jobim as the single 
greatest figure in modern Brazilian 
music. He's pursued an active performing 
and recording career, including albums 
with Frank Sinatra, Herbie Mann and 
Jpao Gilberto and such solo efforts as 
Tide and Stone Flower. Urubu puts 
Jobim in a full-orchestra setting. 
Warner Bros. BS 2928 
Produced by Claus Ogerman

Antonio Carlos JoMm 
llrubu

Includes Llgta Angela \hlse Correnteza

Warner Bros. Records.

-Rahsaan Roland Kirk
David Newman 
Mr. Fathead
He's played with some of the most 
impressive names in modern Rhythm 
and Blues: Lowell Fulson, T-Bone 
Walker, King Curtis, Herbie Mann and 
(forlOyears of touring and recording) 
Ray Charles, meanwhile making 
such solo albums as Hard Times and 
Lonely Avenue. On his first Warner Bros. 
LP, he turns his flute and alto and tenor 
saxes loose on such recent pop suc 
cesses as "Dance With Me" and "I Love 
Music," as well as previously 
unrecorded material. 
Warner Bros. BS 2917 
Produced by Joel Dorn

Pat Martino 
Starbright
The guitar of Pat Martino may be heard 
on recordings by Bobby Hutcherson, 
Joe Farrell, Chick Coreaand Stanley 
Clarke, as well as on eight solo albums 
for Muse, Prestige and Cobblestone. 
His first LP for Warner Bros, shows that 
he has mastered a variety of playing 
styles and of tools, from the most basic 
(acoustic guitar) to the most complex 
(electric guitars and synthesizers). 
Warner Bros. 2921 
Produced by Ed Freeman

WMAKTINO/ STARDWGHT

Includes 
Fbll/Eyes/Nefertiti/Blue Macaw

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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The Candidate's Mane Is Missing
Maytag, Wis.—

Presidential candi
date Morris Udall 
doesn't seem to be
in the news much.
This fact has lead 
some old capital 
watchers to con
clude that he has

disappeared, per
haps in an air
plane.

This would mark the
first lime a man believ
ed by some to have 
been a candidate for 
the best furnished of 
fice in the land has dis
appeared without a

search.
Ben Bradlee. editor

of the probing, fearless 
Washington Post hole, 
was contacted with re
gard to the candidate's
disappearance. "1 don't 
know," said the pudgy 
editor. "Has anybody 
tried phoning his fam
ily?"

Schorr to Stono: Jake a Leak
tA<^-u<^j sources

close to TV Guide
magazine say that 
it was CBS news 
correspondent
Daniel Schorr who 
leaked the surprise 
twist ending to an
upcoming two-part
"Kojak" special.

The source at the

magazine, wno asKea
lo remain nameless, re
vealed thai Mr. Schorr
had approached them 
with the ending after 
being turned down by
People, Ladies ' Home 
Journal, Our Sufidav 
Visitor, and the Na 
tion a! Review. A
spokesman Tor CBS
said there will be no
official comment for

now. out council is
being retained for pos
sible legal action.

The article in TV 
Guide states thai Star- 
varos was shot with a
dummy blank car 
tridge, and crime boss 
Caposito's seeing eye 
dog had been switched
while he was stuck in
the artificial kidney
machine.

Bailey to Hearst: All 1 Want
AreTruffles and Strife

Unusally in
formed sources

'today revealed the 
compensation
promised attorney
F. Lee Bailey for
his courtroom de
fense of heiress
Patricia (Patty)
Hearst.

William Hearst, the
father of the accused,
has agreed to dispatch 
to a street corner in
Beverly Hills adjacent
to Bailey's home.
trucks loaded with ten
million dollars worth
of beluga caviar.
pheasant under glass.
truffles, hearts of palm.

grouse breasts.
Chateau Lafite-
Rothschild '61, and
other epicurean food 
stuffs.

"I knew it would
cost me more to ran
som Patty from the
Feds than" the SLA."
admits Hearst.
"They've been in busi
ness longer, they're
better organized."

•^^•^^•W. fM^^i^HH^H^Iv •Hni'^^K^nV ^Wl

There's a Ford
in Your Future
Camelot, D.C.—

T n P r P *; n \Vp i ^ -
J-flVllr-JCj TTC'.lj

enheimer, who
claims to be the 
"other woman" in 
Gerald Ford's life,
held a thirty-min 
ute press confer
ence this week in
which she named
the president as
the father of her
child.

Miss Weisenheiiner.
a part-time model and
New York Rockette.
told reporters that she
first met Ford on the
slopes of Vail, Colorado,
in 1974. •

"We met in the lodge
on several occasions
and in my room two
or three limes," the
shapely twenty-seven- 
year-old said. "He of 
fered to sharpen my
edges and tighten my 
straps. 1 told him 1 was 
running for Miss Nude
U.S.A.. and he said 
he'd put his ballot in
my box any lime. One
thing led to another. I
guess. Little Jerry was
born nine months later."

Miss Weisenheimer
told reporters she has
been receiving regular
checks from two men
dressed as plumbers
and wearing plastic
noses.

FUNNY
1 WANT TO GET BACK TO THE LAND / 
I BOUGHT A ROOSTER To UJAKE ME 
IN THE MORNING, AND LAY EGGS.'

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Sensitive Instrument 
Picks up Presence 
of God In Air

Ann Arbor, 
Mich., April 1—A 
super-sensitive sci 
entific apparatus 
has picked up the 
presence of God 
"in the air," it was 
revealed today.

The instrument, 
nicknamed "Godo- 
scope" by scientists, 
caused rejoicing al (he 
University of Mich 
igan, where the experi

ments are taking place 
"to find and/or talk 
with God."

"We hope to com 
municate with Him lat 
er on," said Homer 
Fieldsmith. who is pre 
siding over the re 
search, "but for now 
I'm just tickled thai 
we've located Him."

According to Field- 
smith. God is "about 
eighty feet (all and has 
a full head of hair plus 
a longish beard.'"

Pick Up the 
Left Man's Burden

Speaking before 
a crowd of two- 
and-a-half million 
campesinos in Ha 
vana's Plaza de la 
Revoluci6n, Cu 
ban Premier Fidel 
Castro delivered 
an abbreviated 
three-day speech 
explaining the Cu 
ban committment 
to Africa.

Punctuating his 
speech with quick 
stabbing gestures and 
numerous barks and 
growls, Cuba's Num 
ber One Comrade said, 
"In the days of the 
vicious imperialists. 
the international car 
tels, through the legal 
pretense of inter 
vention undertaken by 
their client stales, used 
to station thousands of 
imperialist iroops up 
and down the length of 
Africa, forcing the Af 
rican masses to surren 
der tribute in the form 
of tin, bauxite, oil, and

women. Thanks to the 
continuing success of 
our sugar harvests, the 
peace-loving socialist 
people of Cuba are 
able to send thousands 
of socialist troops to 
defend the Africans 
from the depredations 
of the im perialist 
troops. In return, the 
peoples of Africa ex 
press iheir thanks to us 
by giving us tin. oil. 
bauxite, and women."

Underlining the In 
ternationalist aspects 
of the Cuban Revolu 
tion, the Western Hem- 
isphere's Chief 
Collectivist told the 
cheering multitudes 
thai )i e had been 
named an Honorary 
Member of the Polit- 
buro of the MPLA, as 
well as empress of Mo 
zambique and mar 
grave of Botswana. 
While denying rumors 
that he is actively cam 
paigning for (he Patri 
archate of the Coptic 
Church. Castro de 
clared his willingness 
to accept a draft.

Budget cure for
the common

hearache
Enjoy huge discounts, and end the agonizing pains of hearache! 
Our new stereo catalog will soothe your ears with music 
systems and single components from every major brand! 
The Warehouse Sound Co. cure includes fast delivery and 
shamefully low mail-order prices!

Comes in two pleasant forms: Merely drop us the coupon be 
low and we'll send you our 96-page catalog, FREE! Or, include 
$1 for postage, and 
we'll rush both our 
catalog and the 
1976 Music Ma- 
chine Almanac: it's 
a full-color 130-page 
guide to hi-fi 
equipment com 
plete with photos 
and specs on 30 
different brands.
For even faster
relief . . . get
amazing price quotes right over
the phone! Call 805/544-9700
or write: P.O. Box S,
San Luis Obispo, CA, 93405.

WAREHOUSE 
SOUND CO.

EAR-AID
D

I want fast relief, 
so here's my $1 
for both your 96- 
page color catalog 
and the Music Ma 
chine Almanac VIA 
FIRST CLASS MAIL

address

D
Just send me the 
free catalog alone 
via third class mail.

city

WAREHOUSE SOUND CO., Box S, San Luis Obispo, CA 93405 805/544-9700 K1
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Maddox Exposes Carter:

"Jimmy's 
aHegro"

At a surprise 
press conference 
sponsored by a 
joint committee of 
Wallace and Jack 
son supporters 
today, Lester Mad 
dox revealed that 
his former running 
mate and thi.£ 
week's Democratic 
front-runner Jim

my Carter is "more 
than slightly 
touched by the tar 
brush."

Maddox. who punc- 
tuated his address by 
whacking away at a 
hag of peanuts with an 
ax handle, allowed as 
li o w I- B I agents, 
phrenologists, and a 
water diviner attached 
to his Georgia guber 
natorial campaign had

all warned him of Car 
ter's racial taint, but 
that he had ihcn "kept 
Jimmy on the team to 
balance the ticket."

Now thai Carter is as 
serious as any other 
presidential contender, 
however. Maddox fell 
it "no more than his 
duly" to speak out 
against this "threat to 
blacken the image of 
the White House."

"Lookil ihc lips on 
him." observed Mad 
dox conclusively.

"And who invented 
the peanut? A certi 
fiable Negro, that's 
who."

Dark horse Carter. 
laid up temporarily 
with what his doctors 
term "a very mild 
case" of sickle cell 
anemia, was not avail 
able for comment.

Snyder Loses Control-Eats Guest

Tom Snyder, the 
thirty-nine-year- 
old host of NEC's 
"Tomorrow" show, 
a late night talk 
show which ap 
pears on NEC di 
rectly after the 
more popular 
"Tonight" show, 
lost his cool last 
week when he 
grew impatient 
with a guest and 
ate him live.

Snyder, who is
thirty-nine years old. 
and had gained a repu 
tation as one of the 
network's most verbal 
talk show hosts, also be 
came one of the most 
oral talk show hosts 
when he swallowed 
Walter Meyer-Pulrick 
in two gulps.

Meyer-Putrick. who 
claimed to be a trans 
sexual ex-CIA agent 
who had been kid 
napped by extra- 
terrestial beings and 
given psychic powers 
to aid him in the writ-

ing of his novel. You'll 
Never Believe This, But 
. . ., was explaining to 
Snyder why he feared a 
possible assassination 
attempt at which point 
Snyder leap! across his 
teddy bear and ingest 
ed the guest.

NBC issued a formal 
statement, saying Sny 
der had been under a 
lot of mental strain 
lately, citing as an 
example the fad that 
his modish mood ring 
had been glowing 
bright red just before 
the attack.

Reagan,
Wallace 

Taking to Hills
In the wake of 

disappointing 
landslides in early 
primaries, radical 
leaders Ronald 
Reagan and 
George Wallace 
have both inde 
pendently an 
nounced that they 
may be forced to 
adopt guerrilla tac 
tics to bring their 
programs to the 
people.

Wallace is said to be 
recruiting a small, 
highly trained force of 
right-wing Democrats 
confined to wheel- 
chairs who will hide in 
the Ore a! Smoky 
Mountains and swoop 
down unexpectedly on 
integrated schools, 
welfare offices, and 
"fancy" restaurants. 
Thus he hopes to at 
tract a considerable 
army of disaffected 
citizens to rally to his 
banner, and fight to 
death against the cor 
rupt and "illegal" gov 
ernment which is now 
controlling the nation. 
Wallace is quoted as

saying that he will ac 
cept any bona fide re 
cruits, providing they 
are no more mobile 
than himself.

In a similar move,' 
ex-Governor Ronald 
Reagan is forming 
what is described as a 
radical right-wing 
"capilalune" in the 
High Sierras. Members 
will be recruited from 
the upper echelons of 
the business and de 
fense- establishment 
and required to live 
and train together in 
small cadres at an ex 
clusive rod and gun 
club to the immediate 
east of Sacramento. 
According to under 
cover aides, rules of the 
cadres will be strict. 
Participants will have 
to wear ties and jackets 
no dinner and pool 
their portfolios. Nu 
merous courses will be 
taught to prepare 
members for their role 
in the "back ward-look 
ing oppressive oli 
garchy" for which 
Reagan is convinced 
the people will call. 
Mr. Reagan was last 
seen on a rocky crag 
overlooking U.S. 80 
riding a magnificent 
white stallion.
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Ot

One 
of a
kind.

He is at home in a world 
few men ever see.

A world where wisdom 
earns more respect than 
physical strength.

He smokes for pleasure, 
He gets it from the blend 
of Turkish and Domestic 
tobaccos in Camel Filters.

Do you?

Turkish and 
Domestic Blend

19 mg."iar",1.3 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report SEPT.75.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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Brut for Men.
If you have 
any doubts

about yourself, 
try

something else.

After shove, offer shower, after anything. 
Brut® lotion by Fabcrge.

PF" Enthralling penny loafer from 
Indian Ambition, Oreg.!!! Evel 
Knievel, the man most likely to die 
from a fall in the bathtub, began his 
career with a pissing contest against 
his Uncle Lem. Who could piss the 
farthest? You know the sort of thing. 
Girls have them. Except with them 
it's who can grow their tits the 
farthest. With boys, it's who can spit 
farthest. When they're really tiny, it's 
who can shit farthest. Later on, who 
can come farthest. Nothing wrong 
with it, but, sad fact, Evel lost all 
those contests, never won one. So 
that's why he does what he does. 
Each time he does a leap, he shits, 
pisses, and comes — over fourteen 
busses—farther than anyone in the 
world. Good for you, Evel, you're a 
peach. Zat why you walk dat way? 
W Dumbfounding hip boot from 
Zzzzzz, Kans.!!! Dr. Christiaan 
Barnard performed a heart transplant 
on himself yesterday. Dr. Barnard 
said, "1 have long wanted to do this, 
and why shouldn't 1? Why? Why? 
How come I should be the only one 
who can't have a fresh heart? It's 
not fair. So I did it." Dr. Barnard 
simply lay down in an empty hospital 
room, gave himself a local, unzipped 
himself with a scalpel, poked around 
the right atrium, lit a cigarette, poked 
around in the left. Called for a heart, 
took it out of its Baggie, snipped out 
his old heart, tossed it on the coffee 
table, put his cigarette out in it, put in 
his new heart, snapped it onto the 
ventricles, and pinched the nurse, 
who was assisted by his cat, Olga. 
"I've never done a real transplant 
before," said Chris. "It was always 
my assistants. And Olga. It's a lot of 
fun, though. I think I'm really going 
to get into it."
v*~ Electrifying stacked sandal from 
D-Cup, Ga.!!! Marion Hart (eighty- 
three), the flying grandmother, is 
going to the moon in her toque. She's 
going with Marie-Claud Beaumont 
(thirty-four) of France, leading auto 
driver, Chris Evert (twenty), tennis 
championette, Keun Hye (twenty- 
three), first lady of Korea, Sarah 
Caldwell (twenty-seven), conductress,

and Christine Wren (ninety-four), 
recently installed professional base 
ball umprix. The trip is being spon 
sored by MCP, and interservices- 
intergovernmentalinterbusinessinter- 
sportsinterarts interest for the pro 
motion of women who have made a 
name for themselves in men's fields 
to see if they can do any better for 
themselves, or any better than men, 
or any better than the cat on the 
fence. They will be sent to the moon 
with Leonard P. Matlovich (thirty- 
two), a humpy virgin upon whom 
they will, undoubtedly, unleash 
themselves in flight, endeavoring to 
force him to give up la masturbation 
for peretubuhan deiluar nikah. Mat 
lovich will serve them all, gay dog 
that he is, and leave them limp and 
rewarded as they go round the world 
with him in frequent, thrilling orbits. 
MCP hopes never to hear from any 
of them again, but Birdbath thinks 
otherwise. They'll probably get to the 
moon and bring it back with them, 
thus securing it once and for all for 
democracy. MCP has been urging 
women to acts of derring-do this 
decade. They're the bunch who 
made Bette Davis do her own 
stunts in her new movie, Kamikazi 
Marm. Margaret Chase Smith was 
strapped to a motorcycle and sent 
hurtling over twenty-four barns into 
a blazing hayrick filled with rusty 
ploughs. Rusty Ploughs was set 
doing bench presses pressing a bench 
on which Mr. America was set doing 
bench presses. "li these ladies want 
to make fools of themselves trying to 
make fools of we hairy, broad- 
shouldered, more powerfully poetical, 
more wisely incellecting, more for 
bearing, and more humorous males, 
let them. Let them," says Morris 
L/dall. "See if I care. I don't. I don't 
care one bir. Not one bit, I tell you, 
But—just this — let me know, will ya 
-^send me a cable — get it into tbe 
Almanac — knock up ;t monument to 
it on the mall — give it a little three 
column spread —hold a parade lor it 
on the Unter den Linden — add it to 
the Florida license plate — call it in 
from left field — tattoo it onto your 
ninny and staple it to your ass the day 
they learn to piss against a wall." 
W" Walloping galoshes from Your 
Mother Called, Fla.!!! Pissing against 
the wall is real big with niggers these 
days, and hardly a day goes by but 
what you don't see it. Course if you 
miss it, you miss it, and unlike "Thank 
you" at the A&P, there's no conso 
lation, you just do. Madison Avenue
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is getting into it, aping the blacks as 
is their wont. Ad men are now going 
out on the streets to piss. They piss 
against cars in from of the Rooseveit 
Hotel, and right in the lobby of the 
Graybar Building. Even the lady ad-ers 
are into it, taking clients out from 
meetings and pissing in the gutter. 
Crapping has not happened yet, it's 
not the in thing yet, and probably 
won't make it, because street defeca 
tion happens in the owly night. But 
account gals, script gals, and those 
high-powered Ro? Russell types are 
leaping out of cabs to micturate on 
the way to El Parador as noon gongs 
twelve, and they say clients love it. 
Birdbath doesn't know what's coming 
next. Vomiting's nice, though. 
*W~ Blazing patten from Dump, R.I.!!! 
And while we're at it. Fred Astaire 
is doing commercials for Roots shoes. 
Fred is looking younger every day. He 
looks eighty-two. He's promoting the 
shoes in state fairs and Loblaw open 
ings across the nation. He also ends 
droughts by doing his rain dance (one, 
two, side-together, gush) in them ior 
Indians, both American and East. The 
East Indians had a rain dance man 
before Fred, but he wore Carber-ators 
and they didn't work, and Indira 
Gandhi, who of many millions is the 
only person left in India, under her 
sari wore cloven Earth shoes, didn't 
you know, so he was not allowed to 
send out any uncensored bulletins to 
the clouds, and his Roots were put in 
prison due to a national emergency, 
even though the sole national emerg 
ency in India boils down to, or rather, 
dries up to, drought. The other 
national emergency being flood, Fred 
is allowed to dance in India only 
forty-one inches a year, and even then 
Indira purses her maroon lips to the 
side and taps her forefinger on her 
kris. Careful, Fred, tiptoe out o' there. 
We don't want to lose ya. 
BT Exquisite Wellington from Stay 
Over on Your Side, Ky.!!! World's 
greatest danseur noble Eric Bruhn is 
waiting on table at a swank east side 
boite between engagements with the 
American Ballet Theatre. "Lifting 
trays keeps me in practice for lifting 
ballerinas, except that trays oi dirty 
dishes are cleaner," says Eric. "Rudy 
comes in to busboy de temps en temps, 
trying to work his way up, as usual, 
but I shoo him away. 'Shoo, Rudy, 
shoo,' I say, 'you've got your nureyev.' 
IW Illuminating bluchers from 
Durance Vile, Minn.!!! Woolworth 
heiress Barbara Hutton (sixty-two) is 
playing Little League Baseball ior a

Romulus, Michigan team these days. 
Babs doffs her sables and dons an 
athletic supporter cup — no female 
chauvinist she — and snatches at flies 
with her muff —a $1,000 chinchilla 
hand job created Ior her legendship 
by I.J. Foxe in '32. "I love grabbing 
balls and handling bats." says she, 
"and all those little boys just love me 
to play with them. I'm a nickel and 
dime girl at heart."
Vf Stupifying Wallaby from Angina 
Pectora, N.Y.!!! Recent scuttlebutt 
that poet/novelist Janet Burroway 
was seen fleeing from an Arab 
mosque followed by no one is in all 
probability sheer nonsense. It would 
have to be: she doesn't even like to 
ice skate.
SfT Zooming carpet siipper from 
Dial Tone, N.J.!!! Fatso Princess 
Grace of Monaco has joined Weight 
Watchers, which leaves her practically 
nothing else to do, since she's got so 
much of it. Weight Watchers is an 
organization in which members sit 
for hours and days together fieldglass- 
ing their pounds. They stare at their 
dimpled elbows, gaze at their plump 
toes until they practically hallucinate 
hallucally. But this is nothing to the 
time they spend trying to see tbeir 
obese sacroiliacs or lumbdorsa! fasciae. 
Twisting around like that to watch 
those weighty parts really scatters the 
uglies. But how, one wonders, one 
really does, is old G.K. going to 
manage looking under her chins? 
nr Celestial mule from Wargames, 
Vt.H! Jacquelme Kennedy went to 
work at Viking Press to recupe 
after her tempestuous affaire de 
coeur with Bob Marley. Jackie's had 
a series of intcrlewcls with musicians 
in the past — Spike Jones, Tina 
Turner, Ringo Starr. Loves musicians. 
Seems she can't get enough of their 
bass line, and has the old round heels 
for anyone from a "Country Gardens" 
tyro of two to Mstislav Rostropovich. 
As ior Marley, she loved the way he 
played her kikuna-/-i with his zakar— 
oh, mamrny! At Viking, she's editing 
a collection of new songs by young 
popsmiths and, interviewing them, 
finds the pain exquisite, etc. "Ah so," 
murmurs blind, unibalied, Kobe street 
pennywhistier/panhandler N-Kom- 
Jsauronagowankikiawara (eighty-two): 
"Plomise her anysing, but give her 
alpeggio." Tonight we love! 
trr Rip-roaring Zori from Duck, 
Hawaii!!! Robert Rediord skiis! 
W Next month: "How to Make 
Religion and Riches Mix" — an exclu 
sive interview with Pope Paul. D

Brut 33
Deodorant

for Men.
\bu won't have

any doubts 
about yourself.

Brut 33® —the deodorant spray 
with the great smell of Brut®
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HOW TO INSTALL A PERFECTLY BALANCED HOME STEREO
SYSTEM WITH AM FM MULTIPLEX TUNER, BSR CHANGER,

TAPE DECK PLAYBACK WITH CASSETTE RECORD MODE AND
TWO 2-WAY ACOUSTIC SUSPENSION SPEAKERS.

nnn

What goes in is the plug.
What comes out is spec-j 

tacular sound.
At Pioneer we don't 

think you have to be 
an electronics wizard to 
enjoy great music.

For a very good 
reason.

The electronics 
wizards of our staff 
sweated through the whole' 
process for you. They 
matched and balanced all 
the components. So you get 
expensive sounding sound 
without an expensive sounding 
price tag.

Now it's here. 
The new Centrex Series 

by Pioneer. Uncomplicated. 
Logical. Plug-in stereo.

And despite our sensible 
approach, it gives you a lot of 
options.

For instance, our KH-5151 
model lias a front loading stereo 
cassette tape player with record 
ing capability. Auxiliary input. 
AM/FM stereo. BSR three- 
speed changer. And two-way 
acoustic suspension speakers.

If your collection is 
mostly 8-track, our 

RH-6161 can give 
you 8-track with

those same options. As for the 
sound, we won't describe it 
because you might not believe us. 

Let your ears decide.

CeiMTRGX
by PIONEER

<-<-
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Test listen a 
Cent rex plug-In 
stereo at one of 
these dealers:

ALASKA
Anchorage 

Paviess Super Drug 
Pay N Save

ALABAMA
All Stores

Gaylors 
Newsom's Music Store 
Sound Distnbulors

Decaiur 
Funiand Hi Fi 

Gadsden
Ram bow City 

Mobile 
FidlerHiFi 

Montgomery 
The Record Shop 

ARIZONA 
Flagstaff

Bill's Audio 
Mesa

Hi Pi Sale
Phoenix 

Audio Specialist 
Bill's Records 
Hassler's Home

La Belles 
Wide World ol Music

Tucson 
House of Slereo Stores 
Srd'sHomeEnt Ctr 
Wide World oi Music

Yuma
House of Stereo

ARKANSAS 
Ft Smith

BSC Audio
Fayatteville 

8SC Audio 
Little Rock

Audio Central
esc Audio

CALIFORNIA 
NORTHERN 

All SloreS 
Alco Home Eiecironics 
Cal Hi-Fi 
Handy Andy 
Pacilic Sioreo 
Value Giant 

Da ly City 
Malhews TV 

EICerrlto 
Discount Marl

Mill Valley 
Marlin Music 

Modesto

Monlerey 

Redding
Music Son 

Slereo Showcase

Good Guys 
ShermanClay

Miller's Appliances 

San Mateo
Peninsula Music 

Saratoga 
Stereo Factory 

Sunny vale

Valleio 
Boyd-Wonn

Visalia
VisaliaSightaSound

CALIFORNIA
SOUTHERN

Bell
Col'ege Slereo

Caiexico
Radio Shack

Culver City
Glendale Must;:
WBS Stereo

Eagle flock 
Glendale Music

EICalon

El Centre
Radio Shack 

Escondido
California

Glendale 
Glendale Music

Hemet 
National Slereo 

Huntington Beach 
Meissnor Slereo Siores

Hunn Enterprises 
Los Angeles

Cal Stereo 
Federated Electronics 
Ken Cranes Siores 
Now Sound Stereo

Sound Foyer 
Two Guys Dupt Stores

Oceans ide

Sound Center 
Orange County 

Car Slereo 
Ken Cranes Stores

Pacific Stereo
Two Guys D8PI. Siores

Panorama City 
Cenlury Sales

San Bernard! no/ 
Riverside 

Cal Slereo 
Mission Electronics 
Pacific Slereo 

San Die go 
Dow Sound City 
Laleyelte-Pro Am Store 
Pacific Slereo 
Quad Sound 
Two Guys DBDI Stores
Walker Scoil 

Department Stores 
Westminster

Sound Hound 
COLORADO 

All Stores 
Team Electronics

Colorado Springs 
Lalayelle 
Mecka Muse

Denver 
Dowings
Empire Audio 
La Belles
May D&F 

Pt. Coliins
KSH Electronics 
MoesSig hi and Sound

Grand Junction 
Haeiek/ Lafayeile 

Greeley 
Bigfl

Pueblo
Audio Oen

CONNECTICUT 
All Siores

Prime Value House 
Value House 

Bloomfield 
Bermes TV 

Danbury 
Kooper Products 
Nalional Wholesale Co. 

Fllchbutg
Filchburg Music Co 

Hartford 
G Fox 

Madison 
Sight S Sound 

Mansfield 
Musics More

Meriden
Meriden Auction Rooms

New Haven 
Audio Den 
EOviaro1 Mailey Co 

Newington
Hi Fi Slereo House

Nor walk 
Beck 4 Quint 
Caidor s

Portland 
Sound Explosions 

Waterbury
J 8- L Slereo 
Shoppers World

Windsor
Consumer Sales

DELAWARE
All Stores

Wall lo Wall Sound
FLORIDA

Allarnonte Springs
Wide World o' Mussc

Ciearwater
B 6 B Stereo

Ft Uudordale
Bell's Hi F. a CB Slore

Ft Meyers 
Stereo World

Ft Walton Beach
Gr'ce Electronics 

Jacksonville

Hoyltll Fidelity
Standard Sales
Stereo Systems 

Hey West
Swills Camera

Lakeland
Lafayeile Radio 

Lake Worth 
The Sound Shack 

Mall land 
Standard Sales 

Miami

Freeporl International 
Gold Triangle Siores 
Hi Fi Associates 

N.Miami Beach 
Lafayeite Radio 
The Slereo Shop 

Oriando 
Gold Triangle Sloros 

Pensacola

Gayfers
Plantation

Gold Triangle SI ores
SI Petersburg 

Standard Sales 
Sarasota

Kuban s 
Tallahassee 

Standard Sales 
Slereo Sales, inc 

Tampa 
Gold Triangle Siores 
Lafayeile Radio 
Siandard Sales 

Vero Beach 
The Audio House 

GEORGIA
All Stores

BP Eleclronics 
Newsom's Music Siores

Albany 
>!odd EleClrOniC! 

Atlanta 
CMC
Mellon Electronics 

Augusta 
Stereo City ol Georgia

Columbus
MeriiTV&SoundCiiy 

FHigerald
Western Auto

La Grange 
AudioCily

Macon 
Clark Electronics

Savannah 
Norwoods Records 

Warner Robins 
CSI. Electronics

HAWAII

IDAHO 
Boise

Ballou-Latimer 
Great Western 
Team Electronics 

Ida ho Pal Is 
Phase •! Slereo 

Pocatello

ILLINOIS
All stores 

Apple Tree 
CMC
Playback

Venture Siores 
Arlington Heights

Stereo SI ud 10 
Canton 

Sioreo Village 
Carbon dale 

Lowell s Jewelers 
Champaign

Evolution Eiecironics 
Chicago 

AulO Sound

Hi Fi HufCh 
Music rail 
Paeilic Stereo 
Schaak 
Wie bolls

Colll nsvl lie
Ben's Audio a TV 

Showroom
De Kalb

J&M Electronics
Dixon

Qnon Eleclronics
Galesburg

Lindsirom's
Highland Park

Columbia HI Fi

Hillside
Hillside Music

Me Henry

Mt Prospect

Randhursl Music
Moline

Audio Dimension
Rockford 

201li Century Elect
Sterling

Midwest Hi Fi

INDIANA
All Stores 

CMC 
Hill man Jewelers 
McKmney's Appliances 
Mr Ctark's Appliances 
Playback 
Sound Master s

Full-0-Pep Appliances 
Greencastle 

Shuee & Son 
Indianapolis 

ACR Appliance Center 
Wm H Block Co 

Lafayette 
George Tyne Appi 

Muncie 
Clark s Service 

Newcastle 
H&HSalesaService 

Terre Haute
Rooi's

IOWA
All Stores 

Cartidge City Elect 
flyan s Musicland
Sound World 
Team Electronics 

Des Monies 
Brandeis 
Ginsberg Furniture 
Milch urn's TVS Appl 

Waterloo 
Black sDept Slore 

KANSAS 
All Stores

Iniersiale Electronic 
Supply 

Team Electronics
Coif eyvi lie 

Westco Home Furn 
Manhatten 

Conde Music 
Topefca

Tti City Sound 
W.chita

David s
Space Age Sound 

KENTUCKY 
All Siores

Bacon s
Playback

Erlanger
Stem berg s Inc

Lexlnglon 
Barney Millar

FM Hi Fidelity
LOUISIANA
Aleiandna

House ol Electronics 
Baton Rouge 

Davis Electronics 
Lake Charles 

Decks* Tapes 
New Orleans

Tape Ciiy 
Shreveport 

ShrevBDort 
Relngeraiion 

MAINE
All Stores

Value House 
Augusta 

Frank Pomerleau 
MARYLAND

All Sin res 
W Boll

Baltimore 
IniBrnalionai HI Fi 
Slereo Discounters 

Washington. D C 
Douglas 

Stereo- TV- Hi Fi
German Hi Fi Center

Slar Radio 
Cumberland

Sound World 
MASSACHUSETTS 

All Stores 
Jordan Marsh
Value House

Tweeler Elc
Cohasset

Ofd Colony Slereo
Fall River

Haddad
Hanover

Old Colony Srereo
Holyoke

Paysaver

Marbtehead
Music Stable III

Qumcy
Old Colony Slereo 

Spring he Id 
Forbes 5 Wallace
Lalayelle Radio

Westwood
Mat- Mark

Worcester
O Coins

MICHIGAN 
All Siores

Adrian 
i.alayeile Radio 

Ann Arbor 
Big Georges 
Highland Appliance 
Lalayelle Radio 

Brighton
Big Georges 

Coldwater 
J 9 Branch Co 

Dearborn 
Arrays Appliance 

Detroit 
StereoCity Stores 

Detroit Metro Area 
Audi ola nd Siores 
Highland Appliance 
Lafayeile Rad'o 

Grand Rapids 
Highland Appliance 
Lalayetle Radio

Jackson
Lalayelle fiadio 

Lalayelle Radio

Lansmg 
l-lighland Appliance 

Royal Oak 
Royal Radio

Highland Appliance 
Lalayelle Radio 

Westland 
Berrys Home Supply

Ypsilanil 
Big Georges 

MINNESOTA
All Siores

HooioysTVSAudio 
La Belles 
Leyouisi's Sound Idea
Schaak 
Slereo t

Minneapolis 
Slereo Buy 

Virginia 
Heida's TV 8, Sound

Worth mgton 
Rick Boil's

Appliance Slore 
MISSISSIPPI

All Stores 
Audio Systems 
Newsom's Music 

Siores
Village Sound Cenier 

Grenada

Sewing Center 
Gulf port 

Magnetic Sounds 
MISSOURI 
All Siores 

Burnslein -Applebee Ci 
CMC 
Heed's Slereo 
Team Electronics 
Venture Stores 

CapeGirardeau
Kern per S DoOd 

Columbia 
BarnesTV 

Si Louis 
Anchor Distributing 
Tiplon 

Sprmglield
Music Wor'd 

MONTANA 
Billings 

LaBelies 
Sound Wond 

Boieman
Sound Wo rid 

Great Falls 
Art's Electronics
Team Electronics

Mlssoula 
Eiecironics Paris 
Team Eleclronics 

NEBRASKA
All Siores

Sioreo Si udio
Team Electronics

Grand Island
Lu m ba rd - Leschmsky

Kearney
Midwest Audio

Omaha
Branded
Paramount l-urn & Apr.
Sol Lewis

NEVADA
Las Vegas

Garehime Music
Lalayelle Radio 

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester

Bi-Rito Merchandisers 
Treisman's

Newington 
Radio Shack

NEW MEXICO 
Alamagordo

Audio Associates
Albuquerque 

Hudson s Audio 
La Belles 

Carlsbad 
Barllell Sound 

NORTH DAKOTA 
All Stores

Fargo

Williston 
Russ Nelson

NEW JERSEY 
All Siores

Bambergers 
Dee 'sol New Jersey 
Prince Range 
Rickles

Stern's
Two Guys
Valley Fair

Cherry HIM 
Radio Shack 
Sound Odyssey

Flanders 
Aero Sound 

Kackaistown 
The Trading Post 

Hawthorne 
Jersey Electronics Disl

Balpar TV 
Jersey City 

Sound Machine 
Kearny

Kearny Eleclronics 
Lawrenceville

Manasquan 
Charles Rogers 

Middtetown 
Music i

Radio Shack 
North Bergan

Keyslone Appliance 
North Plain lie Id 

Stereo City 
Oakhursl

H.S Stereo 
Paterson

Marcoiim s 
Phitlipsburg

Peler P Dennis 
Rahway 

Railway's 
Sutlon Distributors

Shipbottom 
Island Record Shoo

Shrewsbury
Monmouib Srereo 

Sommerville 
imperial TV 
Oslros

, F re und Appliance 
PanasOLind Audio 

Toms River 
Lionels 

Trenton 
Hal's StoreoCenier

Washington 
Washirgion Slereo 

Wayne
Mounlain View Elec 

West Orange 
Radio Shack 

WoodbndBS
Wood bridge Slereo 

NEW YORK 
All Stores 

Abraham 6 Slraus 
Alexanders Oepl Slore 
Arrow Electronics
Churchill Slereo 
Friendly Fros! 
Gem Electron i;s 
Korvetios
Lalayelte Radio 
Leonard Radio 
Macys

Sam Goody Record
Shops 

Sound S Sight Audio
Slereo Warehouse
Willoughby- Peerless

Albany
Seiden Sound

Binghamton
Hari Eleclronics

,1 Bronx
Corner Distributing

Brooklyn
EB.A /Appliance World
J E S Appliance

Buflaio

Corning
Chomung Fjeclronics 

Elrnira
Chomung Eleclronics 

FTetioma
Warren Radio

Glens Falls 
Seiden Sound

Jamestown
Warren Radio 

Latham

New Roc he He

NewYorkCity 
JSRMusifj World
3 & S Buying Service 
Vendome Trading 
Westman Distributing 

Mineola 
ZalytronTubeCo 

Patchogua 
Square Deal Radio 

Queens Village

Schenectady 

Syracuse 

Llhca
SeirJen Sound

Westbury
Forlunolfs 
NORTH CAROLINA 

Asbeville
Backslage Sound Co 

Asheboro 
Rowlands 

Charlotte 
Audio Systems 
World Eliiclronics 

Elkm

Fayetteville 
AAA Co Inc 
Eddies Music

Gastonia 
Slereo Village

Guillord Eleclronics 
High Point 

Electronic Marl 
Shelby

Slereo Tronics 
Statesvllle

Elmo re's Inc
Wlnston-Salem

Ed Kelly 
OHIO

Alliance
Sound World

Athens 
Vere-Smiih Audio Visual

Steinborg's Inc 
Swailens, inc 

Cleveland
Mr T

Columbus 
Sun TV a Appliance me 
Swells ns. inc 
ua;arus 

Dayton 
Budco Sales. Inc 
Rex Radio. TVS Appl.

America Audio 
Kettenng 

Re* Radio. TV & Appl
Lima

Lazarus 
Mansfield 

Lazarus 
Servei Electronics Disl 
Swailens Inc 

Marietta 
Vere-Smilh Audio Visual 

Marion
Sarvox Eleclronics Disl 

Mentor 
Sound Chamber 

Newark 
Sun rv g Appliance Inc

Jame.son s Hi-Fi 
Warren

Wooster
Servex Eiecironics Disl 

Ybungstown
King's

Consolidated Warehouse
OKLAHOMA

All Stores
Team Electronics

Lawlon
Hawk ins TV

Oklahoma City
Music Etc
Soundlrak

Tulsa
Imperial Sound
Sevco

OREGON

ACE Electronics
Peril and 

Meier 8 Frank Co
Smith Home Furn

Team Electronics

P EM N SYLVAN) A 
All Stores

Clover 
GimbelsDept Store 
Listening Sooth 
Lit Brothers 
Strawbridge & Clothier 
Tech Hi Fi 
Wall to Wall Sound

Eastern Lighl 
Ephrata

Erie 
Mace Electronics

Wander Sales 
Harnsburg 

Allred Radio Shack

Music Scene 
MeKeesport 

Wander Sales
Monroeville

Wander Sales
Natrons Heights

Sound Shack 
Mew Cast Is

Philadelphia
Levins 
Radio «7 

Pittsburgh 
Sound World 
The Appliance Store 
Wander Safes 

Pottstown 
Bond TV 8 Appliances 

Reading
Barkley Eleclronics 

Root Bectronics
Vork 

RHODE ISLAND

Aura Enterprises 
Pawtuckel 

Apex
N. Providence 

Sioreo Places 
Providence 

DB's Tape Town
Warwick 

Apex
W. Warwick

Chicks Jewelry
SOUTH CAROLINA 

Charleston 
SCCS inc

Columbia 
FrawleysTV8Music

Greenville/ 
Spartan burg

Slereo 
Sparlanburg 

C 8 Pooie 
Sumier 

TV Service Center 
SOUTH DAKOTA

Team Electronics
Milchetl 

Ideal Appliance 
Rapid City

Sioux Falls 

TENNESSEE
Clarkesviile 

Radio Shack 
Chattanooga 

Capitol Audio Visual 
Cookeville 

Radio Shack
Johnston City

Lebanon 
Radio Shack

Memphis

Nashville
Radio Shack

TEXAS
All Siores

Sterling Sound
Abilene

Tape Town
Amarillo

Capital Eleclronics Inc
Austin

Berk mans
Discount Shop

Beaumont
Dyer Electronics
Genre o

Clute 
Woodward Stereo

Corpus Christ!
Dyer Eiecironics 
Tape Town

Dallas
AlsTVS. stereo
Melody Shops
Sound Climai 
TECO 

El Paso
Audio Consultants

Ciiy Appliance

Sound 'N Imports 
Sound West 

Killeen
Home Center

Laredo
Cowl's Music Cenlor 
Melex 

Lubbock 
Edward's Electronics 
Hi Fideiiiy of Lubbock 

Odessa 
Tape Town 

Pharr 
ElCenlro Sound 

San Angelo 
Taue Town 

San Antonio
Dyer Eleclronics

Texarkana
House ol Sound 

Texas City
Appliance Sound

UTAH 
Logan 

House ol Sound 
Murry

LaBelles 
Provo

Wmlerton Audio 
Salt Lake City 

Ma nw in Supply 
VIRGINIA 
All Siores

Blackburg 
Harvey's Warehouse
Lalayelte Radio 

Chariot lesvl lie 
Harvey's Warehouse 
Lafayette Radio

Norfolk 
Price s 
World Eleclronics

Richmond 
Gary's 
Harvey's Warehouse 

Roanoke
Holdren's
Lalayelte Radio

WASHINGTON

GriggsDept Slore 
Seattle 

Electncrafl Slereo 
Centers

Frederick & Nelson 
Jalco
Tail's Slereo

Spokane
HuPuinsHiFi 

Yakima

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston

Mack & Daves

Mack & Daves 
Wheeling

Kings 
Reicharl'sEleclncCo

WISCONSIN 
All SloreS

Day Music 
Echo Communications

Team Electronics 
Appieton 

Sound World 
Baraboo 

Otl'sV&S
Sreen Bay 

Sound World 
Kenosha 

Chester Eleclronics

Milwaukee
Planner a Ha Isoos 
Pacific Slereo
Schaak/ Allied

Oshkosh

Sheboygan
Sound Village

WYOMING
All Siores

Deans Music
Casper

Team Electronics

For more information, write Pioneer Electronics oi America, 1555 Del Amo Boulevard, Carson, California 90746.
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Paul McCartney 
Linda McCartney

Denny Laine
Jimmy AAcCulloch

Joe English

On CapHol Records and Tapes
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GO FOUR AND MULTIPLY DOKORDER814O
Four channel recording with overdub, sound-on-sound, electronic echo...everything you need 

to help translate what you feel into what others will feel.

5430 Rosecrans Avenue Lawndale, California 90260
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Towers 
over

ordinary 
cigarettes

Warning: The Surgeon General Has
Determined Thai Cigarette Smoking

Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Filler: 20 mg."tar". 1.5 mg. nicotine 
av. per cigarette by FTC method.

• When police arrived at the scene of 
a two-car collision in Ventura, Cali 
fornia, they found a totally nude 
woman behind the wheel of one of 
the cars.

The thirty-five-year-old Los Ange 
les resident was booked lor inves 
tigation of reckless driving. She told 
officers that when she began her drive, 
she thought she was a camel in Mo 
rocco; but when she saw palm trees 
lining the downtown streets, she was 
convinced. San Francisco Chron 
icle (K. Barnes)

• Seventeen-year-old Poornima 
Kumari, who is thought to be the 
prettiest girl in her village, was gather 
ing firewood in the Charbari forest in 
northeast India.

Suddenly, a herd of thirty wild ele 
phants surrounded Poornima. But 
rather than attack, as is their usual 
custom, a Calcutta newspaper reported 
that they "trumpeted their lustful joy 
on finding a pretty girl alone in the 
(orest."

One elephant, weighing nearly a 
ton, ripped off the girl's clothes. The 
giri lay, terror stricken, on the grass as 
the elephants circled her several times, 
trumpeting wildly.

After ten minutes, the herd left, 
and Poornima was helped home by an 
o!d aunt who lound her crouching 
behind a bush.

Peasants living in and around the 
Indian forests say elephants frequently 
surprise women who bathe in village 
ponds. Salim Ahmed, a local animal 
trainer, says, "I do not know whether 
elephants are lewd and like to misbe 
have in front of women. But I do 
know that they treat women better 
than they treat men." London Free 
Press (Tim Rogeison)

• Robert Harmon of Limestone Cove, 
Texas, was admitted to the local Vet 
erans' Administration Hospital for 
treatment of a gunshot wound in 
the foot.

When asked to explain the mishap, 
Harmon told investigating officers 
that he was in his bathroom when he 
noticed a spider on his foot. Since no 
newspapers were handy to swat the 
insect, Harmon was forced to shoot it 
off with a sixteen-gauge shotgun. 
Johnson City Press Chronicle (G. 
Drake)

• A dragline operator in Belle Glade, 
Florida, was so proud of his new 750 
Honda that he invited a neighbor over 
to show off the machine. As the two 
men were standing on the patio ad 
miring the motorcycle, the new owner 
went to press the electric starter but 
ton in order to prove how quietly the 
engine ran.

The motorcycle was in gear, and 
plunged through a glass door into his 
living room, dragging him along with 
it. He was taken to the hospital, where 
he received treatment for numerous 
cuts on his arms and face.

Meanwhile, his wife was sopping 
up gasoline that was seeping irom the 
motorcycle, which was lying on its 
side in the living room. She flushed 
some gasoline-soaked paper towels 
down the toilet

Her husband returned home, saw 
his new motorcycle and the shattered 
patio door, and took shelter in his bath 
room. He lit a cigarette and sat on the 
John, dropping the match into the 
toilet bowl. The paper towels had 
clogged the pipes, and the match det 
onated the gasoline. The explosion 
blew the commode to pieces and pro 
pelled the man into the air, inflicting 
third degree burns on his exposed 
underside.

His wife called for an ambulance. 
Because of the burns, the attendants 
had to carry him spread-eagle, face 
down on the stretcher. As he was 
being carried inside rhe hospital, one 
of the attendants tripped, and the 
stretcher crashed to the ground.

The fall left the owner of the new 
750 Honda with a broken leg. Palm 
Beach Post Times (W. Gavigan)

Ten dollars in cash will be given for 
items used. Send entries to True 
Facts, National Lampoon, 635 Madi 
son Ave., N,Y., N.Y. 10022. In the 
event of duplications, the earliest 
postmark is selected.
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Far to the north where the seals
give birth

There's little but frozen sod 
The natives stink and are given

to drink 
And -make mock o) America's God.

Robert W. Servi cestation 
The Dying Politician's Son

Driven to xenophobia by climatic 
conditions, Canada has recently made 
several attacks on what American 
historians all agree is the greatest 
country in the world—America. 
Though perhaps an unlettered visi 
tor from Africa might dismiss these 
conflicts as sibling rivalry, deep- 
thinking board members of rival in 
tellectual concerns have been unable 
to do so.

"Americans," says Lawrence 
Lemur, writing the literary magazine 
Elements, "are (at, obnoxious per 
sons in bermuda shorts who want to 
strip-mine Indian graveyards, turn 
ancient and weathered Baptist 
churches into all-night discos, and 
erect a sewage treatment plant on 
every trout stream that doesn't al 
ready have one of their nuclear 
reactors dripping mutated rat chromo 
somes into the city drinking water."*

Many Canadian creative types 
ieel, like Lemur, that Canada is cul 
turally dominated by Americans. 
Stars and stripey novels, poetry, and 
music are consumed by the Canadian 
public, which fails to distinguish be 
tween the two cultures. This irks 
Canada's artists and writers, who 
turn out all manner of anti-American 
works, bringing them into direct com 
petition with the country's tourist 
bureaus, which turn out twice as 
much on better paper, encouraging 
Americans to come north and shoot 
Eskimos if they feel like it. In the end, 
there could be bur one answer. Since 
Canadians can't tell the high quality 
home product from the imperialist 
foreign stuff, a protective tariff must

*This would result in the death of 
bespectacled brook Trot.

be enacted to safeguard Canadian 
culture.

Time magazine was told it must 
have at least 80 percent Canadian 
content or Canadian companies would 
not be able to deduct advertising as a 
business expense. The impact of this 
threat was horrific. Time left the 
count 17, and their boardroom boys 
are swearing out a few martinis righr 
now, hoping the stockholders won't 
notice the extra twenty-nine dollars 
in the liabilities column of this year's - 
annual report.

Things don't look much better in 
the music industry. The right wing 
wants more Canadian songs, the left 
wing wants all Canadian songs. In 
Vancouver, the Canadian Broadcast 
ing Corporation just built a new com 
plex. They couldn't justify making it- 
large enough to get lost in, but to 
insure it was impressive, they built 
corridors that go nowhere, put hun 
dreds of extra buttons in the thirty- 
six elevators descending to the eleven- 
car garage in the basement, and 
painted doors every six feet down 
the walls.

Many of America's enemies in 
Canada are anticonsumption, anti- 
growth. It is not surprising that a lor 
of these people do not themselves 
produce enough to feed and house a 
family of field mice. It has been ar 
gued that poverty entitles people to 
many things, but a superior moral 
position is not among them.

"Americans are like...fascists, man. 
Like Hitler, you know what I mean? 
Taking over big rich countries like 
Vietnam...but they got beaten, man 
...like by the people, man. If we all 
got our heads together, we could 
nationalize everything, wow...it 
might mean a long-term shortage of 
venture capital, a precipitous drop in 
the standard of living, death by starva 
tion, and probably atomic war, but 
Gordon Lightfoot might come home."

So it is a huge wave of Canadian 
nationalism threatens to rise up and 
overwhelm America. I. for one, shall 
not be caught without my rubber 
duck feet.

Remember the Bricklin. D

All those
extra puffs.

Costs no more
than 100s.

.UJU
MENTHOL

120s
20 FILTER CIGARETTES

Menthol: IB mg. "iar", 1.6 mg. nicoiine 
av. per cigarette by FTC method.
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Africa

A Center for Compu Isory Hu man ism Textbook Level 11
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INTRODUCTION

L ook around you. Some of the boys and girls in your 
class may have blue eyes, yellow hair, and straight 
noses. This means that they are the sons and daugh 
ters of "European" people. Possibly their parents or 

grandparents came to Our Country from England or Germany. 
Now, look again. Oilier hoys and girLs have black or brown 

skin. Maybe you are one of them! How did this happen?
It is because a long time ago. many black and brown people 

came by ship across the sea to Our Country from a place called 
Africa.

But even though many Africans came to Our Country, many 
stayed home. And they are still there!

This book is about life in Africa, which is sometimes just the 
way it was when the black a nti brown people left it. and 
sometimes just as modern as ii is in your town, today!

Africa is a continent, which means a very big island. It isnol 
jus! one country, bul many countries. No one knows just how 
many countries, because new ones are happening all the time, 
and old ones keep changing their names. The people of Africa 
belong to many groups, or tribes, and speak many different 
languages, the way the people in China or England do. but not 
here.

Let's visit Africa together, shall we? Some of the things we 
see may appear strange at first, but let's try to understand who 
the Africans are. and why they areytfiV like us. Because that's 
what Understanding Africa is all about.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



"Ili'v, Miiru, n/i<u'.v for dinner''" l/ncu/i fivle People everywhere need protein. And the went we em in meat, whether ii once 
ran around (lie veldt or tin- xlofkynrdi. We are (tit related mn. us. the Africans, and the meat we eat, .-[ nd we tire all (lie sunn-.

"Music htith clnirms. "u wise man once 
said. Africans, like people everywhere, 
f.v/w.v.v ilii.'nixe/ve.i through their tense of 
rhythm, lint timpani or inm-iom. violin 
or tom-tom, harptichord or tout-torn, ii'x 
the siime old song and dance.

Politics . . . progress . . . protest are pan 
of every culture. Africans have their own 
form of government, and method* of mak 
ing and changing rules that often differ

from the ones we are used to. And our 
Congress is different from Parliament, or 
the Supreme Soviet. But, the world round, 
people yearn for law and order.
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People all around the work/ do many 
things lo make themselves look more 
beautiful. Your mother's dyed hair. Your 
father's moustache. Some African women 
hang weights from their earlobes. Others 
cut stripes into their bodies with rusty 
knives. African'men often wear beards 
made of tin.

This African boy is about to become a 
man. What his friends are doing to him is 
called a ritual. Graduation is a ritual

called commencement. Many colleges 
have rituals called hazing. What do vou 
suppose the Africans call this ritual?

In all societies, certain responsible people are chosen to make decisions. War or peace? Buy or sell? Reward or punish? The 
people who make important decisions always wear garments lhat set them apart from other people. The hals these Africans are wear 
ing mean thai they know a great deal about birds. What does the fie votir father wears mean?
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When it group of people till believe the same things, we stiv that thaw people have a culturi'. 
look different because people believe in different thingi, deep down, all cultures are alike.

A tut although cultures often

What is moiiev'.' Money ix ti medium uf 
exchanja1 . // htis vuluc Iwaitst.' our cul • 
lure Ix'iit'Vt's in il. Oilier cultures helii'vi- 
other fhingx have value. Gold, for t1 \tiin-

/>/e. Or work. A/rii'iinx Iwlievc in elephant 
tuxks, and lake them to a kind of hank 
where ihev e\fhangt' them for guiix lo 
kill elephants to gel more tusks.

Hi\ior\'. which seemed in "paxx Africa 
by" for many yearn, has "caught up with" 
I/if dark continent. 'I'oilav. African 
workers make use of complicated nut- 
chinerv. Man has been culled "the tool- 
using animal," and there's ren/lv not 
much difference between a .sharpened 
slick and a moon slwt, is there'*
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WI challenge you to break my
World Record for the most miles

traveled by bus in 3O days."

* * The Guinness World Record for the most 
miles traveled by bus in 90 days is 17,104 
miles. But who has the money to ride a bus 
for 90 days?

So I established my own World Record: 
12,147 miles in 30 days.

You say, there's a record I could get my 
teeth into, but not my wallet. Still no 
problem.

Trail ways offers a number called 
Eaglepass: 30 days of unlimited travel for 
$175,60 days for $250. How many guys 
have become living legends for a measley 
1.444068 cents a mile?

Other companies have similar deals, but 
I chose a Trailways bus for its great ride, 
comfortable seats, and you know what 
else? Mother says they have clean toi-tois.

America is waiting for a new breed of 
red-blooded, two-fisted adventurer who 
will accept my challenge. Can you cut 
the ketchup? If so, give your travel agent 
a ring. Or mail the coupon. This could 
just be your first step to immortality.''
^"""""""'""""""'^™™"™"™™1 ** -' — """""""""""""""^"""T

III I accept your challenge, but not your shorts. 
Send me more information on Eaglepass. 
D I'm crazy about travel, but not that crazy. Just 
send me more information on Eaglepass.
Name ______________________
Address. 
City__ State. _ Zip__
Mail to: Trailways Eaglepass, 2805 Logan St., 
Dallas, Texas 75215

ML 5/76

Trailways
THE BEST BUS GOING.
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FROM EVERY OTHER PLANET /N THE UNIVERSE, THEY CAME 8V THE HUN 
DREDS, AH INTERSTELLAR EXODUS OF UNEMPL0yABLE,UNDE£IRABLE, UNINTELLIGENT BE/NGS FROM AN 
OTHER THIRD MCRLTU - « .lues*

THE ONLY PLANET iEFT 
IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM WITH Y TEUE, ZANRA, BUT 
A WELFARE SYSTEM THAT / WILL WE FIND
CAN SUPPORT UFE AS 

WE _ 'o

SUFFICIENT 
QUANTITIES OP 
MEHIAL LABOK?

PORT AUTHORITY BUS TERMINAL IN
NEW >ORK:CITV:../T is BUSINESS AS USUAL,
THEN SUDDENLY.

...AND WHEN 7WE SMOKE. CLEAKEp...
7HWWN WWAT
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FLASH ffONN/\\.AtREVAX.'/DONV^ NEWS OF THE ALIENS'ARRIVAL SPREADS QUICKLY,
YOU SOtfE FOXY THREAPS, W ^f FORGET.. SENDING UP AN OUTRAGED OUTCRY/ FINALLY AT

THEN WE GONNA W3IT THIS I (ASZ M WORK CITY HALL, AN EMBATTLEP A1AYOR SPEAKS TO A
DUDE AN' COP SOME PHONY J \A&z!]\ CHEAP! BESIEGEP CITY...

MY FELLOW NEW 
YORKERS...TWE RECENT
CRISIS CREATED By 
THE ARRIVAL OF 
ILLEGAL -ALIENS

...THEY AKE CAUSING /MASSIVE UNEMPL0y/MENT..."

DOUBLE BURG-E|?,NO 
ONIONS...TLVD RSH 
F/LLETS... JUWBO /MALT..

THAMK XXJ,/MR. SMITH/
SWULP SEG/N
YOUR CHECKS IN T»W

'SWEiLING- THE WELFARE ROLLS...

PRIVERS LICENSE,
/MASTER
SOCIAL SECURITY
CARP

/MAY I
f^l
PLEASE?
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"...AND BY THEIK VERY PRESENCE, ARE THREATENING- TO DESTROY

SC//41 OF X^AY CAMEL OUNG- 
f A THE UNIVER$£!) ROT YOUR

MEANWHILE,A COORDINATED EFFORT BY CITV,STATE,AND FEDERAL AUTHORITIES ,HEADEP BY THE 
BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION, BEGAN... WOKKIHG ON TIPS FROM INFORMERS "'~ 

OTHER SOURCES, THE SEARCH FOR THE /U.EGAL ALIENS CONT/NUED AROUND THE CLOCK... —
ACCORDtHG TO THfS REPORT; 
EMJL SCUNGILLI WAS 

FIVE YEACS 
AGO

AIJEM'
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THE CHflSE COMES TO AN ABRUPT
HALT IN A NEARBY ALLEY...

OKAY, FOLKS.., 
<l BREAK IT UP... 

SHOWS OVER/
OKAY,
THIS IS THE END 

OF

LATER THAT DAY- W...WD I THINK I CAW^H BUT IS IT? FOR AT THAT VERY MOMENT, IH A 
SAFELY SAY THAT ^1 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LETTUCE FIELD... 
THANKS TO THE PROMPT 

ACTION TAKEN BY OFFICIALS OF AW ADMIN IS 
, WHICH RESULTED /N THE RECENT 
AND DEPORTATION OF AN ILLEGAL 

ALIEN, THEREBY SAV/N& THE 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS AND HELPING TO
EESTOEE THE QUALITY OF LIFE HERH 
NEW YORK C/TV. TH£ CMS/S /S
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"Whatever Happened toVietsttsname?"
by Tony Hendra 

illustrated by Rick Meyerowitz

Remember one year ago? In the wake — a good choice of word—of U.S. withdrawal from
the dread Nam, didn't 130,000 of those we had to destroy to save actually survive our kindness

and make it to these shores? Whatever happened to this critically endangered species?

IAND RECLAMATION
I By far the largest proportion of the refugees were 
I rice farmers. These diligent peasants have been put 
^^^_to work converting into rice paddies pieces oi real 
estate no one else will touch, such as disused Chrysler 
showrooms and New York City. Others familiar with the 
traditions of Vietnamese agriculture supervise. Since,

however, it is a proven fact that 45 percent of all 
Vietnamese peasants were Viet Cong, it's pretty certain 
that the paddies contain more than rice. Reclaimed areas 
thus make ideal training grounds (or U.S.Army infantry 
and USAF bombers. In this way, they keep their hands 
in future missions of peace to the Third World. (And for 
that matter, to the First and Second, if they get out of line.)

continued
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ESSENTIAL SOCIAL SERVICES 
Feminism, that newest and most insidious form of 
cancer, had already infected several areas o! a 
society whose success was largely founded on 

bucks, biceps, and-large things that blow up. The 
always capricious American female, urged on by be 
spectacled advocates of sisterhood, was deserting at an

alarming rate such jobs as secretary, stewardess, or 
waitress, where her employment was claimed to be only a 
transparent device for male titillation. Suddenly available 
was an entire generation of lissome talent; physically 
attractive, religiously servile, and —best of all — 
completely aware, irom the earliest age, of the basic needs 
of Mr. Average American.

0

•>"„
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NARCOTICS ENFORCEMENT 
In order to maintain internal security, it has for 
some time been necessary that various segments 
of the population be kept either inert or in jail. 

Law enforcement agencies have devised an ingenious 
system whereby they import a number of enervating 
substances, distribute them to the appropriate segments, 
and when their clients have reached the proper state of 
inertness, arrest them. Like any good cadre, the agencies

are constantly on the lookout for likely recruits, and 
none, since the arrival of the Sicilians, seemed better 
qualified than the South Vietnamese. Mqst already had 
long and distinguished careers in narcotics. Their 
methods of distribution — if the condition of the American 
Army during the war was anything to go by —were the 
best in the business. And, of course, iheir experience 
in arrest and detention without silly legal niceties was
Without equal. continued
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K SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
If the U.S. is to continue in its mission to bring 
peace to the world whether it likes it or not, 
constant refinement of the tools of pacification is 

imperative. Top-level scientists, doctors, and chemists must

labor day and night, experimenting with better and 
nastier nerve gases, defoliants, fragmentation bombs, and 
automatic castration systems. The coincidence of a large 
influx of docile and otherwise useless bodies into the 
country thus seemed divinely inspired.

F REE TO COME, FREE TO GO 
Never let it be said that the Sweet Land of Liberty 
ever compelled a human being to act against his will. 
The United States recognizes any person's right to re 

turn to his homeland, even if it does represent an utter

capitulation to the octopus of godless Communism, the 
most digusting form ot ingratitude, and the waste of a 
perfectly good one-way air fare from Saigon to San Diego.

We may not like it if they choose to leave, but we'll 
defend to their deaths their right to do so. D
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SOVIET BMIC <:OA\i:»Y FILiU ITS
. RETROSPECTIVE EXHIBITION OF THE PEOPLE S CINEMA

/ \ IS A DESCRIPTIVE, PICTORIAL spread of information and lectures presenting a 
grand review of the great, comic tradition in Communist Cinema 1942-1973. State-approved 
critical and biographical material will be presented where necessary, and there will be a list 
of recommended Soviet bloc comedies, as well as a master list of the Soviet "Critic's Choices."

The discussion will open with a treatise on Soviet Comedy by the leading Hungarian 
comedy critic and film maker, Rit Spohwrenodyohyol. Other film directors and cleaners will 
describe their own artistic techniques within the framework of Cinematic Soviet Comedy Tech 
nique (CSCT).

Spohwrenodyohyol will illustrate the difficulty in producing and filming Hungarian 
comedy features and define the problems one deals with in working with local Slavic talent. 
He will also discuss the complex nature of Eastern European and Asian comedy and go on to 
explain his "Soviet spontaneity" theory, i.e., that comedy itself is rarely the most effective 
laughter-inducing agent for Hungarians and Slavic people. In assessing the social value of his 
films, Spohwrenodyohyol believes that comedy and sexual activity among Eastern Europeans 
should not be confused, but are definitely related. In a recent interview in Prague, Spohwren 
odyohyol carefully explained this statement: "I once thought differently, but I know now that 
I was very wrong."

At a recent lecture delivered to NYU's film school, Spohwrenodyohyol stated that he 
was not a nationalist. He also mentioned that the USSR was not a repressive nation. He went on 
to explain why the comic and sexual revolutions came relatively late in Soviet cinema and 
illustrated his assessment using conservative Bulgarian cinema as a case in point:

"Prior to 1957, it was considered distasteful by SOVOFILM standards to show films of 
Bulgarian men reacting together with Bulgarian women. After much debate, however, restric 
tions slackened remarkably, and in 1959 local theaters of film were permitted to show films that 
explicitly depicted Soviet men and women performing government tasks, light shopping, and 
even experiencing surgery together. By the end of 1963, card-carrying adults were already per 
mitted to view these films, not to exceed three viewings per person per working month."

It was the great Rit Spohwrenodyohyol who first blazed the Soviet comedy trail in 
the early forties and brought with him the truly light-hearted, whimsical attitude that has 
recently become so stylish behind the iron curtain, Spohwrenodyohyol's more serious films 
also introduced new ideas to the Soviet viewing public, and it was his early works that intro 
duced affection as an action completely devoid of imperialistic sentiment. As a result of these 
films, affection no longer requires zoning permits in the larger Soviet cities and ports. These 
early works of Spohwrenodyohyol made the Soviet citizen painfully aware that government 
workers, historians, and state scientists had the capacity to know and enjoy both humor and 
unclean love. These -films are revolutionary in technique and preoccupy the viewer with 
honest, soulful considerations. The plots of the early works usually generate deep, heartfelt 
emotions where other, less facile directors simply depict coronary surgery.

In 1967, Spohwrenodyohyol won all major Soviet Comedy film awards for his ad 
vanced technique in Distinct Mind of Cartelli, including the Hungarian Magyar Posta award 
for "Good Film," and in 1969 he won the coveted Soviet "We Laugh Together" award. To add 
to his honors, he will appear touching Olga Korbut's forehead near some large machinery on 
the 1977 Czechoslovakian postage-due stamp.

The "We Laugh Together" festival has become the marketplace for Eastern Euro 
pean and Asian comedy films, and will remain so. Each year, it is held in a different Soviet 
bloc city, and it is at these festivals that the films are viewed by their most rigid audiences, 
composed primarily of war veterans, state health officials, and relatives of defected citizens. 
The reactions of these panels determine whether a Soviet film will be considered humorous 
or funny. The films that appear below are all winners or runners-up in the Soviet "We Laugh 
Together" competitions, which began in 1942, just after Hitler invaded Russia. The festivals 
are held on odd years in Nyiregyhaze, Hungary, Kamenets-Podol'skiy, Poland, Belogradchik, 
and Stara Zagora, Bulgaria, and in Tirgy Jiu, Cluj, and Cimpia Turzii, Rumania. Each year, 
the best Soviet Disaster Film Comedy Awards are presented in Kamenets-Podol'skiy by 
Shelley Winters, who has finally received her honorary acting degree from the University of 
Szczecinek, Poland. (J)
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Crapan SMOUMH
(Seasoned Emotion) 1945, Dir. Plershzh, 87 min. 
Black and white (see photo-scenario break 
down below).
Seasoned Emotion is a slapstick, industrial 
comedy based on an old Russian myth in which 
workers at a graphite mill create havoc at their 
plant when they fill drums with contraband 
solutions and force their fellow workers into 
laughing. The great laughter causes a virtual 
production standstill. In the photographic 
sequence below, a stern shop foreman ques 
tions the rascals in an attempt to implicate 
one of them.

INT. CENTRAL SHIPPING AND REFINING AREA, 
AFTERNOON

[Reverse angle shot. Close-up of Markeuvitch. Dolly back,
camera panning following FOREMAN to men]
FOREMAN MARKEUVITCH: [Approaches sternly,
warily]...and I suppose you three will remark that
Foreman Blaskii asked you to roll barrels in
sawdust?
WORKER IV: [Proudly, though uncertain] It is a terrible
mistake, foreman.
FOREMAN MARKEUVITCH: [Recovering and forceful]
What you talk, mistake?! And you create needless
fumes!
WORKER II: [Playfully rolling sawdust between his
fingers] Worker IV lies on you, Markeuvitch.

[The camera tracks sideways to follow WORKER III, who 
leaps around the barrel. Camera dollies back, close-up of 
Worker III, then of Markeuvitch, then dollies further to 
view the entire group.]
WORKER III: [Pacing melodramatically, hopping, sensing 
confusion] I hate industry [The three jump and giggle, 
squeal. Worker HI produces electrical razor, mimes using 
it]. I need a mechanical razor instead of Soviet 
foolishness!
[Worker HI continues to mime and the three workers 
begin moving barrels, interrupting other workers. They 
are caught off their guard abruptly].

Edit. Kraszhnostovitch
Location: Ukraine
Release: Communist People's Comedy Cinema
(CPCCJ
Awards: Soviet Interpretive Award, 1949
Censor: Schtikkten Assoc., Kiev.

[Medium shot of the immediate area. Pan to KM. brand 
ishing razor carelessly]
MARKEUVITCH: [Motioning threats with straight razor] 
Shut up! All of you!

[Reverse angle shot to right. Pan back to medium shot]
WORKER II: [Calling to foreman, slyly] Markeuvitch?
MARKEUVITCH: [Puzzled] Yeah? What it is, stupid
worker?
WORKER III: [Deceitfully, as an imperialist] Foreman!
Do you not know that your shoes are not tied?
[Dolly in and close up on foreman looking down]

WORKER II: [Taking advantage of foreman, sprays 
foreman's scalp with an ammoniate] Fdolish Foreman 
Markeuvitch!
[Camera pans as three workers run haphazardly to 
another working area, where Foreman Rosoff and 
Markeuvitch beat them with tempered steel and an alloy. 
The three Russian "stooges"are forced to attend political 
lectures and are soon performing their zany antics at a 
factory plant in the northernmost part of Russia.] &)
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3ra Xopomaa
(This Good Stewardess Citizen) 

1957 Dir. Spohwrenodyohyol 
{Photo left.)

Edit. Profphellohtok 
Location: Ulan-Ude 

Release: UNICOM 
Awards: "We Laugh Together," 

1959, 1961, 1965 
Lang: Georgian, Hung. sub. 

Censor: Ungar, Budapest 
Color: StalynColor

An enormous success in the tradition of 
Spohwrenodyohyol, but with the novel influence 
of Red Skelton. The story concerns an immature 

young Georgian sailor who is saved from bisexual 
chaos by a pretty Canadian stewardess (played by 

Zylasta Poszhruk). In the scene at left, Sailor Vasily presents the good female citizen with an 
expensive gift of Soviet appreciation ..The presence of the disguised social commentator at right is 

typical of the Soviet comic trend in the late fifties known as "predislocation" and is generally 
employed for additional laughter. Many critics consider the technique cheap and useless. Critic 

Meyerovski of SovoFilm Quarterly (the Soviet equivalent of Variety) maintains that the sequence 
could have been, successful without the continual presence of the "Santa Claus" figure that appears

in every one of Spohwrenodyohyol's films from 1957 on.

Dir. Spohwrenodyohyol speaks on This Good Stewardess Citizen:
"This is an obvious, contemporary sequel to Eisenstein's Potemkin, although in my film the

maggots appear on the leg of the sailor rather than on the leg of lamb. Potemkin was originally
intended to be released as a naval comedy film, much like McHale's Navy, but Eisenstein realized

that nobody was laughing while his characters were bleeding. You may casually note the remarkable
resemblance between my own Sailor Vasily (above) and the American actor Phil Silvers. I intended

this resemblance."

(Kremlin Camel)
1957, Dir. Byrouti and Spohwrenodyohyol

This classic features the crazy Armenian duo
of Bzareycrus and Koulakjian, who would be the
Soviet equivalent of a comedy team which might

be composed of Dom DeLuise and Lenny Bruce.
The still shown was taken during a break

on location in Moscow. The sequence shot after
the photo was taken is perhaps one of the most

uproarious in Soviet Comedy History (SCH). It is
the scene in which Bzarcycrus (left) accidentally

leads Koulakjiari's excreting camel beneath
Lenin's Tomb. The film is hysterical, relevant.

Dir. Byrouti speaks on Camel:
"I very much enjoy working with Armenians.
They are very appreciative and for very little.
It used to be that way with Georgians and people
from the Russian wasteland area, but many of
these types have gotten very haughty since Potemkin. I dislike when Russian actors, especially
those from the wasteland, become very arrogant. Regardless of problems, I have shown the world
that Communist comedy can be very lucrative. These two zany Armenians rate number one in
Soviet Comedy Polls and have managed to rake-in nearly $3,000 since the start of their careers in
1963. This is no joke." ®
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Prixd'Or

NUMERO UNO 14THERM1DOR1976

Editorial p.5
MARY HARTMAN: LA BANALITY D'EVIL OU L'EVIL DE LA BANALITE?

Mary Harlrnan ef l'agragriai)-collectivisme primitil par Serge Blue 
Mary Harlrnan el IB city-slatism classique par Serge Pepper 
Mary Hartman et la bourgeoisie petite par Serge Shriver 
Mary Hartman et le jisrne par Serge Me

p. 11
p. 18 
p.32
p.47

TVAMgRICAINE

Oman's place in history pat Hugo Fuckyousalt
L'lronie pra-aiistentialle de Fred Flintstone par Simone Sez
L'Histoire de Harry 0 par Emanuelle Typewrilar
Sa/j/o/tfe/SfM-pourquoides Nagres au TV. huh? par Jacques Qfff
La Dumping da Faye; Les consequences de Iruth par Madame du Barry Manilow
Le Grand Feslival des Commercials "Timed-Release Pam-Raliever":Prix d'Qr/Bristan

p.64 
p,76 
p. 96 
p. 99

p. 101 
p.103

CRITIQUES

Hollywood squares par Phillips Mehola 
Sea-hunt par Yvbnne Calling

p.114 
p.117

TVANTMMpgRIALISTE

The price is right. Gambit, twenty-thousand dollar pyramid, Let's make a deal: 
Exposanl la masque du capitalism par Rene Muck p. 123

CAHIERS DU TV Revue immense. Rive Gauche, Paris, France, Le,Monde, 
Le Solar System, L'Univers, Le Cul de Dieu.
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ANCIENS NUMEROS 
(10F)

NUMEROS SPECIAUX 
(15F)

Les numeros suivants sont disponibles-. 

1-376, 377-483

13 (Cheerios Kid and Sue, a retrospective) -24 (Kim Stanley, doyen de TV AmeYi- 
caine)-28 (Oncle Millie, le Fra Angelico du TV Americaine}-31 (La verite ou 
des consequences —symbolism in the work of Ralph Edwards)-38 
(. .................... apres et devant M. Weathby)-49 (Kukla, Fran, and OHie,
menagerie a trois ou menage a trois)-55 (Bishop Fulton J. Sheen and Hoppaiong 
Cassidy—a private correspondence)-57 (Is Hugh Downs really a gentleman?)- 
58 (Twentieth Century Interpretations of Gertrude Berg)-62 (Ernie Kovaks, cosmic 
background of)-66 (Trixie Fregaza, doyen du TV Americaine) -69 {TV en Haiti au- 
jourd'hui, ou de'ja vu de 1948)-73 (Arnold Slang, his fife and works)-87 (Margaret 
Truman, doyen de TV Americaine)-88 (Westbrook van Voorhis. voix d'ennui)-91 (Is 
Danny Thomas the Earl of Southampton?)-95 (Wrestling, an Emersonian approach)- 
98 (Time for Beanie and its relation to the decline of Middle English)-! 10 (The Texaco star 
theatre, a Marxist view}-119 (Authentic magnifying glass screens of the forties}- 
123 (Herb Shriner. a revival)-139 (Marion Lome, doyen du TV Americaine)-144 (The 
poetry of Estes Kefauver)-146 (Redd Foxx, ou sont les negres d'antan?)-! 54 (Mighty 
Mouse, the man and the myth)-) 57 (Ben Grauer and Tolstoi)-164 (Clem Kaddiddlehop- 
per, symbol and pattern)-194 (Loretta Young, doyen du TV Ame'ricaine)-228 (The 
Musical Heritage of John Scott Trotter)-233 (You'll never get rich and its effect on rural 
American politics)-267 (Twenty-one, or caught in the rigging)-278 {Ann Sothern, 
patterns of her thought}-288 {Structure and meaning in Rowan and Martin's laugh-in)- 
298 (Peyton Place, a note on language and silence)-299 (The roller derby and the new 
left)-300 (Middle Steve Allen)-323 (Integrating and isolating tendencies in Faye Emer- 
son)-326 (Snooky Lanson's tragic vision}-331 (Don DeFore, sixteen inter pretations}- 
333 {Ken Murray, man or myth)-335 (Arthur Murray, man or myth)-341 (Arthur 
Godfrey, man or miff)-360 (Dumont TV and Cameiot)-364 (Henry Morgan and God)- 
367 (Clarabell. doyen du TV Americaine)-377 (September bride, Spring Byington. and 
the lusty life)-387 (Irony and metaphor in The Zane Grey theatre)-4Q'\ (The typology of 
Huckleberry hour/cf)-4 ~\ 3 (Ralph Nelson, Sheldon Leonard, Franklin Shaffner, auteurs et 
maitres)-416 (Va-va-va-voom, irony and metaphor in)-426 (Turbulence Gordon)- 
430 (Dorothy and Arlene, Bennett and John)-436 {Ozzie and Harriet, the marriage of 
heaven and hell)-437 (Paul Lynde, seven types of ambiguity)-441 (Bud Collyer and 
Roxanne, a metaphysical overview)-459 (Oncle Miltie, doyen du TV Americaine)

NOUVEAUX TARIFS Pour 20 numeros: Tarif special 
D'ABONNEMENT

France: 140 F (au lieu de 122 F); Foreign countries, except America: 156 F (au lieu de 122 
F) America: 256 F; Students, libraries, and members of TV clubs: 360 F (au tieu de 122 F); 1 
Students, libraries, and members of TV clubs who do not subscribe to cahiers du TV: 534 F 
(au lieude 122 F)

COMMANDES Les remise suivantes sont applicables aux commandes groupees: 25% pour plus de 20 
GROUPEES numeros; 5 % pour plus de 50 numeros; .12573 % pour plus de 100 numeros.

PRIX SPEC1ALES Numeros uniques: 15 F; Numeros uniques avec bain: 60 F; Numeros uniques pas de bain: 
500 F.

Le prix est susceptible de fluctuation de moment a moment. Nous reservons la droit de 
vendre cahiers du TV a personne.

For your subscription, send your checks to: cahiers du TV: 8, passage Confit-Cul; 75022 
Paris, France
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Intimations of the New Man''

Popelle Vegematic:
a la recherche

de Frank Perdue
THEORY: The commercial ... a sixty-second image ware 

house ... intimations of post-Industriel electronique 
meaning kernels.

PRAXIS: AN ONION IS WHOLE ... AN ONION IS DICED AS 
ITS SLICED. A CARROT IS RIPPED, BLEEDING, 
FROM THE EARTH MOTHER... A MOUND OF 
JULIENNE TEMPTS THE EYE. THE EGGPLANT- 
DENSE. PURPLE, BIG. A BLADE IS CHANGED. 
VOILA-THE EGGPLANT IS WHITE. CRISPY, AND 
DELICIOUS, THREE DISCRETE ACTIONS ... ONE 
WONDERFUL TOOL!

THEORY: The commercial is the message. The TV show is the 
envelope. The commercial creates and controls the 
dramatic environment. It is the man who drinks a glass of 
water while swimming in the ocean. The man says, "1. by 
the act of swallowing, create the idea of water. The ocean 
itself cannot and will not create an idea. It would be 
happier if it were a pot of runny brie."

PRAXIS: VEGEMATIC SHREDS! IT KRINKLE CUTS! USE IT 
TO SLICE POTATOES! DOUBLES AS A PROM 
DRESS! THROW IT AT INVADING TANKS! ONE 
MACHINE, MANY FUNCTIONS. THE DIVISION 
OF LABOR BECOMES NEGATION. THE PASSING 
OF CAPITALISM IS MEASURED IN MOUNTAINS 
OF CHOPPED SCALLIONS! IT IS AMAZING. 
N'EST-CE PAS?

Reviews
by Jean-Claude "Hoppalong" Cravat

Johnny Carson? Who is he? Steve Alien? 1 forget him. Dick Cavett? He wears girls' 
underpants thai have been eat by Norman Mailer. For me there is one true talketir 
who is today television. He is. you know before I even say. Merv Griffin of blue 
angora sweater who is continue all of greatness in TV (or you are talking James 
Harness or Gentleman Glen Campbell. Merv he is all this). Is the monologue funny? 
This is old-fashioned, daddio. Humour is not must be funny—humour is concept. 
Does he sing in music? Also who cares for what is sound of one hand clapping? Merv 
is not plot. Merv is television finti-stnictunilixte. Drama is person, person is drama, 
Merv is person. Voila. Merv issalonelectroniytieofMrne. deStael.T. S. Eliot is writing 
of Renaissance and is say. "In rooms the women )ong ago/Talked to Michelangelo." 
Merv is in room, Merv is talk, talk is also Merv. Therefore: Merv is artist like 
Michelangelo only he is sitting down sometimes. Turn off Star Trek, which is only big 
fucking ripoff at Mv Favorite Martian. Merv is have Barry Manilow. Merv is have 
vaudeville and ca! who wrotes Future Shock. This is vralmeme Amerique. Merv is. Is 
Merv. Merv is Merv. Merv is also good commercials.
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Critiques

Pantheon 
des Etoiles

by Blue

Dagmar! All that which is le TV Am6ricaine est consommde 
par Dagmar, reine de la brassiere syncopatee. Sa visage 
spirituelle. Faulknerian, el un pen derangee les a tue en 
Buffalo. Quelle tomate! Sa personalite esl composee des 
elements si varieuse et aussi si monotoneiise that she stands for 
1'heroine existentielle en pays de TV, Piaf de la parleshow. En 
verite, Albert Camus a tue hisself (en Buffalo) for her. autocide 
et suicide. En fin. sa presence mysterieuse. avec un aspect 
melancholique et piquant, was simply the result of the fact that 
elle s'a formee, de pied en cap. devant et derriere, comme une 
maison brique de merde.

Coca! Cette visage tragique, unguentine pour notre temps, 
cette femme meritricieuse, "represente" la Piaf du Show de 
Shows, combinaisionde Katharine Hepburnet Minnie Mouse, 
grotesque, irreligieuse. meditative. Sa calme frenetique a 
possessee la mystere d'une sphynx et la volupte d'une odalis 
que Orientale. Mon dieu. qu'est-ce que je dis!? Eh bien, a 
continuer. Coca, as she is affectionately known by her coun 
trymen, comme Biillwinkle. Garbo. Gimbles, a practicee le 
style haute de comedie TV Americaine. soignee, elegante, 
penetrative. Elle is known as la doigt slammee dans la porte 
d'Oldsmobile de comedie. Ecole de pigbladder sense d'hu- 
meur, she has saved plus marriages Americaines than anybody 
parsa representation des horreurs d'une femme one might just 
possibly run into if one left one's wife for even five minutes.

Turbulence Turbulence! Comme les artistes fameux encore 
installees en Pantheon des Etoilles TV, Simone Simone et Bill 
Williams,* par example, elle possede un nom paradoxal. 
n'est-ce pas? Par sheer hard wdrk, elle became La Edith Piaf de 
comedies situalionelles. Sa oeuvre complete de TV runs trois 
millions de la demi-heures. Avec sa virtue provocative et 
sedative, son intelligence inscrutable et miniscule. notre petite 
Margie devant la premiere piece du gateau de frommage des 
Moines. sujet pour une whistle de loup universe), the Ilona 
Massey de la botte idiote!
'Ottelle coincidence! Murie de Mile. B. Turbulence {Barbara Hale), 

secretaire paniciilaire elf Pern Mason!
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Here, for the first time,
thanks to the immeasurable courage of Andrei Sakharov

(well-known brother of Ikon Sakharov),
is the entire Moscow Phone Book

for the years 1970-1980.

MOUKCOUJ pH6uescx>K

TelefonAkustikPublik

MOSCOW PHONE BOOK 1970-1980

Adogoff Jack ............. PAVLOV 6
Altatears Boris ............ GOGOL 1
Ballzov Frisia .......... ..SIBERIA!
Bewa Igor ............ .VERUSHKA I
Biltertitov Ida ........... HUNGRY 56
Blownsuk Lufta ..... .BARYSHNIKOV 17
Blimi Igor ............ .BURGESS 69
Brestczech Wanda .......... . 8ETI 1
Brik Shit?a ............... .ICBM2
Buggerboi Lufta .... .BARYSHNIKOV 69
Ciierkenoff Katya ........... MOM 12
Colbeer A Getclia ........... METS 0
Ellovanitch Ivan .......... .TEGRIN 2
Fatfart Leya ............. .SOYUZ 11
Fellow Travelers Agency (See Red Pages) 
Fingerin Pischa ......... .PRAGUE 68
Foreskin Tanya ....... YEVTUSHENKO 3
Ftigyaseff Olga .................U2
Gogol Dancers/Lenin Sisters/ 

Marx Brothers ............ . MCA 2
Gutsout Retcha ......... ...KRASS7
Headski A ..... .MITTERMAIER 1.03.54
Hednkoff Tanya MD ........ .(unlisted)
Hunganeff RU ............... .CM 2
Inanoff fzzie ......... .(disconnected)
Jewoff Pisclia ............ KAHANE 3
Jiffipudri IM ............. .HEINZ 57
Jobyaschrnuck Gedda ..... MALENKOV 2
MOCKVA HOCKEY SELECTS TEAM

FaCGOff Winni ...... SOVIET ARMY 8
Foreczech Ikon ..... SOVIET ARMY 8
Hipczech I ........ SOVIET ARMY 8
Histik ! .......... SOVIET ARMY 8

Koatchek Lee Harvey ........ .719 14

Likaboi Ikon ........ YEVTUSHENKO 7
Me Govern George

(800) 555-1776 (toll free) 
KCB (DIAL "0")

Ballsoff Freya
Beria I
Beria U
Brainzout Dasha
Frenzin Tanya
Genya bitch Kotya
Hideoff Tanya
Inderklink Tossirn
tnderklintz Yolanda
Kidsin Tanya
Kikadorin I
Kutchacockoff I L
Menshevik Katya
Narliesoff Taras
Novelist Katya
Nutsoff Frisia
Parentsm Tanya
Passki Ivor
Pelagulag Archie
Premisis Sergei
Register Sonya
Self in Tanya
Spredyachicks Benden
Trokustan A!ex
Tulubyanka Sonya
Turnemrn Betcha Nrcolar 

Molotov Eva ............. .M1LA 18
Moihakum Makya ..........GORKI 09
Nalysis Yuri MD .......... .(unlisted)
Narrnenalegg Kostya ........ .GUM 16

Necdadrink Gl . . . 
fJoffeldrink Sascha 
Noldsmootlii Yuri . 
Notdsofti Hymie .. 
Orfulkoff Ivan ... 
Payczech Natasha 
Philby Kirn (Mrs) . , 
Pimplitnim Ivor . . , 
Pismioff Ural E . .. 
Pissinasink Soyuz . 
Planink Fivya ... .
Pudoff. Pulya ....
Pumpkin Alger 
Pushpin Studio . . . 
Reed John ......
Risingczar Katya . . 
Robeson Paul ....
Romanoff Noodles . 
Rubbaczech Kascha 
Rubbaduk Ivor . .., 
Rublescwik Stacha 
Sanothadai Tamara 
Schortsoff Gelcha . 
Shovitin Kanya ... 
Slavs Freda .....
Smellibitch Yurt .. 
Socksoff Roger . . . 
Sogjd Sofia . . .. .
Strutchastuff OK . . 
Sukadog Wanda ... 
Synagogues 
Tillyascrim Sukya . 
Urass Alex .......
Wadov Shatya ....

. .. .OCTOBER 17
.STOLICHNAYA2 
. .(disconnected] 
. .(disconnected) 

. . ..BREZNEVS1

..... KOPECS 50

.....BURGESS2

...... .OLGOT1
........ .M 15
...... .LENNI 2
...... ..NEP 1
...... ..SALT 2
..... .NIXON 50
..... .5329247
. .(disconnected) 
........MCA 1
. .(disconnected) 
...... .ALKA2
...... .GUM-17

. . ..SESAME 13

..... .SW1TZ3
...... .TARA49
.BARYSHNIKOV2 
.........NO 1
..BABI YAR5000 
. . . .SVETLANA1
........ WVV 11
.CANCERWARD2 
.....BOLSHOI 6
..... PAVLOV 3

.POPOVI 
. . .AK47 

. . .ZIPO
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New look 
for army of 
the future

"The Times of lirfira" News Service

NEW DELHI, June 304: In a trib 
ute to the inspired leadership of P.M. 
Gandhi in her triumphant and contin 
uing effort to carve out a definitive 
image for India amongst the nations 
of the earth, Chief of the Army Gen 
eral Raina has issued orders that 
henceforth the basic uniform for all 
ranks of all branches of the Armed 
Services will be the sari.

The new battle 
dress will be only 
slightly modified from 
the traditional Indian 
garb (a concealed 
urination zipper in 
front, for example, to 
avoid the indignity of 
hitching up one's 
skirts), and made 
from the bright, mul 
ticolored fabrics of 
indigenous Indian 
weavers.

Ranks will be distin 
guished by different colors. 
"For 100 lung." remarked 
Raina. "we have allowed 
ourselves to be brainwashed 
into wearing British drab, 
symbol of the Raj and Indi-

P.M.Gandhi 
issues day's 
menu

P.M. Gandhi will take 
toast and tea for breakfast, 
brain curry for lunch, and 
lamb chops for dinner, ac 
cording to the official menu 
released today from the De 
partment of Meals. Despite 
persistent questioning, offi 
cials' were not forthcoming 
on what Mrs. Gandhi might 
eai tomorrow.

an anonymity. What we 
want are colorful, cheerful- 
looking soldiers who will 
stand out from the the 
others in the field, nut to 
mention the rucks and veg 
etation. There will be noth 
ing sneaky or furtive or 
anything about ihc New In 
dian Army."

P.M. Gandhi expressed 
delight at the plan, saying it 
was "a lovely surprise." She 
added. "General Raina is a 
fine soldier who exhibits 
that most important of al! 
soldierly qualities, the wil 
lingness to obey orders."

In honor of the occasion. 
P.M. Gandhi presented 
General Raina with one of 
her very own saris, an ex 
quisite blue and green silk 
version with gold trim 
mings, which she has only 
worn several times.

Glowing 
economic 
report 
released

NEW DELHI. June 
303: In an optimistic fore 
cast.

Furthermore.

performed su 
perbly, jolly 
good.

Sanjay denies suit
"The Times of Indira" News Service

NEW DELHI. June 304: 
P.M.-to-be Sanjay Gandhi, 
the much-beloved son of 
P.M. Gandhi, once again 
reaffirmed his support of 
homespun Kahdi cloih 
manufacture loday, as he 
purchased a dozen new sets 
of pajamas made entirely 
made of (he celebrated fab 
ric at a spring sale. Mr. 
Gandhi, who wears home 
spun Kahdi cloth pajamas 
everywhere and at all limes.

even to the most ceremonial 
of functions, returned to a 
familiar theme in an infor 
mal chat with reporters.

"When I wear these paja 
mas. 1 wear India." he said. 
"These pajamas are.lndia. I 
am India. Wherever 1 go, 1 
am India in her pajamas." 
In other comments, Mr. 
Gandhi described as "mali 
cious gossip" reports (hat in 
bed he wears a three-piece 
Savile Row suit.

Castration anxieties 
pooh-poohed by P.M.

"The Times of Indira" News Service
NEW DELHI. June 304: 

In an imprompiu progress 
report on her brilliant com 
pulsory sterilization pro 
gram', P. M. Gandhi re 
vealed yesterday thai ihe 
national do-it-yourself vas- 
eciomy drive has been a 
colossal success. More than 
60 percent of all Indian 
males have now performed 
vasectomies on themselves 
at little or no cost to the 
government other than 
minor ones, such as free 
razor blades.

"(fouroutput is logo up. 
then our input must go 
down." said P. M. Gandhi, 
who has a wonderful sense 
of humor.

P. M. Gandhi denied per 
sistent rumors thai millions 
of illiterate farmers, misun 
derstanding both the inten 
tion of the drive and its 
instructions (which read; 
"Your vas deierens is (he 
duct passing sperm from 
your testis via your epididy- 
mis to your reproductive 
organ. Simply anesthetize

your scrotal sac. sever your 
vfls deferens. and cauterize 
your tubes."), had hacked 
off (heir penises with blunt 
agricultural implements 
add posted them to her. as a 
form of feudal tribute. She 
pointed out that if this had 
been the case, there would 
be a mountain of peniseson 
||ie lawn of her bungalow at 
I Safdarjang Lane. New 
Delhi, or a "dung-hill." as 
she wittily observed. She 
added further that even if 
ibis had happened in isolat 
ed cases, no harm had been 
done by ridding the nation 
of a fesv more "untouchable 
organs."

"To pull this off, we must 
take the matter in hand." 
observed the P. M. with a 
characteristic flash of fun.

Mrs. Gandhi made her 
remarks during the launch 
of"her much- praised'lndian 
Self-Sufficiency Campaign, 
at which several thousand 
pounds of ground meat 
were distributed to the 
needy.

Bumper c 
fails-CL 
blamed

NEW DELHI. Jun 
Agriculture Minister 
Ram announced in 
mcnt today that 1 
bumper grain cro] 
failed dismally. He h 
blame squarely on ih> 
who. he said, had wi 
monsoon rains in the 
Ocean.

In a study conduci 
India's Research and 
y.sis Wing, il was re 
thai CIA scientists an 
gicians. operating out 
U.S. base in Diego C 
had chemically ncuti 
the monsoon, causin, 
dry up and fall in 
Indian Ocean. Si 
havoc was being wrot 
ihe northern &vain ticl 
the U.S. base in Pa. 
There, not only wi 
monsoon neutralise 
with ihc help of Pale 
ne\\ Canadian-install 
clear facility, the Cl. 
in addition, dilute 
sun's rays over the 
area, making it imp* 
for any wheat that h; 
vived the drought to 
Mr, Ram went on to 
the CIA of whoiesc; 
movul of nutrients fn 
dian soil by metho< 
classified as top seer 
hinied however, in, 
means by which thi 
plan hud been effect! 
been narrowed do 
"eithcrasutelliteora 
Questioned as to w 
there was any hope t 
rigation facilities coi 
arranged elsewhen 
Ram held out little 
since snows melting 
Himalayas were beii 
verted to China via 
ducts dug by CIA ;,

The Agriculture M 
said this was not th 
lime the CIA had en 
in massive interrupt! 
India's crop produ 
pointing out that the 
done the same thing 
year for the last tweni 
years. He called for a 
to the outrage, and 
firmetl thai the mam 
be taken up in the U.

Stop prc
All copies of today's c 
have been withdrawnCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



"Plane in 
every hovel"— 
Rajiv Gandhi

NEW DELHI. June 304: 
India is lo produce a Peo 
ple's Aircraft. an official 
spokesman announced 
today, as part of the Prime 
Minister's 200-point pro 
gram for self-reliance and 
rapid industrial advance. 
The People'-, Aircraft will 
go into production immedi 
ately or almost immediate 
ly, in the same factory near 
New Delhi which presently 
manufactures the People's 
Car, ihe People's Electric 
Knife, unii (he People's Wa- 
terpik.

The aircraft will be de 
signed by the Prime Min 
ister's older son. Mr. Rajiv 
Gandhi. Mr. Gandhi won 
the contract out of a large 
field of induslrial designers 
who had submitted plans to 
a select committee headed 
by the Prime Minster. Mr. 
Gandhi is eminently quali 
fied for the job. since he is 
an airline pilot and knows 
what planes look like. The 
award of the contract re

called a similar situation 
some months ago. when the 
Prime Minister's younger 
son, P.M.-io-be-Sanjay 
Gandhi, was picked to de 
sign and manufacture the 
People's Car. P.M.-to-be- 
Gandhi has a I urge diploma 
from Lhe Rolls-Royce plant 
in Great Britain, where he 
received ink'nsiVe training 
in business lunch manage 
ment.

Later, in tin exclusive in- 
tervew with the Chief Cen 
sor of India. Mr. Rajiv 
Gandhi described the Peo 
ple's Aircraft as "a symbol 
of India's galloping egali- 
tarianism." He said that 
civil aviation was an ancient 
Indian invention, and 
stressed that since one of the 
purposes of the emergency 
was to restore Indians' pre 
historic pride, it was in the 
fitness of things that every 
Indian should own a plane. 
Mr. Gandhi could not. at 
this time, specify the size of 
ihe proposed aircraft.

S. Gandhi releases 
details of breakfast; 
corrects shoe size

"The Times of Irtdira" News Service
In a bulletin issued this 

morning from his humble 
bungalow at I Safdarjang 
Lane. New Delhi. P. M.-lo- 
be Sanjay Gandhi was said 
to be relaxing for half an 
hour after a light breakfast 
of yogurt and fruit. Details 
of Mr. Gandhi's lunch 
menu were not revealed. In

a later -communique. Mr. 
Gandhi, through his official 
spokesman. Mohammed 
Ayub. corrected an errone 
ous report carried yesterday 
in this newspaper that his 
shoe size was nine (9). Mr. 
Gandhi's correct shoe size. 
according (o the source, is in 
fact eight and a ha

Mrs. Gandhi takes crucial 
step in fight for equality
NEW DELHI. June 304: 

It was officially stated today 
that for an indefinite 
period. P. M. Gandhi will 
ride to her office in a bul 
lock cart. "Only thus can I 
restore pride in India's past 
and keep an eye on the stray 
cattle nuisance." she was 
quoted as saying. Instruc 
tions have been issued that 
cabinet ministers and senior 
officials will also ride bul 
lock carls lo their offices.

The contract to design 
and manufacture a V1P bul 
lock cart has been given, out 
of a host of highly qualified 
applicants, to Mr. Rajiv 
Gandhi, designer and man

ufacturer of the world 
famous People's Aircraft. 
The award was made by a 
select committee of bullock 
cart experts, including sev 
eral bullocks, and chaired 
by the Prime Minister her 
self.

Several highly placed 
sources claim that Mrs. 
Gandhi is not satisfied that 
this step will he sufficient in 
her relentless campaign lo 
bring equality to India. She 
is said to be considering the 
possibility of becoming a 
sacred cow and drawing 
herself lo work. These re 
ports have not been con 
firmed.

Dog eats 
editor—no 
repercussions 
seen

NEW DELHI. June 304: 
P.M.-to-be Sanjay Gandhi's 
pel Irish Horrorhound yes 
terday ate up the former 
cdilor of The Statesman, 
India's most influential 
daily. The editor. N.J.Nan- 
poria. was taking the dog 
for a routine stroll on the 
lawn of P.M.-to-be Gand 
hi's humble bungalow ai I 
Safdarjang Lane. New 
Delhi, when consumption 
occurred.

This is the third such mis 
hap ever since most Indian 
newspaper editors were 
transferred lo Ihe P.M.-lo 
be's household slaff as pro 
fessional dog-walkers, in 
the wake of the slate of 
emergency, Others de 
voured previously were 
Kutdip Nayar and George 
Verghese. both described in 
autopsy reports as "unem 
ployable vagrants."

A spokesman for the 
P.M.-lo-be expressed regret 
at the incident. He said thai 
Mr. Nanporia was an able 
dog-walker who had ap 
peared to be adapting him 
self admirably to his new 
profession. Other editors 
were urged to remain calm 
and to continue to perform 
iheir ditties in "a traditional 
Indian manner." Efforts 
may be made to acquire 
poodles which the editors 
could walk wiih a greater 
sense of security, although 
P.M.-to-be-Gandhi has de 
clared that anyihing smaller 
than an Afghan is a symbol 
of Western European dec 
adence and exploitation.

Mrs. Gandhi to 
change name

"The Times of Irtdira" News Service

NEW DELHI. June 304:
To reflect her dedication to 
India's future, and to bolster 
its new sense of potential 
and order. P.M.Gandhi has 
on several occasions indi 
cated her willingness to 
adopt one or more new first 
names that might inspire 
the masses, li was revealed 
in New Delhi today that she 
has made her choice. The 
two first names by which 
she is now lo be known are 
"Prime" and "Minisler." 
Boih are Anglicized forms 
of ihe names of two ancient 
Hindu gods, the god of edi 
ble meat and the god of

discipline.
Mrs. Gandhi's correct 

name and title will there 
fore now he Prime Minisler 
Prime Minisicr Gandhi, 
Her baptismal certificate 
has been changed accord 
ingly.

P.M. P.M. Gandhi denied 
through an official source 
lhat the move was intended 
to give her an unfair edge 
when and if elections were 
held again. The official 
pointed out that it made no 
difference, since whether 
MR. Gandhi were elected 
or not. she would siill be 
Prime Minister.

RM.-to-be's bodily 
functions clarified
An official spokesman fur 

P, M.-to-be S. Gandhi's of 
ficial spokesman confirmed 
loday rumors lhat the Prime 
Minister's son farts in pub 
lic. The official spokesman 
was quoted as saying that 
the official spokesman was 
quoted as saying that P. M.- 
lo-bc Gandhi was quoted as 
saying lhai despite evidence 
10 ihe contrary, he is a per 
fectly normal human being. 
The spokesman for the 

spokesman corrected re 
ports that prior to contacts 
with U. S. and British diplo 
mats. Mr. Gandhi consumes 
huge quantities of keema 
peas and soda water. "Mr.

Gandhi does consume large 
amounts of keema peas and 
soda water." said ihe 
spokesman, "bui he does 
not discriminaic in releas 
ing the results," The 
spokesman also denied re 
ports thai P. M. Gandhi's 
son was observed mastur- 
baling in the Central Hall of 
Parliament. He confirmed 
lhai in keeping wiih the 
Prime Minister's population 
control campaign. Mr. 
Gandhi masturbated regu 
larly every few hours or so. 
but that "he has never de 
posited his extraurinary se 
cretions anywhere but the 
washbasin."

Ah, cricket—the great expression of multitudinous
participation in a carefully regulated competitive society!
Here we see cricketers enjoying a game of cricket without
backbiting, retribution, political catcalling, or character

assassiaadon. Lucky for India that she should be the home of
the mother of sports, don't you think? We do.

Gurus 
balance 
trade 
deficit

NEW DELHI. June J04: 
P.M.Gandhi's bold plan to 
export India's most abun 
dant resource-religion— 
has paid off a hundredfold, 
according to a government 
report issued today. Gurus 
working in Western coun 
tries, most especially the 
U.S.. have made so much 
money in stable foreign 
currencies that they have all 
bul balanced India's trade 
deficits with those nations. 
Pinpointed for particularly 
spectacular growth were Sri 
Chinmoy. Satchidananda. 
chubby child god Maharaj- 
Ji. and. of course, the Mu- 
harishi Mahesh Yogi, the 
oldest firm in the field, and 
one whose operations are 
now multinational.

P.M. Gandhi refused to 
take credit for the success of 
plan, with characteristic 

humility-'iiing instead the 
dedication and hard work of 
the Indian people. "For 
more than three thousand 
years." she writes in a per 
sonal introduction to ihe re- 
porl. "the Indian people 
have labored to build up an 
enormous supply of out 
landish faiths, folk tales, bi- 
varre techniques, and 
downright silly super si lions. 
It was not easy. Sometimes 
it was humiliating. Some 
times the work was Mailed, 
oflcn for centuries. But they 
persevered, and here, we 
are. It is time to cash in our 
chips."

P.M. Gandhi did. howev 
er, admit, that the success of 
the phin could do her no 
harm politically. "After 
all." she quipped during an 
informal discussion wiih re 
liable reporicrs. "what's 
sauce for the gurus is sauce 
for the Gandhi."

in the sume cha I. 
P.M.Gandhi declared her 
self unconcerned by the en 
trance of new competitors 
into the world religion mar 
ket, particularly from the 
Far East. She dismissed 
them as "cheap Japanese 
imitations" which would 
i.ill apart in a century or 
iwo. naming ihe Reverend 
Sun Young Moon as a 
prime example. The Prime 
Minister added, with thai 
enchanting slyness for 
which she is so well known 
and loved "To me. these 
religions arc just like the 
people who come up with 
them. They all look the 
same!"

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



I
THETIMES OFINDERA

THE GOALS 
OF DEMOCRACY

The devil has his day. 
they say. and of no one 
could this be more said than 
of the much-to-he-dcspised 
Winsion Churchill, when he 
observed that democracy 
was one of the silliest forms 
of government, "but show 
me a better one." or some- 
thing to that effect. Herein 
the most loathsome Winnie 
put his fat finger on the 
paradox inherent in the 
democratic theory, that it is 
at once doomed to failure 
because it relies horribly on 
all the people all the time, 
and doomed to success be 
cause there is no fairer way 
to run a country, with a few 
exceptions, of course. But 
enough of Winston soi'dis- 
ani Churchill. Let us turn to 
India and her illustrious 
and quite amazingly re 
sourceful Prime Minister 
P. M. Gandhi. And her ex 
traordinary yoni. The last 
tiling from the viewpoint of 
this publication that India 
needs is a further extension 
of outdated and irrelevant 
Western political ideolo 
gies. Hor too long have we 
been dominated, nay. 
cowed, by European 
theories. European lingua 
francos. European cuisine, 
above all by Hie European 
Zeitgeist. Il is lime for India 
to run with her own ball. It 
is time for India to stump 
the opposing team. It is 
time, in fact, for India 10 
develop her own peculiar 
and diverting version of a 
political construct that was 
always wrong. And who 
better to do il than the most 
glorious Indira? Can words 
express what this writer 
feels about his gorgeous 
leader? There are no words 
that could express what ihis 
writer feels about his gor 
geous leader. None, in any 
lingua begged, borrowed, or 
stolen. But what, in short, a 
piece of crumpet!

Whither, therefore, de 
mocracy? Shall it survive, a 
stranger in a familiar land 
(this being a play on a fa 
miliar U.S. novel title no 
longer available in (he in 
effable subcontinent, but 
nonetheless.a book which 
should be read by all when 
abroad), or should it be 
buried along with all the 
other tattered trappings. Ihe

withered corpses, the cur 
ried remains, of Western 
democracy? Who knows? 
My love knows. Oh God. 
how J love her. How I would 
love to lay her gently upon 
her "bum" and. parting her 
most exquisite number of 
two legs, introduce myself 
courteously into her myste 
rious hinterland. Yes. there, 
oh Jesus. 1 mean Siva, 
would the delights of dee 
pest Indira be revealed to 
my hungry eyes, or indeed 
to my sightful palate, worm 
of being that 1 am, grain of 
dirt in her eagle's scanning, 
crab on her mons that I 
would give my left ballock 
to be. How else will [he 
inherent contradictions 
within the twentieth-centu 
ry interpretation of demo 
cratic theory be resolved? 

In conclusion, therefore, 
and confident that our 
readers will agree with this 
position, never in history 
having read this far down 
these inane columns, let ihe 
question be posed-would 
the most voluptuous and. 
yes. sexy Indira be better in 
the straight fucking posi 
tion, reportedly favored by 
missionaries: in that posi 
tion invented, sustained, 
and indeed hacked up by 
the Greeks, which involves 
insertion of the lingam into 
the bumhole or row minor: 
or simply on her knees, re 
ceiving the lowly protein of 
one cast wel! beneath her. 
into her exalted, but in this 
case you better beli«ve it. 
colonel, lowered, lips? Who 
can say? When shall we 
know? Is ihis democracy? 
What else is? How many 
questions must remain un 
answered until this one. 
trivia) though il is. is re 
solved? Finally Ihe answer 
lies, as everything and I sus 
pect everyone else does, 
with P. M. Gandhi. As a 
democratically elected be 
nevolent despot, that, after 
all. is her right. Her right is 
!he people speaking 
through her. or not. as the 
case may be. And that, we 
must emphasize, is (he only 
course India can take if she 
is to survive in the great and 
ever-growing community of 
nations. Nevenheless, this 
publication feels that up the 
burn would be best.

P.M. GANDHI TO 
APPEAR ON LINGAMS

Tribute to Leader of "Enormous Proportions"

NEW DELHI. June 304;
President Ahmed proposed 
today ihai henceforth Prime 
Minister tndira Gandhi's 
photograph would adorn all 
lingams and sundry phallic 
symbols in (empies and 
town squares ihroughoul 
the nulion. With lingams 
lhai are sufficiently large. 
ihe photograph would be 
life-size, but in all cases be 
full-length, the Prime Min 
ister's head corresponding 
to ihe lip of the lingam and 
her feet to its roots. This 
step should be taken, said 
the President, as an expres 
sion of national gratitude to 
the Prime Minister and in 
recognition of the fact that 
she and she alone was 
worthy of the adulation 
normally reserved for the 
male organ.

In a fanciful and 
speech. President Ahmed 
added: "The national phal 
lus drooped, dwindled, and 
almost disappeared under

200 years of British rule: 
disuse almost made the 
thing drop off. And in 
twenty-eight years of free 
dom, experimentation with 
western liberal thought led 
to nothing more than a 
series of premature ejacula 
tions, such as constitutional 
government, rule of law. 
and similar democratic 
aberrations. In short. India 
could not get it up. Taking 
advantage of the situation, a 
gang of eunuchs, abetted by 
western imperialists and the 
C1A. under the leadership 
of Jayprakash Naravan. 
made a bid to take the situ 
ation in hand by getting Ihe 
Indian Army all excited. 
Little did they realize that 
concealed within ihiil sari so 
beloved of us all were five 
feet of rock-hard, quintes- 
sentiutly Indian lingam just 
waiting for June 26, 1975. 
On that great day. the living 
iingam. our P. M,. rose up. 
thrust herself into the Indi

an consciousness, and 
brought matters to a head. 
India will never be (he same 
again."

President Ahmed added
that since God had en 
dowed India with the larg 
est lingam in the world, so 
lhai he and all other 
members of Congress could 
bask in its glory and be 
inspired to grow their own 
lesser pcniscs. it was in the 
fitness of things that her 
likeness should adorn lin 
gams worshipped through 
ihe centuries.

The President's speech 
was received with tumultu 
ous approval by Parliament, 
including senior cabinet 
members Jagjivan Ram. 
Chavan. and Bansi Lal, all 
of whom had orgasms. In 
conclusion, the President 
said that the proposal would 
take effect immediately. 
and that Parliament would 
discuss it tomorrow.

Opposition 
leader declares 
P.M. Gandhi 
a nice person

NEW DELHI. June 304: 
Renowned Opposition 
leader named 
Indira Ghandi in a speech 
today at a small rally in

Naming the P.M. as (he 
most woman in the 
world, and a g r uc e to the 
good name of India in [he 
eyes of other nations.

called for her 
immediately.

de 
scribed the proposed new 
limited constitution as 
worth the paper it was 
written on and about asjust 
as a lump of bullock 
good word. 

In conclusion.
declared that he 

did not mean a single. 
solitary word of any 
thing he said, il was all a 
lot of good-natured scal- 
leywagaery. a big joke. 
ha-ha-ha, good night, 
thank you very much.

News in the Rest of the World
"The Times of Indira" News Service

•MOSCOW. Sunday. The 
USSR and China today 
reached agreement on

P.M- Gandhi 
has the matter well in hand.

•KARACHI. Sunday.
la uncfted

by Tuesday 
morning.

New Delhi
away for the weekend, or
longer.

•BUENOS A1RES. Satur 
day, obliterat 
ing Paraguayan 
Army proceeded to

entire Amazon 
basin, as well as

in history. No 
Indian nationals were be 
lieved to have been in 
volved.
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It's the USofE,
models by Luck and Flaw captions by Tony Hendra

What Caesar couldn't do, what Charlemagne 
couldn't do, what Innocent III and Hitler couldn't 
do, it looks like the dough-faced burgher wimps of Brussels 
might finally be able to pull off —the unification of that 
portion of the earth's surface known severally as Europe, 
the Continent, Over There, and "the big, crinkly bit hang 
ing out Russia's asshole."

What it took a country ten times its size less than a 
hundred yegrs to accomplish, armed with only machine 
guns and a few trillion dollars, it has taken the squabbling, 
babbling tribes of Europe almost three millenia of wars, 
migrations, crusades, plague, pillage, partition, diets, dumas, 
duels, vendettas, incursions, invasions, intrusions, regicides, 
switching sides, and genocide to accomplish. And they may 
not get there yet. One Basque in the stockpile and you'd 
have Frog against Kraut, Greaser against Limey, Limey 
against Mick all over again.

But let's not be too hard on them. After all, the qualities 
which keep them apart are the very same ones that your

parents or grandparents have been trying to live down ever 
since they were cunning enough, well-heeled enough (or 
wanted in seven countries enough) to split. And just as no 
Atlantic, however wide, could ever alter the fact that Krauts 
are thugs, Limeys fags, Micks lushes, and Guineas crooks, 
so when the old countries finally become one nation indi 
visible, these truths will remain self-evident.

Certainly, your editors feel, simply because a portion of 
the planet's passengers wish to adopt a uniform scale of 
weights and measures, the qualities which have resulted in 
so much fun, murder, and sodomy down through the cen 
turies should not be obliterated. Therefore, with the clumsy 
assistance of two Limey fags who have devoted their limp- 
wristed lives to plasticene (Silly Putty to you, toots), and 
who rejoice in the completely up front monikers of Luck 
and Flaw, National Lamjwm has prepared a series of pro 
posals illustrating how once old Europa actually seizes the 
bull by the balls, she may still harness those enchanting yet 
disgusting national traits.

The English- 
Eurocuisine
Limeys cook good. Anyone who's sampled 
bubble-and-squeak or steak and kidney 
pudding after a night on the town of hot 
Watney's and bran-crammed bangers 
knows that not every bloody thing started 
in Greece. From time immemorial, the 
English, saddled with a climate that pro 
duced nothing tastier than mangel-wuvzels 
and suet, have been forced to import any 
thing that wouid stay down for more than 
ten seconds. They know bow to take the 
freshest, yummiest, scrummiest food from 
anywhere ant! turn it into something 
acceptable to the fun-loving palates of 
Methodists who work in mines. Who 
better to serve the stomach of our new
nation '

pHoiograpfied by Bob'Cramp
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The Irish—Europopulatton Control

By ilie year V.OOO. the population of ihe narlh will be six billion. 
Whither then Europe? Shall ihe vineyards; of old Burgundy hi? 
asked to produce inferior vintages 10 supply thirsty new mouths? 
Shall ifio truffle farms of Provence be forced to secrete roiling 
tennis balls in their sacred earth in order to meet the demand ot 
countless new palates? Not on your nelly. ZPG is die paramouni

goal of the KKC. With the Irish firmly at the helm, the populaiio 
of the U.S. ol M. will be determined hy the number of coin th.H 
can be reasonably interrupted, and the condoms that can be 
interposed iwixt nigh and /ygoie. And by the year 2000, every 
second person in Europe should, Cod and His Kid's Vicar 
willing, be related to a king ol the Emerald Isle.
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The Dutch—Eurohostages

All hail the Dutch, long-suffering neutrons in the endless move 
ment against oppression and exploitation. Let us hear it for the 
Dutch, bland and obliging victims of innumerable wars which 
have rendered their land as flat as their treats. Where else will the 
ebullient minorities of Europe — the Serbs, the Bretons, the 
Romanys, an insurgent cadre from the Wapping Municipal

Housing Development —find such pliant and cooperative pawns 
in the deadly war against the suppression of individual rights? 
Every one of them is an uncle, not a one can muster real courage. 
Tie 'em up, stick an automatic to their heads, hang out with them 
for a week or so in a flat — you won't even know they're there. 
All hail the Dutch, nonpeople in the people's war!
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The Belgians—Eurofashion

Belgium is known aflectionately to the French as "the gateway to Jean-Pierre "the Reclinin' Lion" Coopman? Hardly. What
Germany" and just as affectionately to the Germans as "the gate 
way to France." But what really comes to mind when one thinks 
o[ Belgium? Waffles? Brussels sprouts (or as the folk in Brussels 
have it, "sprouts")? Unknown Flemish masters? Unknown 
Flemish mistresses? Flems? Walloons? Leopold "King Congo" II?

really comes to mind is.. .well...
The Belgians are a funny race; they fight with their ieet and they
., .fuck., .perfectly normally.-- • All, ilie Belgians....
Christ, who gives a ilying shit. Pui 'em in charge of fashion.
We're going out for a drink,
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The Danes— 
Euroerltertainers
From Hamlet to Kierkegaard, the word Darosh has been synony 
mous with fun, fun, fun. Think only of those hilarious Vikings, 
exporters throughout the Dark Ages oi good cheer and merri 
ment, of King Harald Bluetooth, whose smiling brand of Christi 
anity brought joy to the sun-kissed beaches of the Skagerrak and 
Kattegat, of wonderful, wonderful Copenhagen, sparkling city of 
fairy-tale and butter. Are these Danes great or what? Who else 
would have the sense of humor to stuff prunes and toecheese 
into lumps of wet dough and serve it to you for breakfast? Where 
else can a fella gel a blow job from a pig while being pissed on by a 
syphilitic hermaphrodite with breast cancer? Denmark, that's 
where 1. Let's hear it for those very wonderful kooky, very crazy, 
very whacky, very witty Danes! They're the lining end! And

The Luxembourgeois— 
Eurosailors
Are navies obsolete? Of course not.True fighting ships are 
extraordinarily costly, painfully slow in an era of supersonic 
aircraft, and if the lessons of the last few wars waged by white 
men are anything to go by, amazingly vulnerable to attack ol all 
kinds. It might seem as though the destroyer, the battleship, the 
aircraft carrier should go the way of the great Jurassic reptiles. 
But this is to misunderstand the problem. The problem lies not 
with the ships themselves, but with the locations in which they 
are placed. The trouble with modern navies is that they have to 
operate in water, which is ridiculous stuff to get around in and 
offers no decent cover at all, except for Davy Jones's locker. What 
modern navies need is a nice, quiet, dry place where they can be 
safe from crazy slopes and nignogs in jets, and from which they 
can he quickly trucked to the event of any land attack. Where else 
but Luxembourg? Switzerland already has an army knife.

vice versa.
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The French—EuropolMtaians

One of the quintessential requirements ol a new nation is a class 
of people who understand Great Thoughts. 
A class that understands, without tutoring, rhe exquisite differ 
ences between capitalosocialism and sociocapitalism, who can 
explain why Christian Democrats are rarely charitable and always 
oligarchic, that quite properly regards misuse of labels such as

right-of-center centrlsm, teft-of-rtght centrism, orcenter-of- 
ccnter centrism as justifiable grounds for homicide. Luckily 
(and in part due to the shrewd maneuvering oi the Vichy Govern 
ment), there yet survives in Europe a people capable ol these 
incredible antics in the murky, mucky places of the mind. They 
are known as Frogs.
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The Germans—Europolfee

Most of the men who prepared and signed the U.S. constitution 
were lawyers. Thus we see that in the formation of a new nation, 
Mistress Law is the master. The rules of the game of life must be 
clearly ordered, and above all, written down and adhered to. No 
deviations can be allowed. All offenses should be punished 
according to the central code. Each according to his deed. Nor

must distinction be made between crime and crime. A parking 
offense is as abhorrent to the state as mass murtier (in, say, ovens 
or big towns with lots of wood in them), and should be punished 
accordingly. Only with the hammer of law wielded by her 
extremely large elder daughter discipline upon the anvil of 
recalcitrant human flesh can a new nation be forged!
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FORE GNERS
AROUND

THE 
WORLD

A Brief Survey of the Various Foreign Types,
Their Chief Characteristics,

Customs, and Manners

by P.J. O'Rourke, M.A., The Johns Hopkins University

AFRICANS

Racial Characteristics: Probably 
not people at all. Probably some 
kind of monkey. They eat each 
other and worship bundles of 
sticks and mud. You can never 
remember the names of their 
countries, which have a new Main 
Nigger every half hour and too 
many snakes and bugs anyway. 
They eat those, too. They put 
bones in their noses and wear

Illustrated by Randy Jones

plants lor clothes.

Good Points: Don't feel pain the 
way we do.

Proper Forms of Address: Jig, 
coon, fish-mouth, soot-back., shit- 
shin, boy.

Two Anecdotes Illustrating Some 
thing of the Negro Character:

A traveling cattle barterer asks 
to stay the night at a root gatherer's 
hut. The root gatherer agrees but 
says the cattle barterer will have to 
sleep with the root gatherer's 
daughter. The cattle barterer goes 
to get onto the mat with the root 
gatherer's daughter and sees that 
she's very dead, so he spends all 
night eating her. In the morning, 
the root gatherer asks the traveling 
cattle barterer how he liked sleep 
ing with his daughter. "She was 
wonderful," says the cattle bar 
terer, "especially those delicous 
maggots in her mouth."

"Those weren't maggots," says 
the root gatherer, "those were 
just some grains oi rice. She's 
only been dead since yesterday."

Then there was an African 
pervert who ate women before they 
were cooked.

ARABS

Racial Characteristics: Wear bed
sheets and put bags over their 
women's heads. They burp and fart 
during meals and wash themselves 
in sand. They bugger little boys 
and practice some stupid religion 
that they're trying to get all our 
Negroes to believe in. Disorderly 
cowards when they have to fight 
anyone else, they nonetheless quite
courageously murder each other

continued
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Foreigners around the World
continued

and chop off people's hands for 
littering. They plant bombs every 
where they go and own all the 
earth's oil, which is'why you can't 
buy high-test ii you're wearing a 
yarmulke. They hate Jews because 
Jews are the only people in the 
world with noses uglier than their 
own, and they're cornering the 
Cadillac market so that the Hebes 
will have to drive Buicks.

Good Points: If they had any coun 
try clubs, they wouldn't let Jews in.

Proper Forms oi Address: Camel 
jockey, tent-head, soggy Arabian,, 
desert Irish, gas-ass.

An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the Arab Character:

During the Yom Kippur War, 
Syrian armored units were prepar 
ing to charge several fortified 
positions in the Golan Heights 
when the Israelis canceled their 
credit rating.

AUSTRALIANS

Racial Characteristics: Violently 
loud alcoholic roughnecks whose 
idea of fun is to throw up on your 
car. The national sport is breaking 
furniture and the average daily 
consumption of beer in Sydney is 
ten and three quarters Imperial gal 
lons for children under the age of 
nine. "Making a Shambles" is 
required study in the primary 
schools and all Australians are 
bilingual, speaking both English 
and Sheep. Possibly as a result oi 
their country's being upside down, 
the local dialect has over 400 terms 
for uomit. These include "tech

nicolor yawn," "calking to the 
toilet," "round-trip meal ticket," 
and "singing lunch." It is illegal to 
employ the aboriginal inhabitants 
as anything but toilets, and some of 
the peculiar forms of native wild 
life have up to nine assholes. The 
recent destruction of Darwin by a 
hurricane was actually a cover 
story for the regrettable coincidence 
of paydays on three separate 
sheep stations.

Good Points: Amusing zoos.

Proper Forms of Address: Steady 
there, Cool off, For Christ's sake, 
not in the sink, Stay back, I've, 
got a gun!

An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the Australian Character:

An Australian fellow asks his 
girl friend to h'ght, but she says 
she doesn't want to because she 
Isn't feeling well. "Whatta ya 
mean, not feeling well?" he says.

"You know," she says, "I've got 
my time of the month."

"Whatta ya mean, time of the 
month?" he says.

"You know," she says, "I've got 
my period."

"Whatta ya mean, period?" he 
says.

"You know," she says, "I'm 
bleeding down here." And she 
opens up her pants to show him.

"Jesus," he says, "no wonder 
you're bleeding! They've gone and 
cut your cock off!"

CANADIANS

Racial Characteristics: Hard to tell 
a Canadian from an extremely 
boring regular white person unless 
he's dressed to go outdoors. Very

little is known of the Canadian 
country since it is rarely visited 
by anyone but the Queen and il 
literate sport fishermen. It is 
thought to resemble a sort of 
arctic Nebraska. It's reported that 
Canadians keep pet French people. 
If true, this is their only interest 
ing trait. At any rate, they are ap 
parently able to train Frenchmen 
to play hockey, which is more 
than any European has ever been 
able to do.

Good Points: Still have plenty of 
Indians to abuse.

Proper Forms of Address: Bud, 
mac, mister, hey you.

Some Examples of Canadian 
Repartee:

Two Canadians are talking in a 
bar. One Canadian says, "Who 
was that lady I saw you with last 
night?"

"That was my wife," replies the 
other.

A lady is shopping in a Toronto 
drugstore and accidentally leaves 
the bottle oi aspirins that she 
bought on the counter. She gets on 
a bus and the minute the bus has 
pulled away from the curb remem 
bers leaving her purchase behind. 
"My aspirins! My aspirins!" she 
yells.

And the bus driver says, "May 
be you left them in the drugstore."

A little Canadian boy named 
Johnny Fuckerfaster is screwing a 
little girl under the porch of his 
house. His mother comes out the 
door and yells for him, "Johnny! 
Johnny Fuckerfaster!"

"I'll be there in a minute," 
he says.

CHINESE
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Racial Characteristics: Hordes of 
incomprehensible rat-eaters with a 
peculiar political philosophy and a 
dangerous penchant lor narcotic 
drugs. No one can possibly know 
what dark and grotesque things 
pass through the minds of this 
hydra-headed racial anomaly which 
is, after all, more like a monstrous 
colony of flesh-crazed carpenter 
ants than a nation of rational men. 
Only a fool would deal with two- 
legged insects such as these. Our 
only hope is that the farsighted 
leaders of our own land will join 
with those of at least nominally 
Caucasian Soviet Russia and that 
together they will treat us to the 
welcome spectacle of a thermo 
nuclear obliteration of this yellow 
menace.
Good Points: They're almost as 
far away as it's possible to be. 
Proper Forms of Address: Zipper 
head. Chink, stunt, chmg-chong 
Chinaman, yellow peril. 
An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the Chinese Character:

Nine hundred million Chinese 
walk into a bar. They order a beer, 
pay up, and then just sit there, 
sipping their drinks, not saying a 
word. Finally, the bartender can't 
stand it anymore. "We don't see 
many Chinese in here," he says.

"And with this atmosphere of 
hedonistic individualism capitalis- 
lically exploiting the labor of the 
masses and wasting the people's 
agricultural resources," say the 
Chinese, you won't see many

ENGLISH

once conquered half the world but
still haven't figured out central 
heating. They warm their beers 
and chill their baths and boil all 
their food, including bread. An 
intensely snobbish group, but who 
exactly they're snubbing is an 
international mystery. Lately they've 
been getting their comeuppance 
world power-wise, as their shabby, 
antiquated, and bankrupt little 
back alley of a country slowly 
winds down like the ili-crafted 
clockwork playthings of which 
their undersized children are so 
fond. In fact, last year their entire 
government had to kiss the ass of 
the fat aboriginal nig-nog who 
runs Uganda to retrieve a single 
flit hack writer from the clutches 
of thai august nation. They all 
have large collections of some 
thing useless like lamp finials or 
toad eggs, and they would have 
lost both world wars if it weren't 
for us. They like to be spanked 
with canes and that's just what 
they deserve.
Good Points: It's relatively easy TO 
make yourself understood with 
them.
Proper Forms of Address: Limey, 
lime-eater, pom, poof, sister-boy. 
An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the English Character:

In his unpublished memoirs, 
Benjamin Disraeli tells the story of 
a political conference with then- 
Prime Minister William Gladstone, 
who habitually conducted such 
private discussions while being 
fellatetl by an able-bodied seaman 
of the Royal Navy. At one point 
during their talk, the sailor sud 
denly looked up from Gladstone's 
penis and said, "Excuse me, Sir, 
but you've come."

"By Jove, so 1 have," said Glad 
stone, and he gave the tar a 
sovereign.

Racial Characteristics: Cold 
blooded queers with nasty com 
plexions and terrible teeth who

FRENCH

Racial Characteristics: Sawed-oH 
sissies who eat snails and slugs and 
cheese that smells like people's 
feet. They take filthy pictures of 
each other with cheap cameras, 
wash nothing but their cunts, fight 
with their feet, and perform sex 
acts with their faces. Utter cowards 
who force their own children to 
drink wine, they gibber like 
baboons even when you try to 
speak to them in their own 
wimpy language.
Good Points: Invented the blow job. 
Proper Forms of Address: Froggy, 
froggywog, frog-eater, French-lifts, 
Franco fuck-face, clit-tick. 
An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the French Character:

A Frenchman goes home with 
his best friend and they find the 
friend's wife laying naked on the 
dining room table with her legs 
spread apart. The Frenchman takes 
a close look at her cunt and says, 
"Zees Looks like zee menstrual 
blood!" Then he bends down, 
takes a deep whiff, and says, "Zees 
smells like zee menstrual blood!" 
Finally he gets down on his knees, 
eats her out for about twenty 
minutes, and says, "Zees tastes 
like zee menstrual blood! Without 
a doubt, it ee& zee menstrual blood! 
Mon Dieu, I am glad zat we did 
nor fitch her!!"

GERMANS

Racial Characteristics: Piggish - 
looking, sadomasochistic automa 
tons whose only known forms of 
relaxation are swilling watery beer 
from vast tubs and singing the 
idiotically repetitive verses of their 
porcine folk tunes — both of which

continued
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Foreigners around the World
continued

amusements probably hark back to 
a pre-human state. Germans have 
never been successfully Chris 
tianized. Their language lacks any 
semblance of civilized speech. 
Their usual diet consists almost 
wholly of old cabbage and sections 
of animal intestines filled with 
blood and gore. Once every two or 
three decades, they set forth, 
lemming-like, on pointless military 
adventures during which great 
numbers of them are slaughtered 
— much to the improvement of 
the world in general. Their lardy 
women have long, tangled masses

of sticky hair under their arms, 
and the men shave the sides of 
their heads.

Good Points: Kill a lot of French.

Proper Forms of Address: Kraut, 
Hun, Heiny, spike-Head, sausage- 
breath.

A German Joke of the War Years 
Illustrating Something of the 
German Character:

If your sister married a Jew — 
that will make you sauerkraut.

If your son married a Jew — 
that will make you bratwurst.

If your mother married a Jew — 
that will make you soap.

PACKAGED PA's & MICROPHONES 
FOR THE DISCRIMINATING PROFESSIONAL

PA 120
100walls RMSwiih un 

extremely wide dynamic 
range to handle musical 
instruments as well as vocals 
with super fidelity: 4 
channels with volume, bass, 
treble, and reverh controls 
on each channel; a very 
functional master section 
containing controls for 
overall volume and reverb: 
professional response and 
maximum portability make 
the Pcavey PA 120 the ideal 
PA amp fot small clubs »«<! 
auditoriums. List price: 
S275.

STANDARD 1'A
130 watts RMS: 4 

entirely scperale channels 
with two wide range inputs 
along with volume, bass, 
treble, and reverb on each 
channel: master section 
containing controls for overall 
volume, buss, treble, and 
reverb for professional PA 
effects: a monitor output 
jack for driving an external 
monitor system: ultra modern 
design and extremch 
wide dynamic range create a 
versatile, rugged PA amp 
that is without question 
the finest in its price range. 
List price: $300.

I'A 400
The Peavcy PA 400 

approaches the ultimate 
in "packaged" PA amps. 
200 watts RMS: 6 channels 
with low and high gain 
inputs, controls for volume, 
bass, treble, middle, 
and reverb/effects send on 
each: a master section 
featuring master controls for 
volume, reverb, ireble, bass, 
middle, and effects for 
optimum balance of the entire 
system; unique "scanning" 
Anii-fcwlbwik fillers ihta may 
be activated in the low 
and high frequencies to tune 
out feedback; a patch 
panel containing outputs for 
driving external mixers, 
power amps, monitor, or 
effects units; auxiliary 
inpuis. power amp input, 
and an input for reverb 
foolswitch are featured in this 
highl) professional unit. The 
exceptionally reasonable 
price of the 'PA 400 reflects 
Ihe sophistication of 
engineering and design 
raiher than any lack of features 
and is in accord with the 
Pcavc) policy of producing 
the ven best' unit for the 
least money. List price: 
S400.

All Peavey PA amps 
are available with a variety 
of columns and enclosures.

The Peavey line of 
professional low and high 
impedance microphones 
was designed lo comply 
with the high standards of 
iiualily found in Peavey 
public address systems. 
Pcavcv mikes feature 
extremeh wide frequency 
response with a very tight 
eardroid pattern for clean, 
realislic. vocal or 
instrument vepicduclion. 
All mikes come complete 
with a rugged, foam padded 
carrying case, deluxe 
mike holder, and a 20 foot 
cable. All have on/off 
switches and excellent shock 
isolation. List price (all 
models): $99.50.

l : or a look at the 
complete line of 
Peave\ professional sound 
equipment including PA 
Mixer/A nips, speaker 
enclosures. Mono & stereo 
Mixers, guitar amps, and ;L 
host of other quality sound 
reinforcement gear write: 
I'eavej Electronics / Box 
2898 / Meridian. MS39301. 
We'll send you a free 
catalog. You'll be 
impressed.

GREEKS

Racial Characteristics: Degenerate, 
dirty, and impoverished descendants 
of a bunch of la-de-da Iruit salads 
who invented democracy and then 
forgot how to use it while walking 
around dressed up like girls. Today 
they bugger sheep and are engaged 
in an international campaign to 
take over all the world's small, 
filthy grocery stores. They eat the 
insides out of goats with their 
fingers. Their toilets are mere 
holes in the floor. And they cringe 
at the least threat from the im- 
becilic, taffy-yanking Turks next 
door.

Good Points: Cute alphabet.

Proper Forms of Address: Fe.da- 
face, sheep dip, dog fashion, 
Geeho-European, eek-a-Grsek!

An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing o( the Greek Character:

An ignorant peasant girl marries 
a man who's been in the Greek 
navy for twenty years. Alter their 
third anniversary, her mother 
starts to worry because the girl 
still isn't pregnant. "Why are you 
not with child, daughter?" she asks. 
"Does not your husband make the 
love to you?"

"Of course," says the girl, 
blushing deeply, "but... but... 
to tell the truth, Mother, I just 
can't keep from shitting afterwards."
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INDIANS

Racial Characteristics: Dismal, 
obsequious deminiggers whose 
gods have too many arms and legs 
and about whom entirely too many 
articles have appeared in the Sun 
day New York Times Magazine. 
They wrap their heads in towels 
and wipe their asses with their 
hands. They are unable to feed 
themselves and what food they do 
have tastes as it it was mixed with 
the ollal from muskrat dens. Their 
culture is moribund, their politics 
dictatory, their economy stagnant, 
their skins sebaceous, and their 
social order loathsome to the 
minds of decent men everywhere. 
"Sub-" is no idle prefix in its appli 
cation to this continent.

Good Points: Dirty statues.

Proper Forms ol Address: Wog, 
towel head, curry-dipper, human 
refuse.

Three Important Questions 
Concerning the Future of India:

What do you feed 563,490,000 
Indians when you only have 300 
pounds of wheat?

Leftovers.
What's the difference between 

an Indian toddler and a regulation 
NFL football?

A football has to weigh at 
least fourteen ounces.

What's the literal translation of 
the Hindi phrase for "take a shit"? 

"Nothing to do."
continued on page 94

best songbook 
published
since
the collected 
•works of M 
Sammy Kaye7~

The publishers, editors, producers, 
directors, writers, tyiicists, music 
writers, actors, actresses, lighting 
men. sound directors, and 
wardrobe mistresses ol 
jus! about everything 
Ihe National 
lampoon has 
put lo music 
present:

Carmen Lombardo 
Alto Cracker Magazine

Forty-seven songs with lyrics, music, and those little 
things with the swirls at the beginning of each song. 

Humorous full color illustrations throughout. 
The lull script, including words and 

music, of Ihe National Lampoon Radio Hour 
musicalcomedv"Moby" — Iheshow 

that made television an institution, 
And the words and music from "Lem 

mings," "The National Lampoon 
Show." Ihe National Lampoon 

Radio Hour, and the best 
National Lampoon record 

albums, including the 
newest, "Good-bye, 

Pop."

On sale
at music stores
or by sending your
check or money order
with the order blank to:
National Lampoon Songbook
635 Madison Avenue, New York
New York 10022

Add 35C (or each Songbook
ordered tocovei postage and handling.
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HEX
FUCK YOU, CHRIS/ 

YOU JUST STAY WlTH
THE CAMERA FOR A WHILE-' 

WELL, HELLO, FINALIST FIVE.' 
DOFF YOUR PUPS ANP 

CLIMP RIGHT IN 
HERE WITH ME,

EXCUSE AAE, 
I KNOW WE'RE IN 

THEMIPSTOFTHENEW 
MISS FOTO FUNNIES CONTEST 

ANP ALL, BUT ARE YOU CHRIS 
MILLER,WHOWRITES ALt. 

THOSE PISGUSTING
STORIES?

HEY, MAN,
I'M SUPPOSEP 
TOBEINBEP WITH 

THE... PETER 
M.£/A/MAN!?

WHY, NO, 
AAY PEAR. I'M

KLEINMAN

PETER KLEINMAN,
THE NEW ART

PI RECTOR??

X-

OH, BABY,ALL THAT KOOKY 
ART YOU'RE RESPONSIBLE 

FOR.' ANP THAT BARE CHEST 
OF YOURS ON THE: FRONT OF 

THE" B LOVE*ISSUE/ WOW, 
PETER, LET'S

DO IT/

-w
WELL, IT'S 

BEEN OVER A 
YEAR NOW...

•»—»« '»*!* YOU NATIONAL 
LAMPOON GUYS ARE SE'XY/ 
SO CYNICAL-YET'TETNPER 

MNPERNEATH/ SO 
NE SAIS QUO/..

PSST 
HEY, CHRIS, WHAPPAYA

PO WHfN THIS
HAPPENS?

MEH 
HEHHEHHEH 

HEHHEH...

CHR-OOPS/ 
SHIT/ OUCH/
CHRIIIIHII19/

Mrrv-r A A i A -ri ir Mrv*/ A A r/^vrv-\Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



RASH 
NKIICUM,

RILL COtOBT#«H3M)P 
THX. TORS.
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o o

O
AKAI """JS'-Sg?^

AKAI INTRODUCES ITS 
LOADED DECK.

The new Akai GXC-570D is our top-of-thc-line stereo cassette deck. And it's loaded.
It utilizes a 3 head recording system — a GX glass and crystal combination head so you 

can source monitor when recording and, if you don't like 
what you've got, an erase head.

It has a closed loop dual capstan drive system which not 
only pulls, but feeds the tape across the heads, smoothly. 
That's the best drive system there is.

It has Akai s exclusive Sensi-touch® control system so GXC-39D.-;\,i ..,

you can go from one mode to another without ever pushing a button. You just touch 
•—^"T^^!HT tnern ' lightly.
I ; «-«"i °--™* T l~d fe3 ^ nas ^ motors ' ^ua' Process Dolby;v remote con- 
I L m ^-??S?| V *"">! tro^ (°Ptiona') an^ as many switches and features 
^ =7=^—== MBSK •• • o as cassette decks costing a lot more. Plus something

Gxc-TioD.^,,,,,,,,^,,,!,,., ,„,„ „,„_,,,„. ,-„„ brand ncw ^ an electrically operated control panel
"• |-1-"'"'-'™—^'" L cover. Just so you can impress people.

Plug in our GXC-570D and you'll know you're playing with a loaded deck. That's the 
strength of the Akai line. Quality. Performance. Loaded. From * •*«- * •» 
top to bottom. A Ik AI.

After all, nobody should be playing with half a deck. COMIN'ON STRONG!

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



HOW SOMETIMES
.

THE 6WNUPS WERE TAlKINi© 
TQVOU SmSMGHTOR PUTTJMg\co OM , BECAUSE S^ETI/AES
wP&T -mEY SAD 3LST MADE 
NO SEMSE AT ALL, NO MATTER 
HOW FAIR VOO TTZIEP TO €gf

ITSpKPLE LIKE I-M WHO MADE 
ITPC6SI6LE FDI? US TO LIVB

YES,£OW,7HIS MOWUMEMT IS A 
AfevtoeiALTOAWWJ WUD W\S 

ONE CF THE C^^feT AV\E00VJ5 
TWlS ODUMTR?mS PRODUCED.

HE HELPS} ID WkE-mE U.S. OME
FTHE W3ST RAISED W?rE5^ED

N/ATHOMS INJ THE WORLD. _^-—^

THIS HEKE WAS OME OF MOST IMRD^AN EVER DOME iM OUR WHOLE
WELL, IHORE VOU ALWAYS

I ALWAY5 
WILLKP
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W.AMEO-OUT 
FUNNIES

HUMAN *MY LIFE IN ART - 
WRECK IS FALLING APART"

1 HAYENT BEEN TO A GALLERY
2 YEARS-EASEL PAINTING IS DEAbTHIS CONCEPT AKT& SUCH ACROCK A

SHIT HERE5 SOME GUY WANTS TA LAMINATE
TH' DESERT IN PL*SnC,F'CHRlSSAKE...

IT BEGAN IN GUATEMALA IN 19431 THE 
CIA, CAME TO MV FATHER AND MOTHER 
AND ME TO DEAL WITH WHAT WAS 

DOWN IM LOS ANGELES...

RIGHT. THIS LINE SHOWSTHE SUCCESSION... 1 
REMEMBER-AM INCREDIBLE CLEAR DAY IN LOS 
ANGELES.. L.A. KWOWS NOTHING ABOUT IT. MR. NtXON 
UNDERSTOOD THIS THING WITH HITLER, BUT YOUNG, 
KENNEDY KNEW MY WHOLE PLAN WITH THE CIA'.! 
ORANGE COUNTV CANT COPE...SO HE TOOK OVER..

THATS WHAT IT IS.THEN 
ITS AM ART EXHIBIT?

NOW, HITLER KNEW ORANGE COUNTY HAD SAID 
*WHOA,BA8Y!" THEY COULDNV MAKE IT WITH 
THE SUSNAARINES, SEE...8UTTHE ONLY ONE WHO 
COULD 00 AWYTHING ABOUT IT WAS BLACK 

POWER... AND HE WASNT TALKING-
~- -•———— ' ———aii

YEAH.., BLACK POWER. HUH? )

NIXOW WENT TO GUATEMALA AND WAITED, HITLER 
WAS KlUEbIN 1958- BUT KENNEDY FORQQT ABOUT 
HOCHIMINH! I KNEW HO FROM WSUrttt-.LATER 
BUEhAAlN W38, WHERE WE DECIDED I'D MAKE THESE 
UTHO^APHIC RECORDS. ICMDE 10O COPIES OF 

EACH. I'M GOING. TO PUT THttAOW THE, 
WAU$ HERE. ___

_____ ^^^^^r —
V

HEY, THATGUY6 FULLA 
BT-KENMEDY 
NIXON I

YOU REAt> ABOUT THESE VKN 
POUTICALWURMRS?

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



INTO YOUR BEDROOM
Or your living room, den or recreation room. Now you can experience three of the
world's greatest X-rated movies - two classics and a new French
import-in the privacy of your own home. Find out why Deep Throat
and The Devil in Miss Jones have generated such
controversy. See why The Sensualist is destined to
become another classic
X-rated film.

All three are 
available in limited 

edition 8mm collector prints. They're 
all in full color and completely 

uncensored. *
It's a simple proposition:

One Great X-Rated Movie $110 - 
Two Movies $200 - All Three $250

If you order right away, we'll even send you a battery-operated movie projector 
as a bonus. For people who know a good thing when they see it.

American Film Hits is not responsible for the con 
tent of these films. Not sold to anyone under 21 
years. Void in Wisconsin.

FREE BONUS
ACT NOW

As a free.bonus, if you act now, 
we will include this battery- 
operated, fuhy automatic, fully 
portable 8mm movie projector, 
free with your order. Offer lim 
ited-one projector per person,

To: American Film Hits 
807StewartSt. 
Madison, WIs. 53713 
(608) 222-6033

Master Charge #. 
BankAmericard # _

Name

Q Deep Throat 
Q Miss Jones 
D Sensualist

D Cash
Q Check
Q Money Order

.Exp. Date____ 

. Exp. Date ____

Phone

Address

City State Zip

I certify Ihat I am over 21 years of age and tha! I am buying Ihese movies for my
private use only.
Signature________________________________Age____Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



JILL HftS A RIHS1 5T6V6 WAS THE SlLLl
THE CAT6R6R HAft A COMMirM&NT, ANP
NOW IT'S TIM6 POR ,„ THf SHOWSR!

excuse we,
fn6RS'»

AT TWB POOR 
FOR YOU-

THIRfi'5 60MBpeep, PARK
SetRET JIU HAS

HEN t GU695 
WE'RE &CTTDJ6 

MAKR1EP NEXT 
MONTH'

OU--COULPYOU see WHO ITI«?
lTMi<SHTB6 AFRI6NP 

OF 6TEV6'9,

«0 B6AUTIFUU [
I PONT KNOW HOW

TO THANK-'
AUWAY6 UOV6D ANP 
ALWAYS WILLLOVB,

I PONT SAV ANOTHSR IJILL., JILL! OH MY, JILL, I JUST HSARP
JILL--TAKBMB 
SACK,

JILL- I 
KtJOW THAT I WURt
YOU, I WA6VOUH5S8

wwf w we sne/pAND tcve roTHIS SrgtP IS NOTFPg RgAO CAUS 

-Ani*l
*<&&'
JtriAjL:

'rLtt£_IT...... ...flMD A5-5COM AS I

AND A TIP OF- ffff S-gg 7& ^ i

THE FILM is FiNAU-y g/>oc pew THE
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•me

B&ILD

IF YOU CAN'T DRAW THE

TOLDTOLOVtITOR 
LEAVE IT, YOU HIPPY 
COMMY PINKO FAG. RIGHT WRONG

We all know an expert roller, who with a twist 
and a lick, can roll the perfect cigarette with 
one, single paper. On the other hand, 
almost anyone can roll a double-wide. 
But some of us are still sitting on the 
fence trying to avoid extremes. Well 
fellow middle of the readers, here's 
something for us: JOB's new one- 
point-five, the perfect size rolling 
paper. Thin, white, rice paper, bigger 
than a single paper, smaller than a 
double-wide.

JOB, the world's finest cigarette paper 
now in three sizes: double-wide, one-point- 
five, and single width.

JOB'S GREATEST HITS
Includes two packs JOB Double-wide papers, white 
and strawberry; one pack JOB one* point'five; and 
one pack JOB wtieatstraws. single. (One sample to a 
family, please.) I am enclosing S1 to cover cost, 
postage and handling. I am over 21 years of age.

Mr./Mrs./Ms.

City/State/Zip
Dept.NL-676

BROUGHT TO YOU FROM FRANCE BT 4m ADAMS APPLE DIST.CO
2835 NORTH SHEFFIELD • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60657
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Whole Mirth 
Catalogue

National Lampoon Binder
CBO1014J S3 85 each. S710lor 

two. $9 90 lor three
National Lampoon Binder witti

all 12 issues from 1974 (BO1013)
$1095 each All 12tssueslrom

l975(BO1015)$1095each

ACCESS TO YOCKS

National Lampoon Iron On Book
(I3O1012; $2 50

WHAT IS A COD?

H>—-i»il«tovttiL

The Besl ol National Lampoon, The Best of National Lampoon. The Best of National Lampoon, National Lampoon —The
No. 3 (BO1003) 1973 £2 50 No. 4 [BO'006) 1971 S2 50 No. 5 (BO1009) 1975 $2 50 Gentleman^ Bathroom

Companion (BO1001) $2 50

What Is a God? (from the 199th 
Birthday Book) fP 10071 $1 00 
Deteriorata (from Radio Dinner, 
the National Lampoon comedy
album) CP1005) 31 00

The National Lampoon Art 
Poster Book (BO100Q) $5 95

The National Lampoon 
Encyclopedia of Humor 
(BO1005352SO

The National Lampoon Comic 
Anthology (BOI008) $2 50

The National Lumporm196't 
High School Yearbook Parody 
(BO10071S250

National Lampoon -The Very 
Large Book of Comical 
Funnies r BOW"' S2 50

National Lampoon Mona 
Gorilla T-shirt [TS1019J $3 95

Use tnfs coupon for your order.

"Voulez-vous Fuque T-shirt 
(TS1024)$395 
"Voulez-vous Fuck" T-shirt 
{TS1025)S395

The National Lampoon Show 
T-shirt vcllO'.v &ti,i!

Indicate the Whole Mirth products you would like, enclose check or money 
order, place in envelope, and send lo

Nation.il Lampoon. Depl. NL576 
635 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

(BO10O1)(BO1003)|BO1005)(BO1006) (BO1007) [BO1008]
(BO1009)(BO1011I[BO K)i2; S2 50 each
(P100S) (PlfX>7) S1 00 each
(TS1019) S3.95 each Circle, small, medium, large
(TS1021) S3 95 each Circle: small, medium, large, Circle: yel. bl.
(TS1024) S3.95 each Circle' small, medium, large
(TS1025) S3 95 each. Circle small, medium, large
(BO1013] (BO1015! S10 95 each
(BQ1Q141 S3 85 each $710 for two. 59 9O lor three
(BO1000) S5 95 each
(Please enclose 50£ per orOer for postage and handling )
New York State residents add 6% tax
New York City residents add 8% tai$. 

I have enclosed a total of S——————————————.
(New York City and NewYorK State residents, please add applicable sales 
taxes )

(please print)

Address

Cily Stale Zip

(Please be sure that your zip code is correct.}
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The All-New 
Notional Lampoon Iron On Book

to decorate T-shirts, tank tops, or Grandma's favorite sofa.

Sixteen creations from those swell folks of Naf LampCo, 
the company that will sell you anything.

Iron-ons include political put-downs, purely 
artistic designs in rhe National Lampoon fashion, 
and other full-color art and words and miscellanea 
that have never before been seen in rhe short 
but fascinating history of the T-shirt.

These heat-transfer designs would ordinarily 
sell at stores everywhere for $1.00 each instead 
of 16 for $2.50, but National Lampoon designs 
are not available of stores anywhere.

The National Lampoon Iron On Book is distri 
buted in bookstores and on newsstands on o 
limited basis and may not be available in your 
area. If not, you can order it by filling out this 
coupon and enclosing a check or money order 
with it.

Sixteen original Notional Lampoon iron on 
designs, mostly in full color—$2.50.

r
The National Lampoon, Dept. NL576

605 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10022

n Check D Money Order

Please send me____copy(s) of National 
Lampoon's Iron On Book at $2.50 per copy

Nome______________________

~1

Address. 

City__

(please print)

-State.

Please make sure to list your correct zip code 
number. j

All checks must be payable within continental I 
, U.S. or Canada. I 
I___________________________I
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HeVlCft5ITUI>6S(?FP/«$lOHHAVEfflWE*6Drty^ j

' VIXEti, IZ-YEA^OLD SyPHILIM WAKES 801DTO PRESS A PINCH OF THIS VILE TI^PIC MEI\B INTO HEI^CWPAHIOHlS BLUSWMfi \ 
£tt^!..?*~^fa(<N*^WX(ri^^ '

^TSTV " " Zl

-^?^ um^ftfl)Wto/; c...;JX
^^'thraufimy^ /mWllJUte

^owiwvvcc'wittvcyjtwftl' j"?* ~ -%^
Ettwi-fm-XiOiHoUvttM. fl'^-^^ ^S
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The Nikko
receiver is more

sensitive.You have
a sensitive 
front-end. Is he

do you think on [running for 
Fellini? President, 

too?
The 

power amplifier 
delivers extended

4f nw|j9 11 • ica|*tn*i ilHQ
with low distortion.

Nikko
circuit breakers

won't let me.

Don t blow 
your fuse.

How stable can you
get with a phase lock

loop MPXwith an
integrated circuit?

Unbelievable.

Listening 
to my Nikko 9095 

k, Va" night long.

Some receiver...
superb selectivity. 

Lighted dial, 
well-built...

What everyone is talking about.

The Nikko 9095 stereo receiver.
Makes it Happen.

Teco Electronics—All Stores

Cal Hi Fi
2461 Shattuck Ave.. Berkeley
2298 Fillmore St.. San Francisco
3581 Stevens Creek Blvd.. Santa Clara
521 E. 5th St., San Mateo
620 Contra Costa Blvd.. Pleasant Hills
962 Blossom Hill Rd.. San Jose

Sun Stereo
2929 Arden Way, Sacramento 
1549 Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz 
207 "G" St., Davis 
6239 Pacific Ave., Stockton

West Coast Stereo
18050 Hesperian Blvd., San Lorenzo 
1855 Willow Pass Rd., Concord

Cat Stereo
2355 Torrance Blvd.. Torrance
17419 Bellflower Blvd., Bellflower
12323 Harbor Blvd.. Garden Grove
11720 W. Pico. Los Angeles
1199 "E" St.. San Bernardino
21418 Sherman Way, Canoga Park
420 N. Azusa Ave., West Covina 

Churchill Audio Centers—All Stores 
Tech Hi Fi—AH Stores 
Hi Fi Fo Fum

2436 Middle Country Rd., Centreach, N.Y. 
Franklin Lakes Stores

792 Franklin Ave,, Franklin Lake. New Jersey 
Ridgewood Stereo

260 E. Ridgewood Ave., Ridgewood, New Jersey 
Custom Music

979 Pleasant Valley Way, W. Orange, New JerseyCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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•iHtt i

BOY, I 
HAVE SEEN 

JUAAPERS,AND 
I HAVE SEEN JUMPERS,
BUTTHATGUTTHERE, 
ISA3UMPER.IRI6HT,

YOURR)Ck3N6

SWEETHEART.- 
THIS ISA KID- WITH REAL- 
STYLE/WVUSTA 
SEETWJTOT'i 
6ET5ALOOKAT-* 
HIM BEFORE HF 
LAND3/ MCP£ 
f-IEPOeM'Tl-IIT> 
AM OUTCROR ^> 
-^-~-_
NEXT:
CONDOR
PASSES

•featuring BAD BAP L&OV BROWN

MASSAGES! .
5* \ AH...UH...

The staff of the NATIONAL LAMPOON 

wishes to thank the Academy
for its very kind words 

on behalf of their forthcoming special edition,

THE NAKED AND THE NUDE 
HOLLYWOOD AND BEYOND

The NATIONAL LAMPOON special on the movies,
which will be out shortly,

is great but, in all modesty,
it's not that great.
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Captured at lash

r
I OAA fin tui

Colin
Young s first live solo album, is 
an unexpected twin triumph. 
After thousands of miles touring 
and taping with what he feels 
is "the best band a man could 
have',' Jesse has successfully 
captured the magic of his finest 
in-person appearances. In the

process he has given his best 
recorded performance.

"This is the record I was 
hoping for," he explains, "the 
very best of our live 
performances"
&n-JJi£-Jfaad-Fifty minutes 
of Jesse Colin Young in concert.

Including "Sunlight:' "Peace 
Song" "Ridgetop" Randy 
Newman's "Have You Seen My 
Baby?" and a medley of Marvin 
Gaye's "What's Going On"and 
"Mercy Mercy Me [The 
Ecology}:' On Warner Bros, 
records and tapes, 
BS2913.
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'/ never knew my mother. She died of 
hemorrhoids when I was born."

Foreigners around the World
continued I mm patt< 77

IRISH

Racial Characteristics: Pie-laced, 
neckless, handy-legged sots who

NOW 
ONLY- — m ^• The Most Effective ^ 

EDITION Seduction Manual Ever... $2.95

HOW TO
FIND, PICK-UP

& SEDUCE GIRLS
by Stanley J. Conner

We
GUARANTEE'
That You Will

Pick-up a new
glil within 24

hours after
reading

• this book

Now You can be Outrageously Successful with Women!
Have you thought about picking up a girl today? Its 

really much easier than you ever dreamed possible 
. . . with out techniques. For instance, jusl following a 
few of our easy rules will (up/e the number of girls you 
get. You'll find yourself radiating the kind ol male mag 
netism women lind irresistible. You'll succeed in per 
suading "hard-to-get" girls lo date you. We give you 
surelire strategy secrets thai guarantee you will 
score, using our exclusive method.
Have Yourself a New Girl Tomorrow!

Theriext fimeyouseea beautiful girl. .anywhere, 
at a singles bar, on the beach, in your office or taclory, 
or even on the street, you'II be able to move into action 
with incredible ease. We give you a whole section of 
the book on dynamite approach techniques, even a 
couple that can make shyness work tor you 1 This book 
presents a practical method of meeting and seducing 
women with as much fun and as little effort as possi 
ble. You don't have to be especially good-looking, or 
own a Mercedes, to succeed with us The book does 
the work lor you' Ancf it doesn't matter what type of 
girls you prefer, sexy curvaceous brunelles, lissome 
long-haired nubile young blondes, firm-breasled 
long-legged redheads — they're all yours for the ask 
ing, once you know how.

Not only does this book get you going, and give you 
foolproof conversation techniques that make talking 
to any girl easy; but it a/so teaches you how to get her 
turned on loyou, how to get her back to your pad. and. 
finally how to make her want your loving.

Stanley Conner has been devilishly successful with 
women himself using precisely these techniques that 
he has developed. He interviewed more than fifty girls 
in order to re-check what he d found out from his own 
experience. They told him what made a man special

lor them, what in a man they responded to. why they 
would agree logo out with a particular man who spoke 
to them, and whal turned them on sexually. All ol this 
hard-lo-get information is in this dynamite book.

John P. of Los Galos. California, wrote us recently 
lo say —"Your book really works. Before I was even 
finished reading it, I met and scored with just the right 
kind ol girl for me, one who I would never have dared 
to approach before 1 The book gave me both the confi 
dence and the techniques to succeed!"

Choose your girls — airline stewardesses, photo 
graphers modeis, actresses, professionals, no mat 
ter who they are, they'll dig the new you! Beat the other 
guys to it While they're just standing there ogling all 
the girls as Iheypassby, you'll be the man who knows 
how to get going' Gel your copy of this hot new book 
today 1 And have yourself a new girl tomorrow!

1976 Edition, in Paperback

{DYNAMIC DISTRIBUTORS, INC. D^. NL-25
L 5900, Giond Cenlrol Station, New York, M.Y. 10017

Please rush rne ______copiesot 1 
"How to Find. Plch-up and Seduce Girls" @ $2.95 
pliis3QC postage S handling {lolal $3.25)percopy 
I understand that I must bo completely satisfied 
or I may return the book within 10 days for a 
tull retund
GI am enclosing _____ in lull payment. 
O Cash D Check a Money Order 
Name _________________________

State Zip

almost never fuck. Ignorant and 
Guperstitious, they are in utter 
thrall to the vile, conniving priests 
ol their dark and barbarous religion. 
Their women have their legs on 
upside down and no man in the 
country 'eats anything but potatoes, 
and only eats them when he's out 
of strong drink. The principal 
delights of the Irish are in quar 
reling and fighting and killing each 
other .with bombs. They can be 
trained'to do nothing useful chat a 
dray horse can't accomplish in 
half the time, and they spew out a 
continuous stream of mumbles and 
grunts which they fancy to he 
"poems." They sell their children 
for whiskey. 
Good Points: Many Irish are dead.

Proper Forms of Address: Bog- 
mouth, peat-face, Mr. Potato Head, 
nun-buns., dumb Mick.
An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the Irish Character:

There once was an Irishman 
who goi so drunk while he was in 
Rome that he kissed his wife and 
heal the Pope's foot to a pulp with 
a coal shovel.

ISRAELIS

Racial Characteristics: Living 
proof that money can't buy love, 
these greedy, usurious, scheming 
Christ-killers, who won't eat pork 
because it reminds them of their 
parents, go around moving into 
other people's countries and buy 
ing up all the pawnshops and 
delicatessens. They were personally 
responsible for the fall ol the 
Roman Empire, the 1929 stock 
market crash, and the loss oi 
World War II by a prominent

continued
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The
Unknown 

Giant
If we asked, "Who's the biggest manufacturer
of blank audio recording tape in the world?"

chances are you'd answer Scotch or Memorex or
BASF. And you know what? You'd be wrong! It's a

company you've probably never heard of.
AudioMagnetics. Even if you haven't heard our name,

though, you've probably bought some of our tape.
AudioMagnetics sells more than 6 million miles of
tape a year... under 118 different brand names

in 70 different countries. That's a lot of reels,
cartridges and cassettes, trivia fans. And all of

it has one thing in common — uncommon
value. Quite simply, AudioMagnetics
makes better tape for the price than

anyone else around. You'll find this value
in the tapes we pack for leading audio and retail

chains as well as tape we sell under our own brands
such as Tracs, AudioMagnetics and XHE. In an industry

where big does mean better, isn't it nice to know who the giant is?

AudioMagnetics
World's largest producer of blank recording tape
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Foreigners around the World
continued
European country. Now they're 
ruining show business. Their 
fiendish heathen religious rituals 
include mutilating the penises of 
their own sons and drinking the 
blood of Christian babies during 
Lent. The world's nations 
have historically competed with 
each other to see who could 
get rid of them fastest. They 
control the legal, medical, psychi 
atric, and accountancy professions, 
and are the force behind inter 
national Communism, Free 
masonry, sex education, busing lo 
achieve racial balance, the flu, the 
media, and the Catholic church.

Good Points: Clean women.

Proper Forms of Address: Yid, 
kike, sheeny, Hebe, nickel-nose, 
knife-nose, gabardine strolling 
mockey, dip-tip.

An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the Israeli Character:

A pious rabbi in Tel Aviv had 
to give up adultery for business 
reasons. He kept losing interest on 
his wile.

ITALIANS

Racial Characteristics: This least 
appealing of the European peoples 
combines natural criminal propen 
sities with an attitude of slavish 
idolatry toward that Whore of 
Rome, the Pope. When speaking, 
the Italians gesture frantically with 
their hands in an attempt to distract 
your gaze from their ugly faces — 
upon which are clearly etched the 
marks oi their moral and intellec 
tual degeneracy. They cannot stop

stealing, and will sometimes go so 
iar as lo steal money that is right 
fully theirs from the pockets of 
their own trousers even as they 
wear them. Worse yet, they rarely 
catch themselves doing so. (Not 
that it matters, since their currency 
is worth nothing.) Otherwise, they 
amuse themselves by kidnapping 
the neighbor's children, voting for 
Communists, and staying out on 
strike, where they've been since 
the 1940s. On the field ol battle 
they are abject cowards, and in the 
kitchen they're enthralled with 
bruised tomatoes and the noodle 
only.

Good Points: Big tits.

Proper Forms of Address: Gin^o, 
guinea, dago, spaghetti-bender, 
pasta-pud, wop.

A German Joke of the War Years 
Illustrating Some Points Concern 
ing the Italian Character:

During the campaign in North 
Africa, an Italian tank and a 
German lank accidentally collided 
and the two surprised drivers 
jumped out. The Italian yelled, "I 
surrender! I surrender!" The 
German shot him.

JAPANESE

Racial Characteristics: Resembling 
the Chinese in many respects but 
mercifully less numerous. 
Their idea of a good time is to 
torture peopie, preferably by 
inserting a glass rod in the penis, 
then doing the predictable thing. 
And this is only lor captured 
business competitors. During time 
ol war, they resort to more drastic 
measures entirely. They have no 
new ideas of their own or any 
native creativity, but they are 
able to copy everything we do quite 
nicely, considering the color of 
their skin. Their diet consists 
principally of fish, which they do 
not cook or even, in many cases,

Forcolor reproduction of complete Wild Tut key painting by Ken Davics, 19 by 21, send SI 
toBox929-NL5.WallSt.Sta.,N.Y.l0005

WUd Turkey Lore:
The Wild Turkey is one of the heaviest birds 

capable of flight. Yet it is unusually fast.The male bird 
has been clocked at speeds as high as 55 miles per hour.

As America's most treasured native bird, the 
Wild Turkey is an apt symbol for Wild Turkey Bourbon- 
America's most treasured native whiskey.

WILD TURKEY/101 PROOF/8 YEARS OLD. 
Auslin. NicMols Dislilling Co , L<9wrenceburg. Kentucky,
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Foreigners around the World
continued

kill. It's rumored that they know of 
sex acts peculiar unto themselves, 
and with any luck, so it will stay. 
The most frightening thing about 
the Japanese is that we've tried 
the atomic bomb on them twice 
and it doesn't seem to have much 
effect.

Good Points: Frequently commit 
suicide.
Proper Forms o! Address; Nip, 
Jap, dink, gook, yellow rat. 
An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the Japanese Character:

There was once a half-Japanese, 
half-Polish businessman in Tokyo 
who attempted to export miniatur 
ized dildos.

SENSUOUS 
CONDOMS 
BY MAIL!
Now you can order top 
quality condoms pri 
vately by mail ... and 
save money! We feature 
all brands including TT \ 
Trojans, textured Na'cken and preshaped Profil.

Population Planning, Dept.DNLi9 
403 Jones Ferry Rd., P.O. Box 400 
Carrboro, N.C. 27510
Please rush the following in a plain package: 
D Sampler of 22 assorted condoms $5 
n Deluxe sampler of 38 assorted condoms 
D Super 100 Sampler of 100 condoms $20 
D Illustrated catalogue 255
Name .———————————————— 
Address ——————————————— 
City .State „——Zip.

Satisfaction Guaranteed -300,000 Customers

PINHEADS f
ENDS 
4YABI

2.00 CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
"PINHEADS" 
P.O. BOX 289 
BOSTON MA.02131

NOTICE:
No experience required. Each month we ship I 
you NATIONAL IP's lo rale. "Voj keep LP's." •keep LP's.' 

ipinion.yoi 
can build you: LP collection. A small member-'
We pay postage. In return for your opinion, you I 

imber- '
ship fee is required "First come basis." Send I 
10 money. For application write: ' 

National Research. Dept. N. 3725 N, 126th Si,, I

J
Brooklield. Wl 53005

GAG PHOTOS
Authentic photographs ol YOU with passionate women. 

Expertly faked by superimposing your face, For 
i only. Send 25c lor brochure.

LINDENHOFF LABS
BOX 3844 .
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017 I

E-Z Wider, the original doublewidth rolling paper, mak 
roiling easy. The double width eliminates the'rrassle of 
sticking two singlewidth papers together. And E-Z .Wider 1 
is the standard of quality: 'finest glue, slow even burn-p- 
the watermark signifies a perfect thinness of paper.' ',_^

e-zwider...easilythebes

MEXICANS

Racial Characteristics: Resembling 
the Spanish in all their more loath 
some characteristics except lazier, 
dirtier, and more thieving. A large 
percentage of American Indian 
blood in the average Mexican 
deprives him of any natural human 
sympathies or moral sense and 
makes him a wholly unmanageable 
drunk. The principal industry o[ 
Mexico is the production ol porno 
graphic playing cards that depict 
their women corrupting the morals 
of donkeys. Completely untrust 
worthy, the Mexican will make 
food out of anything that will hold 
still, feed it to you, and charge 
you for it besides. An attempt to 
conquer and hence eliminate this 
pesky breed of miscegenators was 
launched by our government during 
the last century, but wholesale 
niiusea on the part of our troops, 
when they'd witnessed Mexican 
home life prevented our doing as 
thorough a job as we should have.

Good Points: You can buy their 
twelve-year-old daughters.

Proper Forms of Address: Wet 
back, becmer, chili-dipper, taco 
turd, flap hat.

Three Important Questions 
Concerning the Mexican Economy:

What do you call all thirty- 
eight members of a Mexican family 
packed into one Cadillac?

Grand theft auto.
How did they get all thirty- 

eight members of a Mexican family 
packed into one Cadillac?

They picked the lock.
What's hot on the outside,

brown on the inside, and stinks 
like hell all over?

All thirty-eight members of a 
Mexican family packed into one
Cadillac.

continued
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The Steve Gibbons Band
You saw them with The Who 

Now YOU can have them forever

jr
.MCA RECORDS
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Foreigners around the World
continued

POLES

Racial Characteristics: A nation 
known as the Rudiments] Reading 
Class of Europe. Its citizens are 
turkey-loal look-alikes descended 
from a barbarian horde that 
took a wrong turn on its way to 
sack Rome. They spent the Middle 
Ages trying to fight Vikings on 
horseback and invented breech- 
loading artillery by pointing their 
cannons the wrong way around. 
They didn't know about sexual 
intercourse until the tenth cen 
tury, having previously reproduced 
by raiding warthog litters. In 1947,

the Poles became a Communist 
country under the impression that 
it was a rite oi the Catholic church, 
and loday their principal exports are 
snow tires manufactured from 
their own native deposits of snow.

Good Points: Easy to beat at 
contract bridge.

Proper Forms of Address: Polach, 
dumbo, tug wrench, hielbasa 
brain.

An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the Polish Character:

A Polish queer was recently 
arrested in Warsaw for trying to 
blow his wile.

RUSSIANS

Racial Characteristics: Brutish, 
dumpy, boorish lard-bags in card 
board double-breasted suits.

Lickspittle slaveys to the maniacal 
schemes of their blood-lusting Red 
overlords. They make bicycles out 
of cement and can be sent to 
Siberia ior listening to the wrong 
radio station. Their Communist 
party cuts the dicks off of high 
school boys to get women athletes, 
and shoots losing chess champions 
in the kneecaps. They shine their 
shoes with shit and spread Shinola 
on their wheat fields.

Good Points: They aren't allowed 
to leave their country.

Proper Forms of Address: Redski, 
RussJu, Commie scum, stinking 
Red slime, puke-gutted Bolshevik 
asshole-suck&r.

An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the Russian Character:

Three Russian kids were looking 
at a couple of pairs of blue jeans 
on a clothesline and discussing 
what they wanted most in the 
world. "I want a big box of tur 
nips," said the first kid, "so I could 
have enough black market rubles 
to buy a pair of blue jeans like 
those."

"I want a big box of Shock- 
Worker's Medals," said the second 
kid, "so I could have enough

ell liMusliies, Ine-Clf 71

THE FIRST CONDOM MADE
When a woman has sex, she wants to feel 

more than just safe.
So we gave the Stimula® sheath a feature 

that actually adds to the pleasure of sex - a 
ribbed surface that creates beautiful sensa- 
ions fora woman.

Of course, sex has to be beautiful for 
both of you.

So we pre-shaped Stimula to fit a man 
precisely. And we Grafted it out of latex so thin

it transmits body heat in an instant.
Then we coated it with SK-70-ourexclu 

sive silicone lubricant, to make the experience 
as natural as can be.

You can't buy a more pleasurable 
condom. Or a safer one.

Stimula is available at drug stores (and 
supermarkets and convenience stores where 
perrnitted).They also carry these other Horizon 
condoms: Prime,®Conture® and Tahiti.®

•- Horizon Means VD Protection. The shealh ES still the besl known safeguard against Venereal Disease. For more information on prevention, detection and 
M/eatmenl of VO, write: Akwell Industries, Inc., Oothan, Ala. 36301 America's largest manufacturerol male contraceplives Also available in Canada.
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People's Hero privileges to buy a 
pair of blue jeans like those."

"I want a big box ol parents," 
said the third kid.

"A big box of parents?! Why do 
you want a big box -of parents?!" 
said the other two.

"Because," said the third kid, 
"I only have two parents and my 
sister turned them both in to the 
Secret Police and now she owns 
both those pairs of blue jeans!"

SCOTCH

Racial Characteristics: Sour, stingy, 
depressing beggars who parade 
around in schoolgirls' skirts with 
nothing on underneath. Their 
fumbled attempt at speaking the 
English language has been a source 
of amusement for live centuries, 
and their idiot music has been 
dreaded by those not blessed with 
deafness for at least as long. The 
latter is produced on a device 
resembling live flutes tlwr have 
grown a piss bladder, formerly, 
the Scotch painted themselves blue 
and ranged far and wide over the 
British Isles, but good fortune 
prevailed and they were conquered 
by their betters. What passes for 
an alcoholic beverage in the dreary 
province to which the Scotch have 
been driven has enjoyed a short 
vogue among fairies and advertising 
types, but this appears to be giving 
way to cocaine.

Good Points: Attractive plaids.

Proper Forms of Address: Scotty, 
Jock, tegs, plaid ass.

An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing ol the Scotch Character:

In recent years, the small Scotch

Nationalist movement has become 
so desperate that it's been kidnap 
ping money and ransoming it for 
people.

SPANISH

Racial Characteristics: As hot ol
blood as they are dim ol mind, a 
national situation dating back to 
the fifteenth century when they 
expelled the last of the Moors, and 
with them the only people south of 
the Pyrennees who could count 
above twenty. The deep-seated 
strain of masochistic homosex 
uality manifested in iheir love for 
watching ritualized forms of stoop- 
tag played with large male cows 
needs hardly be commented on, 
except to say that Ernest Heming 
way's fondness lor this country and 
its neolithic pastimes was enough 
to keep most educated people away 
through the belter pan ol the pres 
ent century. Spimially, the Span 
ish are disfigured beyond help by a 
particularly greasy sort of religious 
fanaticism that manifests itself in 
morbkl visions of the type in which 
our Savior is seen swallowing the 
menses of his Virgin Mother and 
so on and so lonh to an extent 
that turns sensible people ill. The 
Spanish are largely notable for 
having set out some 500 years ago 
and found the only people on the 
face of the earth primitive enough 
[or them to conquer. (See 
Mexicans..}

Good Points: Only one book that 
has to be read for Comparative Lit. 
courses.

Proper Forms of Address: Spic, 
greaser, tight pants, hankie- 
crotch.

continued

NO TURKEYS ALLOWED

REPEL THE NASTY BUGGERS!
14" x 14" Poster . . . 2.95
20" x 20" Poster . . . 3.95

Add .50 for postage & handling.
TURKEYS UNLIMITED, Fiddlers Green

Waitsfield, Vermont 05673

3 To 4 weeks delivery

CONDOMS BY MAIL
Sent First Class In Unmarked Wrappers.

End usirgsensalion deadening condoms. Gel gossamer 
ihrn sensitive condoms designed for sexual pleasure.
Q 30 Executive 
Pack' $10 
D 12 lot$3 
D 2<\ lor $6
D 100 loi $20

BODYBUILDING 
SYSTEM ILLUS 

TRATED sent separately with 
every $10 or $20 order.

Shipped m 24hoLis D ' £XE - 
CUTIVE PACK -THIRTY ol the 
lop ten most SENSUOUS, GOS 
SAMER THIN, condoms SIO 
(Fourei. Natural Lamb. Sheik Sensi- 
Creme Guardian Liibncaled. 
Njform. liamses. Fealherlite. Fiesta, 

______ "STIMULA". Lubricated Troians) D 
12 condoms |<J dillerent brands} only $3 D Deluxe 
package (6 dillerent kinds] 24 condoms $6 D Super 
Deluie package 100 condoms |B different kinds) $20. 
For air-mail add SI postage.

W.P.C.. Dept. 99 F
P.O. Box 90, Newark, New Jersey 07102 

Sold on Money Back Guarantee

no/h bag &• 2

ROR0

G of out-
O for

30-30 Nothern Blvd. Dep!gN11 
Long island City. New York 111O1

ItO.

HOLV SHIRT!
You II took |x>si lively divine in
something Irom our Holy Shirt
Colteciton Quality. American
mafle T-shirts in eilKer
Basic Black or Cardinal
Red Holy Shirts Buy
lots H'siheCh'islian
Ihingtodo
To order, hil oul eoupo
Si ' "
P
P
pe
T.Sm C Wed 
Enclosed is$_ 
Name_____

D money order

Add'sss- 
City——— _Slale_ FJ
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Klipschorn" Loudspeakers

FINISH THIS STEREO PAIR 
YOURSELF AND SAVE $560.00

Style C has the same components, 
same sound, as finished styles. Just 
simpler appearance and no finish. Yet, 
exposed wood is birch veneer plywood 
and grill cloth is installed. Send coupon 
for literature on all Klipsch speakers.
Klipsch & Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 688
Hope, Arkansas 71801
Please send me free literature and tlie name of
my Klipsch dealer.

Name _______________________

Address.

Zip_

"It's like hundreds
of tiny fingers urging

a woman to let go."

Now you ami reach a level of sexual pleasure 
thai only months ago was unliiwd of. A condom 
delicately riblxid to give a woman (iunllu. Urging 
sensations. Yet. with a shape ami thinness that let 
a man fool almost lik<; lie's worn-ins; iiotlim;; at all.

Made with a i«;w "nude" latex thai transmits 
body heat iiiHlanlaneously, Stimula'' is supremely 
m;nsitive, It's anatomically shaped to cling to the 
penis. And SK-70. a remarkable silicons lubricant 
works with natural secretions so Stinuila's 
scientifically patterned ribs can massage find 
caress 11 woman effortliissly.

Made by the world's largest manufacturer of 
condoms, a million have already been sold in 
Sweden and France. Orders urn shipped in 
discreet packages. Send for your sample today.

Hie Stimula Condom
Stamford Hyffienios Int:.. U«pt. NL8 
1 M Mnnhalltui Street. Stamlonl. Conn. (Hi9(M 

House sisnd me- (Chuck Box) 
D S4 sampler of I2Slimula 
Q 54 sampler of 3 each of 5 erotic condoms 
Frue catalog stint wltli either order describiriK ou 
finliru n«w line of emfic Randoms 
Cl Check D Cash D M.O. Enclosed

Name.

Stole. Zip

From
$4995

The Bed You Can Fold Up And Carry In A Bag
The Most Natural Way To Sleep!
"The Air ued" from Inflate-A-Bed oilers you the best of many 
worlds when it comes to serious contemporary bedding. First 
off, be prepared for the finest, most naturally pleasant and 
satisfying night's sleep you've ever had. We've gol hundreds of 
letters attesting to this fact, and literally tens of thousands of 
people are living this wonderful sleeping experience eveiy night. 
Sleeping on ^cushion of air is as nice as it sounds. "The Air 
Bed" (which you inllate in minutes with a vacuum cleaner or any 
air pump) shapes itself to your body almost like cradle-ing it- 
naturally, on a series of specially patented "air coils," which sup 
port your body evenly-and with unheard of flexibility inamal- 
tress No frame or innerspring is needed, although it will fil into 
any standard bed frame.

"The Air Bed" is incredibly light and incredibly tough (20 
mil Poly Vinyl Chloride), it cleans instantly with soap and water. 
It deflates tn minuies for you to fold up and take with you any 
where—visiting, camping, beach (a dynamite water raft), or 
storing on a shelf when not in use. It is everything a bed should 
be-delightfully sensual, highly orthopedic, and conveniently 
mobile. Try one tor 2 weeks.

Please send the following Air Bed(s). If not lullv satisfied I 
can return within 2 weeks 'or an immediate refund. 
D T*inEize@S49.95 n FullSize@S69.95 
P Queen Size @S79 95 P KingSize@S99.95 
(Add $4.95 lor snipping and insurance) 
G Instead I proiertheOnginallnflato-A-Bed (same as above 

plus a Hocked velveteen finish).

B Tviin@S59.95 DFull@S79.95 
Queen@SB9.95 pKing@$111.95 
(Add $4.95 shipping per bed)

p Check or M.O Enclosed (III. residents add 5% sales lax) 
p Charge My Credit Card Checked Below: 
p American Express D BankAmencarfl D Carte 
nDinersCiub D MasterCharge Blanche
Credit Card # _____________________ 
Master Cdarge Bank # _ ____ Exp. Date _______ 
Name_________________________ 
Address ———————————————————————— 
City ————————Stale- -Zlp-
Signaiure- NAi-576

Conlemporafy marketing, Inc.
790 Maple Lane. Bensenville, III. G01D6

Call Toll Free: 800-323-2408 III. call: 312-535-0481

Foreigners around the World
continued

An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the Spanish Character:

In 1536, the explorer Cabe/.a de 
Vaca brought an Antarctic penguin 
back to Spain and displayed it to 
the mother superior ol the Carmel 
ite Order in Madrid, who there 
upon had 1,300 nuns burned by 
the Inquisition trying to obtain a 
confession.

SWEDISH

Racial Characteristics: Tedious, 
clean-living boy scout types, 
strangers to graffiti and littering, 
but who are possessed of an odd 
suicidal mania. Speculation is that 
they're slowly boring themselves 
to death. This is certainly the case 
if their cars and movies are any 
indication. They eat a lot of Eish, 
and perhaps this is more brain 
food than their modest cranial 
endowments can cope with. In 
other points they resemble Canadi 
ans, though better looking. Not 
thai that's saying much. Maybe 
they're depressed because they 
have the silliest sounding language 
west of the Urals. Or maybe it's 
that they have the ugliest famous 
actress of any civili/.ed nation. No 
use asking them; what with their 
silly-sounding language and ugly 
actresses, it's almost impossible for 
them to get anything across to 
anyone. Swedes fuck a lot, but only 
in the missionary position.

Good Points: They're white.

Proper Forms of Address: Herring- 
choker, herring-knocker, square 
head. Swede.

continued
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New Apostate Exotic Love Potion lets you...

HAKE LOUET01 
RHYOHE

YOU 
DESIRE {
and have her 

(or him) at 
your sexual 

command, 
anytime... 

ANYWHERE!!!
"IMPULSE" wascrested to sexually stimuiateand ex 

cite the person you desire Made Irom carefully blend 
ed erotic spices, IMPULSE' entices her (or him) to 
think of love ana respond eagerly to your wishes.

If you've ever wan led to have intimate relations with 
a certain person but couia not succeed, (hen you owe i 
to yourself to try this unique apostate love formula IM 
PULSE mixes easily in all hinds of drinks and is com 
pletely safe and tasteless, it can be used on either sex 
and is mailed in a plain package complete with mstruc 
lions If nol fully satisfied, return within 10 days fora 
complete refund

• »« ORDER TODAY —-
Send Cash. Check or Money Order to 
PROGRESSIVE SALES. DEPT 676 
Bos 310, New Rochelle, New York, 10804 

D 5 Portion Size only $4.95 
D12 Portion Size only $7.95 (Save 13.93) 
Q24 Portion Size only $11.95 (Save $11.81)

Name ... 
Address . 
City ..... .Zip.

Most people go into a state of shock when 
they first open a copy of Horseshit. Then 
they go about halfway through, reading 
and looking at the pictures, and they have 
to put it down and try to get their breath 
back again. When they've rested up, they 
go through the rest of the magazine. Then 
they put it down and they don't know 
what to think. The next day 'hey read it 
again and decide they like it. The day after 
that they decide it's G R EAT! They show 
it to their friends. Then they have to sit 
there and listen while their friends yell and 
shout with laughter and point out things 
they particularly like. Soon, other friends 
come over, dozens of them. "We want to 
see THAT magazine," they say. Finally, 
some bastard steals their Horseshit. Then 
there's nothing left to do but order a new 
subscription from us. You might as well 
(jet started now. Be ready for a shock.

FOUR ISSUES FOR $10 2 ,»gei for SB 
Gifl tiiilni.il hiink with SIO tu&cn.

NOT SINCE THE UIHLE HAS 
ANY BOOK REACHED SUCH 
BEMUV1TY AS IIOHSESHIT

An Anecdote Illustrating Some 
thing of the Swedish Character:

At a wedding party in Siock- 
holm, the inebriated groom 
stumbles into a bedroom and finds 
his bride getting fucked by the 
best man. He laughs uproariously 
and calls all his friends over to the 
door. They tell him he's drunk. 
"You think I'm drunk?" he yells. 
"Take a look at Sven! He's so 
drunk, he thinks lie's me.1 "

SWISS

Racial Characteristics: Mountain 
Jews in whose icy clutches lay the 
fruits of grave misdeeds commitced 
in every clime. Under cover of 
their sanctimonious Red Cross 
organization, they have penetrated 
all the governments on the planet 
and, concealed by a flutter of blood 
drives and nurses' caps, lie 
sucking like leeches ai the marrow 
oi the gold, chocolate, clock, and 
army knife industries of nations 
beyond number. Pathologically 
clean, they sterilize their children 
at birth, which accounts for their 
low rate of population growth and 
leaves them more room to hide 
heaps and piles of money in their 
tiny, Alp-ringed repository of 
snow-covered sin.

Good Points: They rarely yodel in 
ihe home.

Proper Forms of Address: Butter 
balls, cheese knees, big fat Swiss.

An Important Question Concerning
Switzerland's Economy:

What do you call a Swiss banker 
who like Italian lire better than 
Deutsche marks?

Queer.

IN

THE
MOST SENSUOUS
CONDOM
THE
WORLD.,
Nacken
a Scandinavian best
seller. Combinesal
(he best features of
condorns into one
sensational condom!
N^ckcn is unique because
it is textured to provide the
maximum pleasure for bothof you. Niicken's delicately
ribbed surface gently massages the woman while the
contoured formfit provides the greatest sensitivity for
the man-Join the Swedish revolution for the optimum
in pleasure. NScken — the condom from Sweden is
distributed exclusively by PPA.

Specially i 
textured... if

with her 
in mind.

D Super ICO Home Sampler of 100 35
D Uliisiraied catalogue 25?

Name -————————————————

iited condoms J20.1X)

Address

.Zip.

All orderj rushed in a plain unmarked package lo insure 
your privacy- Satisfaction guaranteed or complete refund.

The Liberty Kit contains all the "goodies" 
you need to help celebrate al a celebration 
prica!

#5-21 comas w/ Ex- #5-1G comes w/Bullet 
tenda-pen clip, stand- liide-a-clip, stand-up pipe, 

2 bowls, screens, and 
papers. S3.00

up pipe, 2 bowls, 
screens, papers & its 
own lighter, $10.00

Send cash, check or money order to: Saliva Sales, 
Dept. L576, P.O. Box 30272, Terminal Annex, L.A 
CA 90030. Add $1 for post. & hdlg. Allow 4 weeks 
loi delivery. Calif, residents add 6% tax. 
Please send me the following kills): 
C105-50 Liberty Kit; D #5-21; G #5-16 
Enclosed is S ————— ——— — ———————

Name...————————————————————————— 

Address —————————————————————————

State Zip_
DCheck here for our FREE CATALOG.
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Elborne Whippet, Junior
Mr. Elborne Whippet, Junior, bears a 
close, nay, precisb resemblance to one 
Jeff Greenfield, a disgruntled politico- 
journalist of Netu York City

WASHINGTON, D.C.-A gentle 
spring hangs easy over this oft- 
turbulent capital, beckoning those 
who shape our uncertain destiny to 
soothe their inflamed intellectual 
hemorrhoids that come with the mo 
mentous efiort of movement in the 
comforting sitz bath of cherry blos 
soms and sunshine. And it is time, as 
well, to pause in the frenetic, mad 
rush to gain support in the quest for 
presidential leadership, and bathe in 
the wise and warm counsel of reason, 
prudence, and caution that character 
ize the life oi that tireless public 
servant, Adrian Vanderhaupt —per 
haps the last and greatest of those 
statesmen who guided America on 
her path to world leadership.

The years have been kind to Van- 
derhaupt, now ensconced in an office 
of understated opulence in one of 
Washington's most prestigious law 
firms. The mahogany desk, the coterie 
of devoted, nubile secretaries who 
glide in and out of his office to pre 
sent him with matters oi great import 
and his hourly high colonic treat 
ments, the customized Mercedes- 
Benz 680-SL that awaits his pleasure 
in a restricted parking zone, all 
testify to the rewards which come 
from devotion to the national interest. 
So do the framed photographs which 
line Vanderhaupt's office, with the 
signed inscriptions of some oi the 
great leaders of the postwar world, 
from Syngman Rhee to Bao Dai, from 
Alfredo Stroessner to King Faisal, 
whose nation's traditions Vanderhaupt 
defended before the World Court in 
1956 (who can forget the statesman's 
immortal, eloquent plea: "Let others 
call it slavery —we deem it nothing 
more than nonnegotiable personnel 
transactions...a kind oi Middle East 
ern Employment Agency, where the 
agony of choice is lifted from the 
shoulders of those too frail to bear it").

Listening to him speak now of the 
"tragic vacuum in American leader 
ship, " one is reminded anew of the 
valiant efforts of Vanderhaupt to 
shape a better world. It was his ini 
tiative to organize the American 
Allies of a Free Cochin China, which 
first alerted our intelligence operatives

to the quest of South Vietnam for 
freedom. It was Vanderhaupt who, 
along, with Walt Rostow and 
McGeorge Bundy, drafted the Con 
stitution of South Vietnam — an effort 
which dealt Vanderhaupt a grievous 
personal tragedy when his proposal 
for a unicameral legislature was 
turned down.

("I know," he insists, banging his 
desk with his forehead, "that if the 
peasants of the Central Highlands 
could have seen Marshall Ky's com 
mitment to a one-house legislature, 
the infrastructure of the Viet Cong 
would have been destroyed in a 
week")

And it was also Vanderhaupt who, 
in a rare act of courage, sent a per 
sonal letter to President Johnson 
urging him to "seriously consider 
sending a peace signal to Hanoi by 
cutting the tonnage of bombs by 6.5 
percent." ("It was rough," he re 
members. "I was barred from the 
White House prayer breakfasts for 
three weeks")

Looking at the American political 
landscape today, Vanderhaupt mixes 
despair with hope. He believes, for 
example, that the irresponsible dis 
closures of CIA assassination plots 
have dealt a grievous blow to our 
diplomatic initiative.

"You have to understand these 
burheads and jaundice-jaws," he 
says affectionately. "1 remember back 
in '57, negotiating offshore drilling 
rights in one nation. Their so-called 
head of state — I can't remember his 
name, Fungo, Fongool, something like 
that — started mouthing off about 
'national self-determination' and 'ex 
ploitation.' Well, what he didn't know 
is that our deep cover boys had wired 
his chair. Nothing serious, just a 
minor shock. He darn near hit the 
ceiling, but he got the idea, and we

i got our drilling rights for about six 
dollars a throw. Once you take away 
the fear that these clowns might find

I a grenade in their soup, you just lose

all your bargaining power. How can 
you negotiate with people ii they 
aren't afraid you might blow their 
chops off?"

Vanderhaupt is equally insightful 
about the consumer and environ 
mental movements, which he regards 
as "hysterical and intellectually dis 
honest." Asbestos, [or example, is 
seen by the statesman as "one of our 
surest sources of upward mobility.

"Sure, my firm represents Z.J. 
Parker Talcum Powder Co. before 
federal agencies," he continues. "But 
this is more than a fee—it's a matter 
of principle. You take the highest- 
ranking corporate executives, founda 
tion heads, academics. They all use 
talcum powder that's loaded with 
asbestos, and they die, five, ten years 
faster than they might. What does 
that do? It ofiens up th& job market; 
deputies become managers, vice- 
presidents become presidents, frustra 
tions are replaced by promotions, and 
everybody gets a piece of the pie 
faster. Same with your polyvinyl 
chlorides, your red dyes, your efflu 
ents. It's nothing more than a struggle 
against national stagnation.."

As the afternoon sped by, Vander 
haupt's color took on the shades of a 
magnificent sunset of orange and 
purple, and his visitor opined from the 
rapid throbbing of a vein just above 
his forehead that it was time to take 
his leave. This scribe left with a sense 
of regret that the fevered plunge into 
so-called "democratic" reforms in the 
selection of presidents has made it 
less and less likely thar a statesman as 
gifted and visionary as Adrian 
Vanderhaupt will ever occupy the 
Oval Office. For which among those 
who would prod this nation into the 
five thousandth fortnight of our col 
lective experience has the clear-eyed, 
tough-minded will to put aside the 
clamor of the day's madness, and 
look forward into that future when 
America might once again tap the 
skills and wisdom of its wisest male 
Caucasian gentile Episcopalians — 
aided, of course, by a back room of 
brilliant, hirsute Hebraics, whose 
memos are typed and filed by comely 
ladies of discretion, whose coffee is 
brought by chuckling gentlemen of 
color — all helping America keep its 
place in the world while respectfully 
keeping their own. Such, such are the 
lost dreams of idealistic youth. CH
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Malcolm Hereford was 
an inventive and crusty old 
hedonist who made his for 
tune breeding bulls.

A stubborn man, he did 
things to his liking, regardless

He liked "strong drink."
But not its taste.
Or its smell.
So, he did as only 

he would do.

He turned his considerable 
resources to creating drinks 
to please all the senses.

He succeeded with a blend 
of natural flavors and grain 
neutral spirits.

Each is spirited.
Each pleasant tasting.
Each pleasing to the eye.
And each smooth and light

to the palate.
Once done, and with the

final iconoclastic twist of wit,

he named them "COWS."
We heard of Malcolm's 

private "herd."
And found them to be a 

delicious and spirited new 
breed of drink.

So, with Malcolm's bless 
ing, we've turned them loose.

Try them on-the-rocks or 
chilled. You'll discover one 
thing for sure: 
A Cow^on-the-rocks is not 
a bum steer.

HEREFOfS
MOCHA COW

A Mend of natural flavors and 
grain neutral spirits/ /

. \ , / / Thirty Proof/' / fi

\

RODUCING 
MALCOLM HEREFOR

30 PROOF COWS.
\* The Soidfed New Breed of Drink. 3 i .if "
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Had it with hot taste?
Then put down what you're 
smoking and pick up the 
extra cool taste of KGDL

Come up to KQDL -

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

-SB
KQDL

KGDL

KINGS SUPER LONGS

Kings. 17 mg."tar," 1.3 mg. nicotine; Longs, 17 mg. "tar,' 
1.2 mg. nicotine, au.per cigarette, FTC Report Nov. 75Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.




